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City Clerk, Charles S. Bickadnnnistered the oath of oflice
iwing:
2. W. Wescott; Aldermen, V
is, H J. Kimball, W. G. Hatch
aughan; Common Councilman,
ester, L. 13. Thompson, V. L.
Hall, II. S. Mclveen, G. W.
iur Higgins, N M. Staples, R.

Iiovernm t
ihall,

K. Skerrye of the Federated
■red prayer.
W.

Wescott then delivered

ral address,

of the City Council:
d today, many of us at the
of the fifth y< ar of service and
t year must be fraught with
ctfmplisliments for the City’s
id welfareihan any yet achievyear’s accumulated experience
rger results. This is the natural
vents and is a reasonable cx-

nimity with which
to

ite

continue and

we

have

the compli-

cast, there being

no

opposi-

furth r testibe considered
the appreciation of our labors
lef that we have done our best
Each one
conditions at hand.
iut question feels thereby even
and deeper responsibility than
a

is not alone by miv
means in its taxation
problems.
The two paramount projects for the
present year are the schoolhouse and a
county home lor the County’s war s
When we started in 1919 to bring the
I
schoolhouse into being, it was said it
could not be done.
Nevertheless, it is far
be built.
The rej On the way and is to
action to the suggestion thrown out at the
| Chamber of Commerce meeting recently
; seems to be to go ahead and ouiid this
year, notwithstanding construction costs
an J
the likelihood of lower prices one or
two years hence.
People have been look
mg forward to the schoolhouse and want
it now.
To build this year will entail an
extra tax of 1 to 1 1-2 per cent spread
over two or three years, of one-half per
{ cent yearly. Notwithstanding this, let us
be optimistic and rejoice in the fact that
we shall have toward the project approx
luiately 1120,000 without taxation, and rejoice loo in what the value ot its earlv !
| completion will mean to our children and
One
to tne City’s growth in population.
gentlemen, and a conservative man, too,
said the other day that the new school- |
house would increase the City’s valuation
1
one-quarter of a million dollars within
live years, and he was not far wrong. Let j
then that the
us congratulate ourselves
,I thing we
have needed and coveted so j
long is about to be.
Recognizing that the extra taxation incident to tne financing of the schoolhouse j
to a limited
I may work an inconvenience
few, 1 suggest that at the proper time a
|
be api Committee from the City Council of ex1
pointed to hear any representation
tra difficulty thereby and recommend to
such partial individual
the Assessors
abatements of taxes as may in their judg- j
1
meat seem wise, and that an extra amount
of appropriation be included in the Con- j
lingenL Account to cover such emejgen- j
1

j

]

down to the lowest, efficiency up to the
Inghrst, but ever have in mind that Belf ist is progressive and must be Kept in its
allotted place for the prosperity and best
interests of all
C. W. WESCOTT, Mayor
The following subordinate officers were
elected:

j
j

City CletK, Charles S Bickford.
Treasurer, Charles S. Bickford,
Ci'y Solicitor, Clyde R. Chapman,
City Physician, S. C. Pattee
Chief Engineer, S. S. L. Shute.
Asst. Engineers, R F. Dirby, F. X
Pendleton.

City Marshal, M R. Knowlton.
Tax Coll-ctor, Edmund Wilson
Auditor, T. W Lothrop.
Harter Master, N. S. Lord
Port Warden, N, S. Lord.
Truant Officer, M. R. Knowlton.
Inspector of Buildings, J G Aborn.
Park Commissioner, F. H. Mayo.
Assessor for 3 years, J. F. Sheldon.
Overseers of the Poor, O. S. Vickery,
G. G. Abbott, Blanche D. Clay.
Trustees Belfast Free Library, Selwyn
Thompson, Samuel Adams, Ben Hazeltine, Charles W. Martin.
Measurers of Salt and Grain, V. L.
Hall, B. R. Allen.

Surveyors of Lumber, J. C. Durham, J.
F Sheldon, W. K. Keene, F. A. Holmes,
ti. Fair Holmes, C. B. Holmes, R. L.
Cooper, L. A. Howard, E. E. Babcock, E.
K Colson, C E Hopkins, W. H. Mitche I, H. F. Hanson.
Supervisor of Highwavs, T. S. Thompson.

Health Officer, O S. Vickery.
City Weighers, C. B. Holmes, E. A.
Wadsworth, R. L Cooper, Hazel R. Fernalg, C. E. Hopkins, H. F Hanson, J. L.
Staples, Otis V. Staples, Dana Staples.
Measurers of Bark and Wood, F. A.
;ipie our first election initiated, cies.
C. B Holmes, H. Fair Holmes,
I
Holmes,
n-par'isanship in City aflairs,
Again 1 solicit and urge your wholeilly proven and demonstrated hearted consideration and support of a K. H. Mosher, L. B. Roberts, C. E. Hopkins, Hazel R. Fernald, H. F. Hanson, E.
true principle for the greatest
County Home for the County’s unfortu- J R. Colson, W. H. Mitchell.
nd success in local City GovI
The gentlemen who lirst sugnate poor.
Sealers of Weights and Measures, N.
Ve cannot hope to please all to
tins and who was most enthusiastic M Whitman.
body of men can do that—but gested
lias
been
unfortunately
j
in
itb support
Cutters of Hoops and Staves, W. G.
islied the large majority ia the
Dr. West. 1 should rather
We cater to taken from us,
Hatch, F A. Holmes, R. H. Mosher.
as ible reward.
1
conHome
of
this
establishment
see
the
Fence Viewers, E O Pendleton, G. F.
ry to serve all. We are, indeed,
nectad with the record of this administra j Mayhew, Richard Merriam.
.s of all, to interpret and exeThere is t
tion than almost anything else.
Policemen, E. S. Whitehead, F. T. Naivishes as far as reasonable and
in my mind as to the economy !
We stand in fact as no question
son, H. H. Wentworth, H. S. Shaw, E.
to do
and practicability of such an undertaking.
A. Nickerson, W. B. Bartlett, J. D. Hill,
between reasonable and un1 was talking last year on my vacation T. J Brown. E. D
White, R. L. Rolerrational and irrational demands
who is a trustee of one
with a
son, J. A. G. Beach.
■fc vote on the increase of the mayor’s of thesegentleman
I should
homes in N. Y. State.
Kn from $150 to $400 per year stood
The regular orders for the transaction
but for the
This 1 must not advise it for the City alone,
to 151 opposed.
!|K favor
be a success of business were passed.
as a whole it would
County
lo
as
1
was a great
surprise
me,
1 believe, too, j
from every point of view.
one |
j^Ko doubt it was lo all ol you—is
BASKET BALL.
! that most of the towns are ready for the
in
the
happe.lings
IH^Ese inexplicable
them will eventually
of the human move and that all of
the
processes
|K|i of
igl|BTIie justice of the suggested

Instances come up each year
change come in.
would be of the
that it never occurred to me where such an institution
greatest use A farm where those able to
he any opposition of ronseinfluenced to do so would
tla I there heen a fud vote of the work would be
extent the supthe decision would provide to a considerable
no doubt
It is the most
port of the inmates.
As far as
decidedly reversed
as the most practical and
personally, however, I humane as well
to care for them.
myself to accept the oflice again economical way
Some of the poor reach their destination
should the measure he defeated,
from their own laziness and slothfulness;
carry out the pledge to my ut
JSBUbilitv; for he who accepts a job others from lack of ability to keep themAs a community a
discharge its duties to the best that selves elsewhere.
regardless ol conditions. Sooner moral responsibility rests^upon us to comHKler 1 have no doubt the injustice, not fortably care and provide for these unforindividual, but to the City, will be tuna es. In a County Home inmates can
Bneted and it should he corrected, if be segregated as their physical conditions
to continue in her rightful place
may require and receive the treatment
aud oversight necessary to individual
ie progressive cities of the State.
I to get out of a rut, particularly cases.
which we have inuved so many
A convention should be called of repre:ie oflice should command a qualsentatives from all the towns and a convice worth to the City materiaicrete plan worked out to be put in motion
sss of the amount involved,
1 urge upon the people of the
nex* year.
ice both to the City and tiie sucCounty, those whose consciences dictate,
rlayor I recommend that the mea- to them a quality of moral responsibility,
gain submitted to the people at
to think of this question, to discuss it,
annual election.
and lend their influence toward bringing
t*s a little lime to get a detiuite
about the fulfilment of the establishment
policy in moliou pint it is our of this home.
and pleasure to nave continued
The Highway Commission has promised
ly to see some of the results of a State Koad to brown’s Corner not later
Ivors materialize,
than 1923 and I suggest that especially in
rchase ol the water plant has i
as
consequence thereof a sewer be started
our forecast and the people are 1 soon as the frost is out of the ground,
a direct saving
of over $3,000 I from w'est of ttie Pierce School on Church
ereby, besides I be elimination of a ! street and extended to the shore via Mayo
legal wrangle and the expense street. This can be completed Detore the
there.
heavy summer trallic begins.
idge is a monument to the City
1 further suggest that earnest consideraaestimable credit and value for tion be
given at once to the purchase of a
W iih the
lively all time.
fire combination motor truck.
ighways are slowly but surely possession of one, the personnel of our
into permanent form,
Fire Companies can be reduced at a maaccomplishments are not ours terial saving in expense; the city team
1 of all who assisted with
their eliminated at a saving of $800 or more per
encouragement and advice.
and 1 am advised the residential lire
pUMfl*
It Is commonly alio we J that Belfast has year,
rating of the City would thereby be adexceptionally prosperous Ihus far vanced into Class C position, inaking a
tout the troublesome
industrial cy- still further saving to our citizens of
ib for
us through
our endeavors
$1,500 or more annually. Under these
licies to foster and further that
condition such a truck would appear
ity to the greatest extent possible, to forecast the liquidation of its cost in a
tiurden of taxation has been more
short while, and a purchase seems advisheavy through our administration able.
sometimes wonder
Our temporary loans including February
that, on account
we are asked to
but the coupons unpaid are $21,510.77, approxi*publ'c> especially these who mately the same amount as last year. We
bl *s' wish our
City to advance! have charged down this year 1800 on
a, s wben their contributions 1 otor trucks leaving the valuation balwel^.are Produce desired re- ance $i ,000. We have set aside $1,500 for
HUM._tl.ey are fair in their appraisal of Depreciation Reserve. We are carrying
employed. To serve an appre- ! forward in the Contingent^ccouut au
•bferested, and supporting citi/.en- unexpended balance of $4,446 07 which
'"deed a pleasure worth
while. I he will to that extent ease us in the present
°' taxatiou have
nodoubt reslyear’s appropriations.
heavily on our farmers, the marOwing to the small imount of snow the
whose products have been past wiuter, we have left in Sidewalk
;
liquidated, and on those de- Snow Removal Account $527.02 which, 1
on a limited and
stationary iu- believe, will make no assessment necesIn isolated instances this
feature sary for that work the present year, unb*e“
Hc'v
burdensome,yet that whicn less additional sidewalks are included. It
tbe best interests of the
majority will be noted that taking over the breakcity as a whole must be considering of lhetsidewalks has thus effected a
tbe isolated cases of
hardship considerable saving to the people.
possible.
■■“'here
Belfast, however
Finally we must aim to nold expenses
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The Belfast A. A. lost to the Sanford
team Wednesday night in one of the mos
exciting gamei of the season. The score
was 33 to 22.
It was also one of the fair-
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here for some time. Darby

The summary:

Belfast

Sanford
Feldman If 5 U>

rb Roberts
rb Getchell
lb Heal 1
c Soper 2
rf White 6
If Norton 1
lb Roberts 1

Harris rf 1
Curtin c 2
Noyes lb 1
| Gunderson rb 7

!

,

!

j

Belfast A. A.

won

Thursday night in

a

of 30 to 14 from the Sanfords in a
very exciting and rough game in which
White starred, but all did line work.

score

!

Tnere

were

Belfast

no

men

in the local

1 ne-up, but Getchell is employed here.
Ralph F. Darby refereed. The summary:
Sanford
Belfast
rb Gunderson
S Dunnack If 2
lb Joyce
White rf 5
c Curtin 5
Soper c 4 (1>
1
rf
Feldman
Getchell lb 2
If Harris 1
Heal rb 1 ill
There
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Majority of 7000 Votes in
the District.

was a

j

Tonights

between Belfast and Castine.
For
time he was employed as a ship
carpenter. His last work was with the

ran

NORTH MONTVILLE

Borne

inter-class games in

two

mary:
Seniors 31
K. Nickerson rf / (5)
F. Winchester If 1
Staples c 2
Orchard ro
Roberts lb 3
Juuiors 19
Piaisted rf 1
Brown If 2
Greenlaw c 2
i Colcora rg 2 (1)
Adams Ig 2

in Lubec Sardine Company and the inspec^1 iss Nora Wiggin closed her school
the best workmen
tor said that he was
Unity last Friday.
new
on his particular Dranch on the entire
Mr. C. W. Colby has bought a
For over forty years he was a
coast.
auto, a Dodge sedan.
the Belfast Fire Deand Charles Colby are valuable member of
Nutter
K.
J.
Sophomores 23
as long as his health per
and
partment
Wadsworth rf 3 ill each building a garage.
mitted could be depended upon to do his
Bowen It 3
Henry McCorrison from Brunswick best. He was also a member of A. E.
Thompkins c
making
J. Nickerson rg 1 was in this section Thursday,
Clark, Sons of Veterans. His nearest
Gross Ig 1 the trip in his car.
are cousins, Mrs. Adelaide G.
relatives
<2>
If
2
Grady
in A1
Miss Myrtle Sibley, who works
Keating of Belfast, Mrs. Harriet G. Jones
Freshmen 22
Davis rf
Clements If 3
Ness c o
Rogers rg 2
Buzzell Ig 1

_

Referees, Mdunes
Timekeeper, E. H.

and Creamer
Scott.
Scorer,

Hazel

Nickerson.
j

SANDYP01NT

1

vacation with
bion, is spending a short
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W m. Sibley.
the GorBaxter Whitten, who attends
has
don Bible College in Boston, Mass.,
at his
been spending a week’s vacation
home here.

Miss Edith Lawthat she is conMrs. Koy
fined t. her bed at the home of
Gurney in
The many friends of
rence are sorrv to learn

Belfast.____

of Howard, R. I-, Ralph Robbins of Augusta, Frances, Isabel and Frank RobThe funeral
of Lawrence, Mass.
held at his late home Friday at 2 p.
m., Rev. George C. Sauer of the Baptist
The firemen and
church officiating.
and furmany of the S. of V. attended
nished the bearers, Harvard W. Salisbury, Samuel Durosi, Fred A. Seward
and George W. Salter.
bins

was

Mr. and Mrs. Clem Smith were weekend visitors at Stockton village.

Boys’

Mrs. George MaGee and Morris MaUee
spent Friday
Misses

Searsport

J
1

in

Bangor.

MILLINERY

here for

a

Shoes

Special Showing
We shall on Saturday, March 25
have a large assortment of beautiful trimmed hats fresh from
our workroom, which the public
is cordially invited to see. New
goods coming in every few days

throughout tjpe

of Good Old

Annie and Frances Rogers of
were

visit recently.

Mrs. Ollie Smart has been sick with the

UP STAIRS FOR VALUES.

MRS. B. F. WELLS

Leather

grip and was attended by Dr. Britto from
the village

$2.95

Miss Dons Bickmore, who has been
teaching school in BowJoinham, arrived
Saturday for two weeks vacation.

before you
leap—but your Boy won’t and

You may look

And we will All Grow With It
The City National Bank of Belfast

DEPOSITS

$3,200,000

season.

Fashioned

Miss Marietta Turner, who is attending
high school in Belfast is home for a visit.

Make Belfast Grow

PERSONAL

|

large and enthusiastic atMilton B. Hills has just returned from
Miss Mary H Spear is visiting Mia ■
tendance, including a number of women,
Llewella S. Thorndike in Rockland.
at the Republican caucus held last Friday a business trip in Boston snd vicinity.
j
William K.
Edward
H.
Dunbar of Plymouth,
Mra C. B. Swett left recently for Bath,
Hon. John E. Nelson of Augusta was evening in the Court House.
M.
Frost Mass., arrived Saturday to visit his sis- | where ahe is a patient in the
elected at the special election Monday as Keene presided and Mrs. Annie
city hospitaL
The nominating ter, Mrs. Phoebe D. Crawford.
Congressman in the Third District over was made secretary.
Mrs. Lillian Kellogg of Boston arrived,
Hon. Ernest L. McLean of Augusta, the committee consisting of Dr. O. S. VickMiss Mary Houston, a teacher in the Wednesday, called by the illneas of her
i
Democratic nominee. He carried all five ery, Mrs. Essie P. Carle and Dana B. Peirce school, left Saturday to spend the mother, Mrs. F. A. Riggs.
Southworth
the
list
presented
following
vacation with relatives in Bradford.
counties, every city and a big lion’s share
Master Francis Henry Stevens, son of
of all the towns. The cities of his home of delegates and alternates to attend the
D. H. Mclnnes, a teacher in the B. H. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Stevens has gone to
District
Convention
in
Bangor,
April
e
6th,
county, where the fight centered, ga
S., left Friday noon to spend the vaca- Pittsfield to visit his uncle and aunt. Mr.
him a handsome indorsement as follows: a'. 9 a. m and the State Convention at
tion with friends in Boston.
and Mrs. Albion Weeks and his cousins,
Nelson McLean 10 a. m. Delegates—Mrs. Essie P. Carle,
T. ( lifTord is visiting relatives !1 Genevieve and Sylvia Weeks.
Edwin
1538
Mrs.
1936
Grace
C.
Mrs.
Annie
M.
Augusta
Pillsbury,
I
612
695
Gardiner
Frost, Mrs. Hattie S. Ritchie, Mrs. Susie in Arlington, Mass. He will also visit in i Mr and Mrs. Elmer A. Sherman have
215
328
Hallowed
A. Morey, Mrs. Edith W. Dorman, H. C. Atlantic, Mass., before returning home. ! been in Providence a few days as guest*
1032
1813
Waterville
j
Miss Nellie Coombs of Isleaboro arriv- of Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Horton, going
Th vote of Belfast by wards was as Buzzell, L. E. Thornton, Roy C. Fish, Dr.
O. S. Vickery and Judge Clyde R. Chao- ed Thursday to spend several days aa the there from the auto show in Boston. Mr.
follows:
138
233
Ward 1
man; alternates—Mrs. Estelle B. Millett, guest of Mrs. Harry A. Babbidge, Miller Sherman has returned, but Mrs. Sherman
92
180
Ward 2
Mrs Mildred N. Rhoades, Mrs.
Ida W. street.
remained for a few days’ visit with Mrs.
116
97
Ward 3
«
Mahoney, Mrs. Julia A. Vickery, Mrs
44
Mrs. Mary Eliot of Cambridge, Mass , A. C. Burgess, who is spending the winWard 4
60
56
Etta G. Simmons, Arthur Ritchie, Frank has arrived at the home of Mrs. Roy ter at 44 Farragut avenue.
Ward 5
415
610
Totals
M. Bailey, William K. Keene, P. G.
Gurney to assist in the care of Mias Edith
195
Miss Louise Hazeltine left last ThursMajority
Hurd, Flank A. Littlefield.
Lawrence.
was
as
folThe vote of Waldo County
day for visita in New York and Boston
Judge Chapman, Mrs G C Pillsbury and
Rev. Arthur A. Blair of Livermore before leaving April 10th for Yokoha ma,
lows:
415
Roy C. Fisli, the nominating committee,
610
Belfast
Falls, formerly of Belfast, was here Japan, for
12
ap indefinite visit with her
named the following city committee,
Belmont
Wednesday to attend the meeting of Pal- niece, Mra. Richard E. Shaw, and family.
34
93
Brooks
which wig elected: Mrs. Hannah b. Colestine Commandery,
58
66
Templar.
She will go by the way of San Francisco
Burnham
cord, Mrs. Hattie S. Ritchie, Mrs Ida W.
35
Frankfort
Miss Alice R. Parker, R. N., of the and will atop in Honolulu, H. L, for a
12
39
Mahoney, Mrs. Edith W. Dorman, Mrs.
Freedom
schools in Skowhegan, spent a brief visit with her nephew, Major Chaa.
10
15
Susie A. Morey, Mrs. Mildred N.Rhoades, public
Islesboro
few days recently, the guest of her pa- B. Hazeltine, and family.
15
27
Jackson
Mrs. Etta G. Simmons, Mrs. Florence H.
8
56
Knox
rents, Mr. and Mrs. John Parker, Waldo
Mrs. Jennie Luhrs of Lausanne, Swite*
Slugg, Miss Mildred I. Darby, Mrs. Julia
14
77
Liberty
Avenue.
accompanied by Miaa Mabel A.
zerland,
A.
14
Vickery, Mrs. Lura H. Ritchie, Mrs.
Lincolnville
Miss Phyllis, daughter of Capt. and Craig, a teacher in the Y. M. C. A.
14
29
Rena S. Hatch, Mrs. Katherine K. Doak,
Monroe
14
39
Montville
Mra. Ida W. Hatch, Mrs. Lucy D. Staples, Mrs. Harry A. Babbidge aod a student at school in Springfield, Maas., will arrive
29
30
Morrill
Mrs. Etta P. Savery, Meaars. H. C. Buz- Dean Academy, Franklin, Maas., will ar- Saturday aa guests oi Mr. and Mrs. Chaa.
16
28
Northport
18
56
zell, Austin J. Fernald, C. S. Taylor, Dr. rive Friday to spend the Easter vacation M. Craig. Mrs. Luhrs will leave April
Palermo
6
8th from New York oo the Rotterdam of
26
Eugene D. Tapley, Guy A. Gray, Ruaaell with her parents.
Prospect
11
20
Searsmont
C. Carter, Pearl Gray, E. L. Colcord,
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Nichols, who were the Holland-American Line for her home
12
74
Searsport
Harry W. Clark, C. W. Wescott, Ralph called to Swanville by the death of Mrs. and will be accompanied by her cousin,
74
69
Stockton Springs
Mra. Craig, whA plans to remain in LausH. Howes, Herbert. H. Stevens, B. L. Nichols’ father, H. O. Cunningham, re23
60
Swanville
10
44
anne until late in June.
Lausanne ie
home
turned
Thorndike
Sunday
accompanied
by
Fred
A.
DarH.
Davis,
Johnson, George
32
28
Troy
beautifully situated on Lake Geneva.
E. Hayes, Elijah Ritchie, Mar- Mrs. Cunningham.
by,
Jerry
68
116
Unity
ion E. Brown, Laforest L. Robbins, VirMrs. Ashley A. Smith and little daugh21
1*
Waldo
SPLENDID BILL
20
87
gil L. Hall, F. L. Tootbaker, B. O. Nor- ter Ruth were guests of friends »in this
Winterport
990
1743
Totals
ton, Ralph A. Bramhali, George W. Luce, city Sunday afternoon. They came to of Vaudeville and Feature Pictures to ba753
Majority
Morris L. Slugg, A. B. Smalley, Scott attend the special services in the Univerthe Colonial Policy Every Wednesdatr
It is surprising that the vote locally
Drew H. L. Chaples, Frank Smith, salist church Sunday evening.
Gray,
Each Week.
the
considering
as
it
was as large
was,
Dr. O. S. Vickery, Marshall O. KnowlSupt. Edward E. Roderick and PrinciRain and sleet alBelfast theatre goers will hail with
inclement weather.
ton, A. J. Clarey, Wm. H. Bray, O. L. pal Harry A. Foster of the B. H. S. were
the announcement by Manager
ternated and it was one of the most disapleasure
Wentworth, H. B. Ladd, Carleton Doak, in Augusta last week to attend the midClifford that the Colonial theatre will
greeable days of the season, with streets Maurice S. Wood, Frank M.
Bailey, Ros- winter convention of the Association of
Women were
present on.Wednesdays of each week a
and walks at their worst.
coe Rolerson, W.
G. Hatch, J. A. G. Maine
superintendents aud principals.
out
and
came
at
the
fine i vaudeville bill of standard vaudepolls
in their places
Beach, Fred, A. Robbins, Roy C. Fish,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas B. Gregory, who ville headliners in conjunction with the
Both parties
in large numbers to vote.
Ralph W. Patterghall, Leroy Robbins,
have been Bpending the winter in Boston,
were wide awake.
present program of first run feature picFred N. Savery,
Arthur E. Stantial.
wrote recently to relatives here that they tures.)
The Republican rally Saturday evening
Judge Chapman was made chairman of have
For a long time it has been impossible
hired for the summer season the
had little advertising, but was comparathe city committe, Mrs. Essie P. Carle,
in
was
Band
as
the
attended
Stephenson cottage on Cottage street, to induce the really big metropolitan
tively well
vice chairman, Mrs. Annie M.
Frost, which
vaudeville acts to come into Eastern
attendance. Judge Clyde R. Chapman,
they occupied last sudhmer.
secretary and Ralph I. Morse, treasurer.
of the long
chairman of the city committee, presid• Miss Helen D.
Wescott, daughter of Maine territory on account
ed and cordially introduced the speakers,
Mrs. Clement W. Wescott, a railroad jumps, but by inaugurating a
and
Mayor
uEORGE FREl> GILMORE
!
Senator Frank G. Farrington of Augusta
student at Wheaton College, Norton, policy of vaudeville at Black's Bangor
indorseformer’s
The
and Mr. Nelson.
George Fred Gilmore died March 14th Mass., will spend the Easter vacation Opera House a booking policy of one day
Belment of the latter was fair, frank and
at the home of Mrs. Edith A. Danforth,
with her aunt, Dr. Adelaide M. Wescott ;| each week was made possible for
friendly, the kind that comes only from a No. loo High Btreet, where he had board- of New York.
| fast.
man of judgment who has complete coned for a number of years. He was born
Miss Edna Hopkins left Saturday for
The schools will begin next Monday,
fidence in a man he would commend. in Belfast, Oct. 28, 1860, the only son of
Princetou, where she will spend several after a week’s vacation. It is hoped
as
he
a
line
impression
Mr. Nelson made
the late Capt. Charles T. and Evelyn H. weeks singing at special services which
that it may be the last term in the builddefended himself from some of the anon- (Flowers) Gilmore, and always lived here. are to be held in one of the
churches
occupied for so many years on the
ings,
attacks
him.
bitter
upon
and
Miss Hopkins has a very clear
When a young man he went to sea with there.
ymous
It will be a delight to see them
common.
Both addresses were dignified and entire- his father and soon after was captain on and beautiful voice and is meeting with
success in this special work.
down.
taken
obiectional
free
from
personalities.
ly
the bay steamer “May Queen,” which

Has

Armory Thursday evening by the
Belfast High school. They were wel
played and very interesting. The sum-

the

I ir!r
#ff¥i,ty

!i^»ueof

games

refereed.

MARCH 2II.

to keep a good sturdy
feet covered is quite a
lem and expense, too.

boy’s
prob-

With all these things in mind
we have had a boy’s shumade
up under our own specifications. The uppers are of full
grained Gun Metal Calf; solid
leather heels, counters with
extra heavy insoles. A new
feature is a solid sole leather
toe cap.

If you^re about discouraged
in trying to get a good wearmr a
ing shu for your boyIUrr
pair of our boys
shoes at Two Ninety-Five.
Sizes 1 to 6.

The Dinsmore Store

Citizen

The Good

one of the most important institutions for
The boy or girl who has a savings
citizens.
making good
become
to
tends
account
thoughtful, self-controlled and reaccount is not apt to be an
w
a
man
ith
The
savings
liable.
anarchist. The housekeeper with a savings account is a

The Bank is

thrifty and contented

A

START

woman,

SAVINGS

ACCOUNT

WE. PAY 4% ON SAVING ACCOUNTS.
Come in and ask about 2%
Have you

inspected

our

on

daily balances.

ELECTRICALLY protected

VAULT?
We hope the ladies, while waiting for the boat, train
friends, will make use of the attractive rest room which
we have provided for their convenience on the ground floor.

or

Is there any Bank that offers you more service than we?

WALDO TRUST COMPANY
(“THE COMMUNITY BANK”)

BELFA8T
BROOK8

OA8TINE

UNITY

THE ANCIENT ORDER OF
SHIFTERS

Journal]

The Republican

(A Historical Poem)

Belfast. Thursday, March 23, i 922

Old Adam was a Shifter,
He initiated Eve,
Eden grew too warm for them,
The Shifters had to leave.
Cain then shifted with his club.
Took in his brother Abel,
"Murder just invented,”
So ran the A P cable.
Noah shifted in the ark
When the ram began to fall—
The great men of antiquity
It seems were Shifters all.

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

The

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican

BROWN. Editor.

A. L

Victors

Tor one square,
ADVERTISING TERMS,
for
«ne inch length in column, 50 cents
*ne week and S5 cents for each subsequent

sharp struggle
many a
against serious developments*

in

insertion.
In advance,
Subscription Terms
42.00a year, J1.00 for six months; 50cents
Bar three iqonths.

Solomon shifted among his wives
For reasons good or bad,
He was the greatest Shifter
The Shifters.ever had.
Columbus was a shifter,
W e read it in a book,
They say the son inherited
The father's shifty look,
The Shifters once were Buzzards,
Then were Buffaloes,
No matter whst the name is.
Still the order grows

QUOTATION
••Werehalf the power, that fills the world
with terror,
Were half the wealth, bestowed on
camps and courts.
Given to redeem the human mind from

Doctor’s Proscription
Internsl snd Extsrnsl
100 years of Success

error

There were no need of arsenals
forts. •
The warrior’s
horred I

name

Many volunteer nurse in remote sections has given heartfelt praise to this grand old
anodyne. Its timely use insures

would be a name ab-

spoedyrelief andsal'ety against

And every nation, that should lift again
Its hand against a brother, on its forehead
Would wear forevermore the curse of
Cain!

complications. Generation
after generation of happy users
have proved it to be the greatest of all family remedies for
Coughs, Colds, Sore Throat,
Grippe, Cramps, Colic, Chills.
Strains. Cuts, Burns. Etc.

$1475
f.

in all this broad fair land.
Dawn the dark future, through long generations.
H. W. M.
The echoing sounds grow fainter and
All dealers. 25 and 50 cents.
then cease;
W Ido County Pomona
A nd like a bell, with solemn, sweet vibrations,
I hear once more the voice of Christ
Waldo County Pomona No. 12 met with
tically equal to that of the Panama casay, "Peace.’’
South Montville Grange, March 7th, and
from
not
only
nal. That demand comes,
.Peace! and no longer from its brazen poropened in form in the fifth degree, W. M.
Chicago and Detroit but emphatically
»
tala
All officers
B. L. A born in the chair.
the
of
dozen
shakes
about
a
from
and
insistently
The blast of war’s great organ
save three.
present
the skies!
great States of the Middle West. The j
During the “waiting time” appropriate
But beautiful as songs of the immortals,
St. Lawrence canal project seems to be a
The holy melodies of love arise
were made by brothers Howes
remarks
the
United
scheme to tap the treasury of
—Longfellow.
and Charles Adams. Eighteen candidates
States for 1250,000,000 or more. If carwere found in waiting and received inried to success it will at first, if not periTHE ST. LAWRENCE CANAL
It was a
in the fifth degree.
struction
manently, materially injure New England
PROJECT
very pleasing sight—18 men and women
and all the middle Atlantic States, and
The St Lawrence ia a great river. The will not ever benefit the Southern States largely young people and largely mem-volume of water which it pours into the nor the States west of the Rocky Moun- bers of South Montville Grange—receivAtlantic is enormous and ao great is its tains. Even if the canals were enlarged ing instruction in the beautiful lessons
watershed that its low water periods are as proposed, we do not believe the visions of Pomona. This was followed by a bounrare.
Seldom ia the difference of ita av- and hopes of the sanguine West would tiful harvest in their spacious dining
After leav- hall.
erage flow and its low water flow more materialize into substance.
Called to order in the afternoon and
than 5 per cent To go up the river by the ing the Atlantic, ships must sail nearly
A
Music by choir.
-usual route, ships pass from the Atlantic^ 2,000 miles to reach Chicago and must be program taken up.
through the Straits of Belle Isle into the lifted more than 500 feet through locks fine address of welcome was given by
G ulf of St. Lawrence and cross the Gulf, in canals 71 miles long. We believe the Frances Howes, responded to by Hon. L.
C.

freights

at its wharves.

Montreal is about 160 miles up the rivfrom Quebec. About midway between
these two cities ia Lake SL Peter. The
river flows into one end of this lake and
out at the other. There are extensive
shoals in thia lake, where the average
depth of water was only about 11 feet.
These aboals have been dredged at the
expense of Canada, making a channel
some 400 feet wide and having a depth
of about SO feet This has enabled Montreal to become a seaport which, except
for distance, is nearly, if not fully equal
to Quebec-io accessibility. Immediately
above Montreal are the Lachine rapids,
where there is a fall of about 45 feet in
er

six or seven miles.

A canal about nine

miles long and having five locks, has
been constructed to surmount these rapids. In going down 'he river quite large
'.passenger steamers run down these rapids, but use the canal on the return trip.
Within a distance of about 100 miles
.above Montreal there are, at intervals,
five other

rapids

or

cascades,

each of

at

the docks of Chicago

or

As a further objection to the St. Lawrence Canal project we lear that serious

tation

70 years ago.
These trees now average
60 feet in height and lumber experts say

|

it tumbles

roar

of

Niagara
390,000
,of water every second of time over the
falls, on its way from Lake Erie into
lake Ontario. The water level of Erie
is 330 feet above that ot Ontario and vessels are lifted from the latter to the former, through the Welland canal, which is
as

cubic feet

Maine Public

There

more

than 2oO ocean going
tonnage of more than

■one

of them have

a

M feet and the largest two have a
breadth of I0U feet each, one of these being 956 feet long and the other 950.
For several rears the people of Chicago and Detroit have visioned the time
when they, like Quebec and Montreal,
would become seaports to which Cunardera would bring the merchandise and
products of the world and steam away
laden with the vast products of the Middle West, making Chicago a city of 10,600,060 inhabitants, and the greatest
commercial and financial center on the
•lobe. Detroit expects to be a close second to Chicago. These viaions and hopes
•re now expressing themselves in a demand that by joint action and expenditure^ the United States and the Dominion of Canada shall reconstruct and enlarge all these canals to a capacity pra?

UNEQUALED
Far

Coughs, Colds, Colic,
Sprains, 8calds, Cuts,
Burns, Sore Throat,
Chilblains, or Sore Feet.
I«inl ty Bt taui Mcmcuis C®.. Homy. *.

YOU* MOMIY RIFUNHD,

on
tim IMI»>» >m« y— wXn «w<«trtfUri»
» bouto. Ml by all dcaicia

IblHkmWK Try

;

Assessors' Notice

At least 150 patrons

j

(just opposite New London), Bath, Me.,
Lorraine, Ohio, and Wyandotte, Michigan. The villages are sold upon terms
which enable the present tenanta to purown homes.

chase their
Get

your

Tanlac

where they’ve got it

s.

We are headquarters for
red granite. We have in
stock or in transit

Jonesport Red, Braintree, Mass., Red, Westerly, R. I. Red, Westerly, R. I., Pink, Niantic,
Conn., Pink, St.Clcuel, Minn., Red, Wisconsin Mahogai y, Warsaw, Wis., Red,

CITY OF BELFAST

And

1045
1045
1375

Coupe

4-Pass.).

2150

Past., 126 H

R. 60 H P

CKass:*.$1 >00
Touring. 1783

Coupe (4-Pas*.).

2300

Sedan. 2700

Sedan.. 2350

1750

A

YEAR

STUDEBAKER

Raise 95% of Your
Hatch

they

particularly requested

are

first day of

April,

Cut down your losses
baby chicks and
insure maximum

Successors to Hutchins Bros,

development.

We have a fine class of finished i
Monuments in the leading gran4
ites and marbles. Leaving your l

Rla tcA/ordir

Magda Red,

CHICK MASH
(formerly knoicn as Matchford'a Milk Moah)
Cffnrlc It is a milk-substitute to be used
as a dry mash from the first
feeding.
rPAU/c It is a highly nutritious growing
feed, insuring maximum development, vigor and health.
II otnroc It insures early maturity, resultDlotlll C5 jng in early egg production and

to

Order a Bag Today
Buy U from your Local Dealer
Accept no Substitute*

i

or

Saturday, April 1,
1922,

!

to Wednesday

April

Boston Insurance Company,

5-

BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS.
Assets

exami atiun of property by the Assessor, will
not be conaidered aa a waiver for neglect of
any peraon in bringing in true and perfect
iieta as required by law.

Any person who neglects to comply with
this notice will be doomed to a tax according

to the laws ot the State and

be barred

of the right to make application either to
the Assessors or County Commissioners, lor
any abatement of taxes, unless such person
offers such list with his application and satisfies the Assessors that

he was unable to

offer it at the time appointed.
JAMES F. SHELDON ) Ahaeeeure
MAURICE W. LORD
of
WILLIAM H BRAY I Belfast
3wll

AS1HMA
§ \

There is

no

“cure,” but

wheezy breathing

Gross assets.

Deduct items not admitted.

| American

assets^. $12,779,109
'Liabilities December 31, 1921.
Net Unpaid Losses.$ 2,721.298

32

5,346.286
359,021
1.000.000
3.362 503

10
00
86

Unearned Premiums,
All other Liabilities.

capital
Surplus over all Liabilities.
Cash

may

oftentimes be relieved
by inhaling the .-oothing
medicated vapc rs of—

03

;

75

! JAMES

Two roller singers with cages, cheap;
also parlor atove and a hot water tank.
Tel. 314-3
MRS. L. A. BROWN,
2w9
7 Alto Stree

over

liabilities,. 1.282,186

all

60

PAT TEE & SON. Agents Belfast

Registration
1

HOLSTEIN COWS
FOR SALE

J ustice of the Peace

J

Admitted

Sboats for Sale
Live

Poultry Wanted
R. J. MAYO

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

Castoria

assets.$2,40#.^

Liabilities December 31, 1921.

|

Net

unpaid losses..$

inisi
8Vjg||

Unearned premiums .
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.

«v,0J|l
'&{
D

surplus.$2.406,f®*

Total liabilities and
3wl 1

^

The London & Lancashire Ins. to., »
LONDON. ENGLAND.

8«11

TWO REGISTERED

Maurice; w. lurd

FOR 8ALE.

f|S®

assets.$6,439,107 66
Liabilities December 31, 1921.
Net unpaid losses
.g 417.609 81
Unearned premiums. 2.618.074 98'
All other liabilities.
121 336 17
Cash Capital.
1.000,060 00
Total liabilities and surplus.$5,439,107 56

Auto License and

Mama' uses MINTOL for my colds
and they are gone
in a jiffy.
You
just try it.

1

Admitted

__

tf4j

0 00
0 00
0 00

Gross assets.$5 450,711 68
Deduct items not admitted
11,604 12

TEMPLE. 2 ROOM 3

Hayford Block. Belfast. Maine

g

Mortgage loans.
g
Collateral loans.
.&&%
Mocks and bonds..
Collateral loans
Cash in office and bank.
£g|
Stocks and bonds, (actual market
i Agents' balances. ..
jjj
value December 31. 1921)
3.915.908 00
Cash in office and bank.
720,257 61 Interest and rents.
I
Agents’ balances
792.224 11 ! Ail other assets.
Bills receivable.
1*78 60
Intere t and rents.
22,043 36
Cross assets.
Ail other assets
0 CO Deduct items not admitted.
M

Surplus

must be sworn to.

December 31, 1921.
*

**^1$

Telephone 292-4

1922

Assets

Heal estate...

Jjfl

Dr.M.C. Stephenson1

APPLICATIONS,

CANARY BIRDS

December 31, 1921.
Heal estate.$
Mortgage loans.
Assets

Total Liabilities and Surplus.. $12,779 109 03
t$. F. Colcord, Agent. Searsport.
3wll

MN SONIC

Imperial Assurance Co., New TH

Eagle fire Insurance to.,

80 Maiden Lane, New York.

!

$12 973,510 58
194,401 55

Admitted

1

YOUR. GR£>CZR^

DENTIST

Balmoial Red

Belfast, Maine,'

December 31, 1921.

SPECIAL NOTICE
Heal estate.$
474.900 00
221.350 00
Mortgage loans.
to Executors, Administrators, Trustees
Collateral loans.
2.500 00
or uuardians.
Mocks and bonds. 9,950,90 00
Cash in office and ban
The Statute provide, that you must bring io
809.230 51
to the Board of Aaaeaaore a true and perfect Agents’.balances.
1,069,186 37
liat of all taxable property in your poeeeeeion
54.745 35
Billajreceivable.
to date of April 1. 1322 otherwise it will be Interest and rents.
76.474 29
taxed aa the etatute provides, and any personal All other assets.
315,219 06

Notary Public.

CALL AND SEE THEM.

orders with us now will give you'
a stone finished and placed for
MEMORIAL DAY.

profit.

1921.

And for the purpose of receiving said lists
and making transfers of all property bought
sold, the undersigned will be in session at
the Assessor’s Room, City Building, from nine
to eleven o’clock in the forenoon,and from two
to four o’clock in the afternoon of each day—

Hutchins & Skay

of

the Assessors of the names of all persons of whom they have bought or to whom
they have sold Taxable Property since the

IMPORTED

A. S. HEAL,

j

notify

A beautiful dark red— the reddest of reds.

Beers Red,

Chassis.$1200
1475
Touring
1425
Roadster (2-Pass )
1475
Roadster (4-Pass.).

IS

THIS

Health Association tabled

RED
GRANITE

breadth of less than

Chassis.$ 875

7

THE BANKS GARAGE

Thirteen of the Shipping Board’s dry
docks located on the Atlantic seaboard
and Gulf coast have been ordered sold.
The average cost of these dry docks was
1900,000. They are located at Baltimore,
Norfolk, Staten Island, Pensacola, Perth
Amboy, N. J., Mobile and Weehawken,
N. J.
The United States Shipping Board has
ordered the sale of all villages erected
during the war for housing employees at
various shipyards.
Villages at Camden,
N J., Bristol, Pa and Wilmington. Delaware, have already been sold.
Villages
yet to be auctioned are located at Chester
and Essington, Pa., Groton Park, Conn,

Read & Hil

than 40,000 and 3 having a ton■age of more than 50,000. Tne shortest
■hip in the above list is 500 feet long,

Bg-Six

Special-Six

| Sedan.

Mathieson,

up

more

Factor icn

Comic

steamers having a
10,600, 22 having a tonnage of more than
30,000, 8 having more than 30,000, 5 hav

iag

6

S-Past.. 119“ W. B.. 50 H. P

Topic,

the United Ltatea

gerous combination.

PRICES

AND

o.

Light-Six

..

The subscribers, Ass-ssurs of Taxes of the
City of Belfast, hereby give notice to the ishabitants of said city and other persons having
Taxable Property within said city to make and
Hon. L. C. Mo se.
Response, Edwin briDg in to said Assessors true and perfect lists
of their polls and all their estates, real and perMartin.
Is the community or
sonal in writing, including Money on Hand or
central schoolbouse for each town pracat Interest, and debts due more than owing,
tical for Waldo county.
Opened by D. and all property held in trust as Guardian, ExE
District School Supt.
ecutor. Administrator, Trustee or otherwise
(except as is by law txempt from taxation)
which they were possessed of on the first day
TAKING IN SAIL
; of April, 1922, and to be p epared to make
oath to the truth of the same.

One
quite convincing.
need not read between the lines to discover that this association heiiev s that
“Fair Tariff” is no tariff whatever. The
American public will not swallow free
trade pills however well coated with
sugar they may be.

lining

prices.

There are many reasons in addition
to the unquestioned intrinsic value
of the Special Six why it should
be your motor car choice. You are
urged to inspect this car NOW.

5-Patt.. 112" W. B .40 H P.

Touring.
Roadster (3-Pass.)
j Coupe-Rd. (2 Pass.).

Ernest Bowen, Sec’y.
Next meeting Georges River Grange,
Liberty, April 4. Address of welcome,

is

against the proposed coal
and the coal operators better take
strike,
ten
west
of
or
miles
located some eight
note of the fact that there is a rod in tne
Niagara river, is a little more than 27
pickle for them as well as for the miners.
has
27
locks.
From
the
and
miles long
Back of the grangers stands the mighty
upper end of this canal there is deep wa- force of a thoroughly aroused sentiment
ter to Detroit, Michigan, more than 250 against extortion and graft in the prosale of coal.
Beware, Mr.
miles and from Detroit to Chicago, a dis- ductioiQand
Miner. ^Beware, Mr. Operator.
tance of 650 miles further. The foregoing
71 miles of canals and their 54 locks will
We notice that grass fires are now fresot pass vessels of more than 2,000 to 2,- quent in some parts ot the State.
A
grass fire and a gale of wind make a danMD tonnage.
are

forbidding

Closed in form.

few pages
true would be

ver

in the

f.

must have been present and all agreed it
was one of the best days of Pomona.

We receiv

o

largest

MODELS

to

until next meeting.

every week
of its effusions which if

The grangers all

six-cylinder

fair

contribute J10 to the grange educational
fund.
A communication received from

to plant trees for the future, because we
have extensive tracts of land which produce little or nothing of value and is
just the sort of land in which the white
pine thrives.

are

builder of
world.

the
cars

as

at

On motion voted that Waldo Pomona

the yield of pine boards
would be 41,000 to the acre.
We have a
wonderful opportunity here in this Slate

other indications that the association

hear the

selling them

Bey.

now

above the water level at Montreal. From
that point a ship drawing 25 feet of wa

will

legislation

forestry departplanning to reforest several her illness and our wish that she may be
thousands of fire swept lands on Cape able to attend
the grange in the near
Cod.
Blocks of these lands have been future.
purchased in various towns by the State
On motion a vote of thanks was given
and will be planted with trees.
In East host
grange for courtesies of the day
Taunton, Miss., there are several acres Declamation by Edwin Mariin, The Old
which were set with white pines about and
the New.
Reading by Grecta Ram-

cine, Wisconsin. The stationery which
it uses is of excellent quality. There are

captain

For 70 years, Studebaker has been
building high quality vehicles and

unusually capable,

Studebaker's position

motion voted that the grange exsister Grade Bowen through
sister L. F. Sukeforth, our sympathy for

last lock it is on a level with the water
of Lake Ontario and more than 230 feet

when the

an

as

to come.

On

Massachusetts

a

in the years

powerful, roomy and beautiful car.
Its tremendous popularity contributed largely to the attainment of

railroads and other transporlines.
Opened by John Adams,

we trust by better times.
medley by host grange.

which is surmounted by the use of a ca
rial. These canals have a total length of
An
association operating under the
-44 miles, a total of 27 locks and when a name of the Fair Tariff League has
boat on its up river trip emerges from the established a propaganda factory in Ra-

ter can sail out to and across Lake Ontario, a distance of more than 200 miles,

owners

is

amply financed.

and permanence are assurcontinued service to the
of
ances
car owner and of protection to him
not only today and tomorrow but
sources

The SPECIAL-SIX has established
itself in the minds of thousands of

on

lowed

tend

that if cut

car as

In the SPECIAL-SIX. Studebaker
offers a car, the enormous sales of
which are the best proof of its value.

Master of host grange,
followed by
nrothers Howes, Charles Adams, Martin,
Morse and Ripley.
All settled, to be fol-

entirely in the Dominion of Canada.

The

ever

it is to the buyer’s
termine what is BEHIND his
well as what is IN it.

War.

granges
Congress enact

troit.

ment

TODAY,

Census, to which
responded.
Topic, Should

12

international complications would follow
if the United States, as a government,
should invest largely in the development
of an expensive system of canals which

Factory

Morse

less Aroostook

De-

b.

But in addition to the value that is
IN the SPECIAL SIX, theie stands
behind it. an organization whose re-

before,
interest to de-

than

manner.

strikes

are

more

in his usual happy off-hand
Song by brothers Adams, Jackson and Eastman.
Reading by sister L.
F. Sukeforth, The History of the Blood-

distance of about 400 miles, to the delays and hazards incident to this mode
mouth of the river. It is 400 miles from of water transportation, the fact that the
the mouth of the river to Quebec, and river in its middle reaches will be closed
mny of our transatlantic steamers, except by ice about four months in the year, and
the very largest, cm steam to that city the inevitably high toll rates will debar
.safely and without hindrance, and dock ocean steamers from seeking profitable

o.

Genuine Value

I became the Shifters’ goat.

Yet the Shifter craft is ancient.
And as the shifting sand,
Their members are innumerable

w

7*.

SPECIAL-SIX

Last night I joined the Shiftera,
1 paid the checks last night.
They got something for nothing,
The Shifter’s chief delight.
Yea, now I am a Shifter
With the clip upon my coat.
But when I joined the Shifters,

a

nor

■*

Assets December 31. I*'-*1
Real

^

estst..*

J
Mortgage loans. .
Collateral loans.
.S70®!
Stocks and bonds. . °Wl*
Cash in office and bans.
^0

Agents' balances...

tM
102.1*
2,1 d

Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

assets.*7'iJ6Mtf!

Gross
Deduct items not

admitted..
<7

702,1**

Admitted assets ..•••••• * *
Liabilities December 31,192h
Net unpaid losses. .
Unearned premiums.
26M*
All other liabilities.
Cash capital..
3 41&3*1
Surplus over all liabilities.

tj

”fT 702.J*

Total liabilities and surplus.*

»

No. Waldo Pomona
North Waldo Pomona grange

CANNOT LIVE
WlfHOUMHENI

was en-

Comet grange, Swanville,
Wednesday, March 8th
Worthy Master K. P Webb assembled

tertained by

the meeting and the several vacant staas
foltions were temporarily supplied
Evans; assistant
lows: steward, W. F

IP.111111.. '.'I niiiim'nii tmi.i ■«»

im-iHi-tMtitn

stewards, A. T. Nickerson and Celia
Nickerson; chaplain, Minnie Thayer.
After a selection by the choir, the reg-

..

represented

Message of Pope Pius XI

Waldo Pomona was represented by Mr.
C. Dow of Seaside grange,
County Agent N. S. Dona-

granges were repotted in a
condition, including Star of
Progress grange of Jackson which has
resumed active work after a period of inactivity extending over several months.

coal miners’ Btrikes and anything
interfere with the transpor-

may

tation

service of the country.

A

com-

to draft resolutions to be sent to

s

i

|

National Master Lowell and to the local
paper for publication.
A recess was taken at th

j

during and since the war. God bless her for that. She seems never to want j
anything for herself except what is Justly hers. At the same time she Is al- ,
ways helping the old nations <>f Kurope, which today more than ever need her
co-operation. God bless your country and your people.”

time and all

marched to the dining hall above, where
bountifully spread tables awaited them,
committee of the host grange antii npated every need of the visiting paand

a

Chicago Henceforth

trons.
After the usual social hour the meeting was again called to order in the fifth

degree and ihe choir

rendered

I...

music.

in

upon

a

legislation?

First for agriculture;
C. C. Clements

cond for disarmament.

ened the discussion of the first part
d mentioned what he considered the

Itional

important legislation, namely, the
ssage of the law legalizing co operative

oat

.remarks

on

the same.

T. Nickerson spoke in an interesting
in regard to disarmament. The

was closed and Minnie Thayer
pleasing recitation.
County Agent Donahue was called upon
and spoke briefly along his line of workmaking especial mention of lime to cor
iiect the aci ity of the soil. He advocated
la lime-crusher to utilize the beds of lime

cussion

Assets

—

is

.ear

and

open.

ountry.
Resolved: Tnat

■

|

Brooks

at

J

Beach recently.
.had married ail ttje jjidles
Palm

wli'on idle
since the end
be a regular
to

of this resolution
►e sent to the Master of The National
Jrange, S. J. Lowell, and that a copy be
pread upon our reeords.
O. B. DOW
A. T. NlCKESON
C. C. CLEMENTS
Committee on Resolutions.
Adopted by North Waldo Pomona
Jrange, March 8, 1022. Abbie S. Jewett,
a

copy

General

gossip

of

has

the great

Brigham

Pershing.

He

engaged
war I

me

would
Y'outig," said
took occasion

pay a tribute to General MaeArthur,
whom lie lias known for many years.
to

with

the

selection by

the

“General MaeArthur,” he said, “is
being ordered to the Philippines because he stands at the top of the list
of general officers due for foreign
As a matter of fact he lias
service.
been due for such service for more
than a year.
‘i know nothing of these rumors that General MacArthur proposes to resign from the army. I have not the slightest Intimation of any such intention
from him.

The next meeting will be with Sunrise
range, Winterport, May 10.

i will say, however, that I do not believe General Ma- Arthur would resign from the army merely because be was ordered to a foreign post. General MacArthur is one of the most splendid soldiers I have ever met.”

iecrelary.

lii

customary .acknowledgment for
hospitality was accorded Comet grange
The

4^nd
•suai

the

meeting

formality

was

and

a

closed

(hoir.

Assets
Real

former Brooks woman:
Services simple, yet grand in their similicity and cheeriness, were those whicn
aid to rest all mat remained mortal of
Mrs. Sarah Frances Blackstone, wife of
>upt. Hollis M. Blackstone of the State
Farm, yesterday at 2.45.
It was the atmosphere of brightness
and cheeriness that made the service one
of the most wonderful ever attended by
the throng of friends and State officials
*
that came to {lay homage.
A letter from Supt. Blackstone, read
at the ending of the service called attention to the loveliness and brightness of
the day and how typical it was of Mrs.
Blackstoue's thought of death, and how
it accorded with her belief in the gladness of the ending here for the joy of the
>eyond.
A wealth of floral tributes filled the
room and surrounded the plain but rich
rasket. It was one of the largest floral
displays ever seen in this section of the
State. There were handsome tributes
tom officers and others of every State
nstitution in Massachusetts and from
•any State boards and commissions at
he State House, also from Vice presilent and Mrs. Calvin E. Coolidge of
Washington, D. C who sent a handsome set piece as their remembrance, in
iddition to many from relatives and I

estate.$

1

balances.

receivable.
Interest ar d Rerits.

Cannon

to

12,000

All other assets.

132,378

Gross assets.3
Deduct items not aomitted.

674,026 39
35.580 01

€3

00
Capital.$1,000,000
129.632 55
Premiums..
Reserve for Unearned
Resefve for Losses.
Reserve for all other Claims.....

*&■•*<*
7,<93 51
86
Net Surplus beyond all Liability... 1,05<,«9
63
$2,216,517
The Securities of the Company are baaed
market values on December 31, 1921.

JJ

upon

Orrin

J, Dickey, Real

I state and Insurance,

3wl2

Belfast, Maine.

Quit Congress

Kver since 187” Uncle Joe has been
He has
for re-election.
fought -o campaigns for election to
congress and has lost two of them.
His period of service covers 50 years,
of which he lias been out of office
only four years. He was an expen
enced statesman, a- ihe late Chauq
Clark once put it. "«i dt timet of the
members of the Imm. were trying to
no nth."
get their big toe in
candidate

<

^

WOMEN

IN

every

POLITICS

The services was conducted by Rev. [
(From Courier Gazettel
Herbert L. uzzell, pastor of the Unitar- i The success of women in politics is a
*n church at Bridgewater, and he was
to receive demonstration. Those
issisted by Rev. Payson L. Lyman of thing yet
"•11 River, former secretary for many two Michigan women who after a year in
of the
Bridgewater Unitarian the city council have quit in disgust, de[**r*
•hurch. Two songs in solo voice were claring that they "would rather wash
endered during the service. The body 1 dishes," and that “politics tases too
of a woman’s time from her duties
J** Placed in the receiving tomb at Mt i much
as a housewife,” indicates something of
^roapect cemetery.
the revulsion that naturally follows the
use of a new toy. Only two of the women
Soothes and Heals
elected to Rockland’s city government
No need suffering any more with ca- !
last year cared to continue a second term
A.
A. Howes & Co. guarantee ;n that sphere of public life.
We musn’t
•rrh;
“»t if a H yomei outfit does not
1
relieve lose sight ot the fact that generations of
ou, they will pay for it themselves.
I contact with public a Hairs has developed

one.

itepuhiicans

ami

Mr.

I >einocrafs alike

in men a natural taste and facility in the
connection that it miist require women a
relatively long time to match. We are
not going to lose faith.
In some of the
smaller matters they may fail, but when
great things are at stake—well, we shall
see.
For instance, let a movement be i
set afoot to restore the rule of the saloon. ,
Then you will see the power of the women j
in politics.

PUPIL

the time
put in
Now
for
lumber
your order for
building and repairing.
Corner Primrose and
Waldo Avenue.
Tel.

NURSES

WANTED AT THE

Mi-O-Na, that’s the

prescription
or

Waldo County

16-12_tflO

Does Your Food

Hospital.1 A.

ever

name

of the beat

written for indigestion

stomach distress.
Howes & Co.

Digest?

Guaranteed by A.

12 50

24.00

115.00

220.00

Rhode Island Keds

5.50

10.50

20.00

95.00

180.00

White

Leghorns

4 50

8.50

16.00

75.00

140.00

brown

Leghorns

4.50

8.50

16.00

75.00

140.00

Buff Leghorns

5.25

10.00

19.00

90.00

White Wyandottes

6.00

11.50

22.00

103.00

Black Minocras

5.50

10 50

20.00

95.00

180.00

5 50

10.50

20.00

93 00

180.00

Orpingtons

7.00

13.50

26.00

125.00

240.00

Mixed (odds and ends)

4.00

7.50

14.00

65.00

120.00

....

170.00
•

200.00

Send cash or money order with order. This is your opportunity to get
thoroughbred stock, bred from heavy layers, at prices you can afford to pay.
No crop pays like hens. Start them growing on STOVER’S PRIDE BABY
CHICKS AND GROWING FEEDS for best results. STOVER’S PRIDE
DRY MASH AND SCRATCH FEED for laying hens. Superior quality.
Send all orders for the above to

H. H. STOVER & CO.
WHOLESALE

CRAIN

DEALERS

TELEPHONES 818—819

ROCKLAND, MaINE.

Th0 LittU Nvt00

M&uuiiu"

i

?

1

WJ'

Head Isolds

Anoint the inside and outside of the nostrils with

ulentholatum
breathing

9
\\

Promptly

free

restores

SHERIFF’S SALE

CATARRH

STATE OF MAINE.
WALDO 8S.

] OF THE

Taken this 27th day of February, A. D. 1922, on
execution dated February 11. A. D. 1922, issued on
a judgment rendered on the tenth day of February.
A. D., 1922, by the consideration of the Justice of
tlie Superior Court hidden at Bangor, within ami
for the County of Penobscot and said State of
Maine, at a term of said Superior Court begun and
holden at said Bangor, within and for the County
of Penobscot aforesaid, on the first Tuesday of
January, Anno Domini, 1922. in favor of R. B.
organized unDunning & Company, a
der the laws of the State of Maine and having an
established place of business at Bangor, in the
County of Penobscot, and against Sandy Point

-.I »—teaatetfcte*iteiMte««atelMI

CANT
JOU
I with
a

a

is a source of misery,
causing
pains, belching, diyyiiwf and head-

aches.

corporation organized

q The

person with a bad stomach
should be satisfied with nothing less
than permanent, lasting relief,
q The right remedy will act upon the
linings of the stomach, enrich the blood,
aid in casting out the catarrhal poisons
and strengthen every bodily function,
q The large number of people who
I have successfully used Dr. Hartman's
famous medicine, recommended for all
catarrhal conditions, offer the strongest
possible endorsement for

thereon.

Attest: JAMES H. CILLEY, Clerk.
Date of publication Mar. 23, 1922.

Thin

People

Increase weight 10 to 25 pounds per
mouth. By simple guaranteed, saf),
A rgo-Phoephsto
reliable treatment.
will increase your weight with good
solid stay-there flesh and muscle.
Write today for FEES sample.
Enclose stamp to American Drug
Salts Co., Malden 48, Mass.

Freight
Bucksport.

to

At Boston

J

Pe-ru-nA
IN SERVICE FIFTY YEARS
TABLETS OR LIQUID
SOLD EVERYWHERE
■

nw-n-nMi

p—hi^iii rmmm

•—

Ti ucking
prepared to do all kinds of trucks
and piano moving •
Leave orders at the stables
specialty.
corner of Main and Cross streets, and they
will receive prompt attention.
Telephone connection.
W. W. BLA7.0 A SON,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast
I

am

ng.

Furniture

StMDLLE

During the close of navigation at Bangor,
Steamship BELFAST wi I leave Win ter port
on Mondays and Thursdays at 11’ a. m,. Bucks
port at 12 noon, Belfast 2 p. m for Camden,
Rockland and Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays, and Fridays at 5 p. m. Leave Rockland Wednesdays
and Saturdays, 4.30 a. n>„ Camden 5 15 a. m.,
Belfast 6.45 a. m, for Bucksport, and Winterport.

bloated atom*
not nourish.

Instead it

Sandy

W INI ER

ENJOY LIFE

wre, (our,

ach. Food doea

corporation

Shipbuilding CorjMiration,

STOMACH

--—-

Sandy

Lumber
MILTON B. HILL,

200.00

6.50

under the laws of the State of Maine and haring
an established place of business at Stockton Springs
COUNTY OF WALDO. Sb.
in the County of Waldo and State of Maine, for the
Dollars and
seven
To the Honorable Justices of the Sup- sum of Five Hundred Fiftyand
Twelve Dollars
seventy-three cents damage suit and
reme
Judicial Court to be holdeu at Bel
wih be Hold
and thirtv-five cents costs of
fast within and for the County of Waldo on at public auction to the highest bidder therefor at
the fourth Tuesday of Sept in the year of our
the office of said Sandy Point Shipbuilding CorLord one thousand nine hundred and twenty
poration in said Stocktou Spr.ngs on the twelfth
titwo.
day of April, A. D. 11*22, at ten o'clock in the foreof
noon the following described real estate aud all the
in
the
of
Belfast
County
Annie R Higgins
the sai l Sandy Point
Waldo and State of Maine, respectfully libels right, title and interest which
Shipbuilding
Corporation had in and to the sameand gives this Honorable Court to be informed;
on th»- twentieth day of October, A. D. 1921, bein$
William
to
the
said
P.
that she was roamed
the time when the same was attached on the origi
Higgins, at Unity in the County of Waldo aud rial writ in the action wherein the judgment was
State of Maine, on the twenty-fourth day of
rendeied upon which said execution issued to wit:
parcel of land situated at
April A. D. 1916, by Rev. William Snow; that A certain lot or
Point, in said Stockton springs, and bounded anil
since said marriage one child has been born to
as
follows,
via:—Beginning at a stake in
described
them, to wit, Harold W. Higgins, three years the north line of the ETtfttet Blanchard lot; thence
old; that your libelant has ever been faithful easterlv by said BlaucbwNPs and N. S. French’s
to her man iage obligations, but that tne said
land sixteen rods and tlje town road—to a stake in
libelee has been unmindful of the same; that \ said French’s Hue; thence northerly seven and onehe
; half rotis to a stake marked E; thence westerly
on the twenty-fifth day of April A. D. 1918,
rods—the town road—to a stake marked E;
utterly deserted your libelant without reason i sixteen
thence southerly seven and one-half rods to the
able cause and has continued said desertion for
first named bound, containing one hundred and
!
the
three consecutive years next prior to
filing twentv sijuare roils, together with the buildings
of »his libel;
thereon.
Being the same premises cojvreyed to
Wherefore she prays that a divorce fiom ihe Lillian Ellis by Jewett H. Ginn by warranty deed*
bonds of matrimony between herself and the | dated October’6. 1901). recorded in Waldo Registry
said libelee may be decretd, and that the care of Deeds, Book 261, Page 226, and conveyed by the
Point ShipEllis to the said
]
and custody of their minor child may he given said Lillian
building CoriM»ration by her deed dated June 22,
to her.
in
said
Waldo
A.
I).
recorded
1917,
County Regis- j
has
Aud the libelant further alleges that she
try of Deeds, July 18, A. D. 1917 in Book 330, Page j
used reasonable diligence to ascertain the
but is unable
present residence of said libelee,
to do so, and does not know where it is.
Dated at Belfast. Me., this tenth day of February
y A. O 1922.

MarchTU. 1922.y

retiring; intentions set the house n£<»£.

105.00

Buff Rocks

j

Blanche M Wood of Monroe, in
the County of Waldo and Stst*"4>f Maine,
the twelfth day of
by her mortgage derd dated
in the Waldo !
January A. I). 1916. and recorded
Kegiatry of Deeds. Book 319. Page 323. convey-a !
of
Belraat,
|
ed to The City National Bank
by law
corporation duly organized and dieting
nusinesa at
and having its principal place ol
> and State of
Belfaat. in the County of Wald
of land, with the
Maine, a certain lot or parcel
and swanbuildingsthereon,situated in Monroe
and State of
viile in the County of Waldo
aa
to
fallow*,
described
Maine, bounded and
W Brainy;
wit:—Bounded m.rtheil) by land of
easterly by the Treat lot, ao caled; southerly
and westerly by
by land of H. M. Murphy;
land of Wilson Dickey ana W Braley; being
ANNIE R. HIGGINS
to said Blanche
the same premises conveyed
Wood by Edward E. Wood by h» deed
M
W.ldo
dated December 2. 1915. recorded m
February 10th, 1922
SS.
246; and Waldo,
Kegiatry of Deeos. Book 321, Page
The said libelant made oath that the above
has
said
of
mortage
whereas the condition
allegation as to the residence of the libelee is
reason of the
oeen broken, now iherefore. by
Before me,
true.
Ihe City Nabreach of the cendi ion thereof
H. C. BUZZELL
W. Wescott. ita
tional Bank of Belfast, oy t.
Justice of the Peace
claims a foreclusauthorized,
President, duly
ure of said mortgage.
STATE OF MAINE.
Dated
NaTIONAL BANK Waldo, ss.
Supreme Judicial Court, In Vacation.
Or BELFAST.
Pres.dent.
Belkast. February 27, A. L). 1922
By C. W WESCOTT.
3wl1
Upon the annexed writ and libel, it iaoforderD. & M.
said
ed by me, the undersigned, a Justice
Court, that notice be given to the libelee by
or an
publishing an attested copy of the same, order
this
abstract thereof, together with
Rein
The
weeks
successively
thereon, three
Belpublican Journal, a newspaper printed in
fast, in the County of Waldo, the last publication to be sixty days at least before the next
term of said Court, to be holden at Belfast,
to
within and for said County, on the fourth
is
Tuesday of September next, that he may then
the and there appear in said Court and answer
thereto, if he see fit.
CHARLES J. DUNN,
spring
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
A true copy of libel with order of court

WHEKEAS.

22.00

WASHINGlON PARK. NEWARK, N. J.

STATE OF MAINE.

Assets.$2 216,517

#170.00

11.50

“GLOBE INDtMNiT^ COMPANY

I

fSO

Total

$ 90.00

6.00

Maine.

j

...

$19.00

White Kocks

3wl0

49
21
73
02
38
56

1000
chicks

$10 00

Total Liabilities and Surplus.$7,213,736 48
Orrin J. Dickey, Heal Estate and insurance,

Pythian block, Belfast,

AnD

•

Admitted Assets.$7,213,735.48
Liabilities December 31, 1921
Net Unpaid Losses.$ 913,552.00
Unearned Premiums. 3,761,160 88
All other Liabilities.
141,869.92
Cash Capital. 1.260.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 1,157,152.68

00

time up to

$5 25

Buff

Gross Aseets.$7,389,311.77
Deduct items not admitted.
175,576 29

n

j

tics.

-ns

|

6,514 16
80,400.50
4,298 79

Emp'oyers’

Danville, far from the turmoil of poll

in;

Bills Receivable.
Interest and Rents.
All other Assets.

or any

Barred Kocks

Anconas

601,249.41

|

"lies had enough of public life.
H# ving broken all records for service
in congress, the one-time “czar” of the
house, now nearly eighty-six years old.
wants to quit and live the remainder
of his days among the home folks in

■

December 31, 1921

Assets December 31, 1921.
Real Estate.$ 1,580,174.72
41,743 49
Mortgage Loans.
none
Collateral Loans.
! Admitted assets.$ 638,446 38 I Stocks
Bonds.
and
10,790,575,10
625.971 06
Cash in Office and Bank.
Liabilities December 31, 1921.
Balances
2,169,167 97
;
Agent’s
93
62,452
Net unpaid losses. $
none
'■
199.196 15 Bills Receivable.
Unearned premiums.
Rents.
120,765.87
36,588 15 Interest and
All other liabilities.
246,344 34
300,000 00 All ether Assets.
C >sh Capital.
40,209 15
Surplus over all liabilities.
Gross Assets.$15,574,732.56
443,423.07
Deduct items tot admitted
Total liabilities and surplus.$ 638,446 38
3 vl2
Admittted Assets.$15 131,309 48
i
Liabilities Decemter 31, 1921
Eire Insurance Co. Net Unpaid Losses. $ 6,800 246.77
! The
Unearned Premiums
5.352,; 85 80
:
BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS.
964.333 50
All other Liabilities.
1922.
Statement January 1,
750.000.10
Cash Capital.
I
00
$ 432.600
Surplus over all Liabilities. 2.264,143 51
U. S. Government Ronds.
50
Bonds
1,488.447
State,County and Municipal
00 Total Liabilities and Surplus. $15,131,309 48
Railroad Bonds.
2wl0
Miscellaneous Bonds.
n
i<yVo
21,210 62
Accrued Interest.
36
<7,059
Office.
and
Cash in Bank
47.950 15
Premiums in Course of Collection

house.

Announcement

made

balances.

delivery today, tomorrow
July lat.

Prices on UTILITY BABY CHICKS only.
Hatched from the Best Thoroughbred Stock Obtainable.
50
25
100
500
chicks
chicks
chicks
BREED
chicks

CAMDEN,NEW JERSEY

Agents’

for

PAY THE PARCEL POST CHARGES
GUARANTEE 95 PER CENT SAKE ARRIVAL.

Camden Fire Insurance Association:
Assets

infTTTimirniiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiniiti

WE SHIP ANYWHERE,

in
painted place
China, which we are offering at
prices ranging from 5 cents to
12 1-2 cents each. Some are large
enough for score cards. One lot
embossed cards. Call at Journal
office and look them over.
AMY L. WILSON,
SUE M. PARTRIDGE.

54.455 00

419,377
48,397
2.527
4,270
4,620

ready

■

large line of hand-

cards,

December 31, 1921.

Mortgage
{•'urn & Kilt.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in officejand bank.

Well, well. Danville, 111., must be
all het up—‘‘Uncle Joe” Cannon says
he Isn't going to run again this year
Don’t know bow the
for congress.
town'll get along without him In tin

a

All

®

loans.

i

Uncle Joe

a

Palmer and Owen Bro*.
ii

EARLY HATCHED RABY CHICKS

Place Cards

Notice of Foreclosure

Farm. Bridgewater, Mass.,
:orrespondent to the Brockton Daily En ;
terprise of March 4th says of the funeral |

.........

Hand-Painted

204-206, *th. St., Philadelphia, Pa.

_

Fiends.

■

Commonwealth Casualty Company

K TRIBUTE TO MRS. BLACKSTONE.
A Slate

!; SOLD By DwighJ P-

December 31, 1921.

Bilis

Gen. John J. Pershing brands as
"d—n poppycock” and “Idle gossip”
stories reported front New York that
he, as a rejected suitor of .Mrs. Louise
Cromwell Brooks, daughter of Mrs. E.
T Stotesbury of Philadelphia, had ordered to a Philippine assignment Brig,
(it'll. Iamglas MaeArthur. commandant
West Point, who married Mrs.
at

)n

leathers of North >V aldo Pomona tirange
o here y
protest against any condition
riich may be maintained, either by the
pa 1
workers or operators, or the
mine
abroad officials, or employees,to interfere
nth the great transportation service of the

of recent books when

Q ART-O R 1 A

Total liabilities and surplus.$2,256,915 10
3wl2

Poppycock and Gossip”—Pershing

resumed and the committee

resolutions reported.
Whereas: The people of this country are
.hreateneil with strikes which would serilusly interfere with every industry in this
ouutry aud especially with the great
igricultural interests of the nation.
Therefore, Be It Resolved: That we the

a

FOR FLETCHER’S

We have

right

of

Ohiiaren Cry

Admitted assets.$2,256,915 10
Liabilities December 31, 1921.
Net unpaid losses,.$ 278.645 96
Unearned premiums. 1,291,269 36
31.120 58
All other liabilities.
200, 00 00
Cash capital.
455,819’21
all
over
liabilities.
Surplus

C. Dow

nusmess was

one

Real Estate.$ 154,193 48
613,342 60
Mortgage Loans.
17,800.00
Collateral Loans.
5,700,684.48
Gross assets.$2,319,908 11 I Stocks and Bonds.
62,993 01 Cash in Office and Bank.
210,828 50
Deduct items not admitted,.

Agents’

“D—n

popular

right

Right in every way

"Howard D. Hadley of Plattsburg, who
with A. M. Dunn and Samuel 1. Clover,
has purchased the Saturday Night, an illustrated weekly of Los Angeles, where
he and his family are spending the winter, discloses the fact that the mysterious author of the "Mirrors of Washing- I
ton,” is Clinton W Gilbert, a well known
correspondent in the National capital.” B

Stock* and bonds. 2,00<.092 07
145,138 21
Cash in office and bank.
Agent’s Balances .... 132,197 23
32,703 30
Interest and rents.
2,777 30
All other assets.

...

rluded the program and Mr. and Mrs. F.
were called up for remarks. New

rMade
wear

it issued the following:

Company!

Real estate.$

There is no question about the Eighteenth amendment being law. and my
business is to do all In my power to see that the “law is enforced.” My plans
will be made accordingly, and none will be allowed to swerve me from my duty.

1

the most

Caps

and

TOLD.

SECRET

The Burlington, Vt., Free Press of

U. S. BRANCH

British America Assurance

INTERESTING

recent date discloses the author cf

Because “Fruit-a-tives” is a true
only medicine in
the world made from intensified fruit
juices. “Fruit-a-tives” is ricli in the
“B” and “C” Vitamines, derived
from the juices of oranges and apples.
To bike “Fruit-a-tives” regularly,
is to supply the system with the Vitamines which are needed and which are
absolutely necessary to health.
50c a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size, 25cAt dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES
Limited, OGDENSBURG, N. Y.

If you do not wish to act individually, then organize “investigating
do out In companies of two.
mittees” In your church, club or association,
three or more persons and get your evidence.

con-

AN

fruit medicine—the

com-

rock which exist in our State. Mr. Donahde is always a welcome guest at our

j

minesand Apples contain a relatively
largeamount of these vital substances.
Why is it that “Fruit-a-tives’’gives
such marvellous results in overcoming
Constipation, Impure Blood, Starved
Nerves and a rundown system ?

Anonymous letters and complaints already have filled my waste basket.

a

Pomona meetings.
A recitation by Celia Nickerson

|

who knows of violators of the law
and desires to establish Justice, the way

inner

i«ave

..

....■■■

graphs :
Investigation is^the first word In
tills law-enforcement campaign.
Affidavit blanks are being placed
in every precinct police station.
Any reputable, law-abiding citizen

He also mentioned the acvities of the “Farm Bloc” as being of
O.
sistance in agricultural legislation.

uketing.

Dow made brief

.nmiiiimimiiiiiiinimiiniiiTimntirim-tmrr

City

His name is John H
commissioner."
Williamson.
He's a minister of the
gospel ; pastor of the Normal Park
He was born in
Methodist church.
England JO years ago and has been
in the United States since 1011.
Oblivious to the fact
and possibly unaware
that his Job lias political aspects that have set the wicked city
buzzing, he says he feels “the call’
to shoulder the burden of cleaning up
Chicago. He has issued an announcewhich
Includes
ment.
these
para-

be-

reading after which
and responded
the following topic was read: What has
been accomplished in recent months in
with

..... .I

Chicago, that wicked city. Is going to be made a model city forthwith.
Mayor Thompson has passed the buck
by appointing a “law enforcement

Celia Nickerson extended fraternal greetings in her usual pleasing manner and an
appreciative response was voiced by Augusta Stevens of Granite grange
half of Pomona.
Florence Robertson was called

inn

Be Model

to

Thousands of men and women are
falling olf in health and vigor becausc
the food they eat is lacking in one
element, without which they cannot
keep fit. This element is Vitamine.
Ordinary meat sand fish donot contain
it. Milk is not rich in it. Manufactured foods have the Vitamines
destroyed in the process of manufac
tore. Some fruit juices are rich in
Vitamines. A careful examination of
experiments conducted by both
British and American authorities
shows that Oranges contain an abundance of both “B” and “C” Vita-

Hats

daughter, Mrs. Clara Tilden, where lie
had made his home since the death of his
wife a year ago.
He has been in failing
health for several weeks.
He was 83
years of age.
The funeral was held
March 12th, Rev. Mr. Lewallen olliciating. He is survived by three daughters,
Mrs. Clara Tilden, Mrs. f lora Sprague,
both of this town, and Mrs. Nellie McFarland of Madiaon, and by two sons,
Frank and Jason Ladd, also of this town.

|

Vitamines

Eaim

mittee, consisting of O. B. Dow, A. TNickerson and C. C Clements, was ap-

pointed

Health

••FRUIT-A-TIVES" the wonderful
Fruit Medicine ii Rich in Health-Giving

hat young and vigorous nation.
“I have read very much about
Vmerlca and have often wished to he
ible to see that marvelous country.
Hut now, of course, that can never
But still I am consoled to J
happen.
think that I can welcome Americans {
to Kojin
"M\ one great desire is to help re-establish pence and harmony j
among all nations. The conference at Washington accomplished much towards
the pacification of the world.
America has shown herself most unselfish, both

ing fruit and other delicacies, and from
the National Master, S. J Lowell, in reto

spectacular

“Tell the American people I send
and
affectionate
sincere
them
my
blessing and that I shall always have
at heart their prosperity and welfare,
I beg your eminence to let the United
States know that all my life I have
felt the mi>st sincere admiration for

of the members in send-

which

Absolutely Essential to

are

Pope Plus XI gave Cardinal O'Connell the following message to be sent
to the American people:

Communications were read from the
Worthy Steward, D. M. Kimball, who
has been ill for the past three months,
expressing his appreciation of the

gard

Avery Small, an aged citizen and Civil
W ar veteran, died at his home here on
f'eb 25th.
His body was taken to RockHe ia survived by
port for interment.
one
Fred
son.
Small of this town, also a
|
1
of
daughter
Kockport.
William Ladd, another ated citizen,
died March 10th, at the home of his

FRUIT JUICES A SOURCE OF VITAMINES

and Mrs E
Belfast, also
Eight
hue.
satisfactory

thoughtfulness

America

to

liLAMSON-HUBBARD

Mrs. Sara Richards, Mrs. Roailla Clark
and Mrs. Lucy Coombs, three of our oldest residents, are critically ill.

Science Discovers That Vitamines

.i.n'immuiwm

am! unsuccessful
race against time of Cardinal O'Connell of Boston (portrait herewith) may
posslhlv result In papal constitutional
changes so that future conclaves will
not be held until all foreign cardinals
have arrived In Rome.
The

this jurisdiction and

in

"iDMHtmii

.....

ular routine of business received the consideration of the members. Four granges
were

PRIPET.

and from Bangor handled via

connection is made via the Met-

Dr. A. M.

Lothropfc

DENTIST
|

Colonial Theatre

Building:

TELEPHONE 336-3

27tf

We Are Good Buyers

opolitan Line express freight steamers for
GIVE US A CHANCE
New York and points South and West.
to bid on your furniture or anything3yo»
Portland-New York Freight Service
Drop poatal or call.
Upon completion of thq new State pier at have to aell.
Portland now under construction,direct freight
J. AUSTIN MC&EEN,
service to and from New York will be resumtf 17
Belfast, Maine.
ed, Sailings will be announced later.
GEO. E. DUNTON. Agent,
Belfast, Maine.

8INOE 1882

WANTED

At 72 Main Street, BeUaet.

Second Hand; Kitchen Range

Charles R. Coombs

State price firat^Ietter.

Box

185, Belfast, Maine

Underta^^H

SWANVILLfc.

That Tired Feeling

old family medicine is
Just the Thing to Take in Spring
for that tired feeling, loss of appeIt Indicates run-down conditions tite.
It is an all-thedebility.
and means that you must purify year-round medicine, wonderfully
of scroftreatment
strength
the
in
renew
your
effective
your blood,
rheumatism and runand your "power of resist- ula. catarrh,
tone
conditions.
sedown after-di«ease
ance.” or he in great danger of
s
fevers,
-My husband has taken Hood
rious sickness, the grip. flu.
for
spring
every
diseases.
Sarsaparilla
contagious and infectious
in
h;m
and it always puts
Do not make light of it. It is vears.
He is 58 years old." Mrs.
CJive it attention at once. Shape.
serious.
Decatur. III.
N.
Campbell.
Hood's
for
druggist
vour
Ask
A mild laxative. Hood's Pills.
Sarsaparilla. He knows this good

U Just As Much a Warning
“Stop. Look and Listen."

as

overcomes

that

builds

feeling,

Mr. and Mrs.

is

Thomas Berry returned

#

at

the Darby cottage.

Mrs F. W. Glink of Prospect
recent callers at A. E. Cunning-

ham’s.
Mrs. Mattie Moore, who has been spendtime at home, returned to Corm-

ing some

Winterport

last week.

E. C.

Marden,

in Center Conway,

March 13th.

Mr. and Mrs. C. w. Nealey spent several daye in Bangor recently.
the
Mra. C. C. Clement entertained
11th.
MG club Saturday evening, March

BELFAST. MAINE

Pays

Among

that

Mr.

H. Smith was
.following day. Dr. L.
trouble as
the
called and diagnosed
She wis taken to
acute appendicitis.
immediately and
the E. M. G. Hospital
that the operahere
w0rd was received
tion

was

Hattie McKinley; Granny Grimes, Ima

Roberts; Fanny,
Mr. Underwood,
love with

Miss

a

maid, Gladys Porter.

a country parson, is in
Burleigh, an attractive

Mr. Heath, a gentleman of
the world at large, is also trying to win
Miss Burleigh’s hand for the purpose of

society girl,

successful.

at the home of
Mrs. Ellen Stanley died
in DexSouthard
Guy
Mrs.
her daughter,
she had been ill
ter March 12th, where
had never fulnearly two months. She
illness of
a serious
ly recovered from
about two
duration
months
several
went to the home of
years ago end
care she would
her daughter, hoping the
would be beneficial to her,

Roxy, a
obtaining some of he wealth.
little “harum scarum,” who, since her

death, has made her home in
the 1 owery with Granny Grimes and
Pardoe, her father, a sort of rough charBcter, has recently been adopted by Jerusha Jane.
Jerusha, although a typical
old
has
two rival suitors, Timothy
maid,
receive there
and although Hodd and Deacon Potter, but she can’t
but she grew rapidly worse
during the last decide which one she wants. By Jerher suffering was intense
fortitude. The usha’s careful guidance, Roxy has be
with
it
-toys, she bore
home in come a real lady and is the center of atfuneral was held at her late
Everett traction of Tom Sparrow and William
Rev.
P.
M.,
Winterport Tuesday
A. Henry, two country lads.
Heath, failing
Fairchild of Orono officiating and M.
She left, to win Miss Burleigh’s hand, has favored
conducting.
Monroe
of
Haley
four a plot with Pardoe to rob her, but Pardoe
besides her husband, Harry Stanley,
W. J. is caught and shot by officers on his
marriage,
former
a
j
by
children
Bartlett of I track and Heath is arrested. The play is
Bart lett of Bangor, C. E
and brought to a happy conclusion by the
Ore no, Mrs. Guy Southard of Dexter
also marriage of Miss Burleigh and Mr. Unof
Woodfords,
Bartlett
E. Webber
been
The characters have
Little- derwood.
an adopted daughter, Mrs. Harold
a
carefully selected according to their drafield of Bangor, who ever received
mother’s love and care. A younger matic ability and are now working hard
Her children for what promises to be a huge success
daughter died in infancy.
to pay
services
the
at
were all present
to a loving
ISLES60R0
their last tribute of respect
mother and the three sons
in-law acted as beareis.
many and beautiful,
were
The flowers
the children,
consisting of a pillow from
obe of carand
of
jonquils
also a bouquet
the husfrom
roses
of
nations; a spray
from Mr. and Mrs. T.
carnations
band;
from a
Towle, Bangor; a bouquet
B
Whitney and carna
niece. Miss Alice
Harriman and
tiona from Mrs. Herbert
The reBangor.
Mrs. Edward Leslie,
receiving tomb
mains were placed in the
in the cemetery at Monroe.
shades
“The night will pass, the darkling
To dawn give place;
Then I shall see my own again,
this world of grief and pain,—

mother’s

and devoted

and

the

At present there are
the “flu” reported.

sons

Beyond

See face to

face.”_
SOUTH MONTVILLt.

see

her out again

1

Mrs. H. O. Cunningham has closed her
house and gone to Belfast to stay with
daughter, Mrs. Lauriston Nichols, for a

at any of

|

no

new

cases

of

Decker, arrived

home last

Saturday after spending the winter with
her daughter.
Mrs.
last

Rosanna

Decker

here

arrived

home

many sign* of spring shown

that of the small boys digging

bait for flounder fishing.
Mrs. Sarah L. Pendleton returned home

last week from New York, where she
had employment during the winter.

Mortgage

aDd in hands of

Cash

in

a

while.

Philips Williams is home after spendin
ing a few weeks with his brothers

Local

in

Blue

MRS. N. A. CILLEY.

more

stit shore at

JELLI80N’8
Pants Factory.

& Machine Co.

Foundry

Representative,

THE OLDEST SERVICE TO MOTORISTS

Orrin J. Dickey,
3wl2

Sky Law Advertisement

Pull

up where
you see this sign

Crocker Tool Company.Stockton Springs,
Maine.

FRED F. LAWRENCE.
Bank Commissioner.
Augusta, Maine, March 18, 19*?2

Miss Dorothy Webber, who has been
confined to the house with a severe cold
for a number of days, was able to return
to school this week.
and Mrs. George Clements and
family visited Mrs. Lydia Clements ot
Belfast one day this week.

Mr. and Mrs. Lester Bailey were business visitors in Belfast Thursday.
Mrs. Arthur Ellis and sons, Willard and
of Swanville are spending a few
days at the home of Charles Ellis.

[Headquarters

HELP WANTED

Charles,

>0

17,
Clerks. Young
1125
positions,
desiring
government
monthly, write for free list of positions
now open, RAYMOND TERRY, (former
Civil Service examiner) 806 Continental
3wl0
Bldg Washington, D. C.

in

town

Mrs. A. L. Ricker, who has been quite
II with the prevailing epidemic is gain-

ing.

one

or

noon, end abow cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said petitioner should not be

WANTED
MEN and WOMEN for insurance that
insures men, wumel and children against
disability. Work in your home town.
LibCommercial and Monthly policies.
eral commission.
Experience not necessary.
4w12

THE FRATERNITIES,
Richmond, Maine.

Local Agent Wanted
the Roderick Farm
Must know county
Sell on commission
well and have auto.
Write me for
and have office in Belfast.
details.
J. E. McMICHAEL, Mgr.,
Pittsfield, Maine.
2w12
To sell

for

farms

Agency of Pittsfield.

Milk

Cheaper

I offer milk at reduced prices commenc.
April 1; Quarts, 10c.; pints, 6c.
wholessle, 8 l-2c. quart, can, 60c. A few.

inn

wanted. Good milk—try
it.
Prompt delivery in the morning.
L. A. WHITCOMB,
R. F. D. 4, Belfast, Maine.
3wl2*
new customers

-------

For Sale
A YOKE OF CATTLE.
Weight about
3200 pounds, stall fed, fatted for beef or
to
fit for work. Apply
A S. CROCKETT,

lwl2‘

Saturday Cove, Northport.

Hatching Eggs

Deposited to secure circulation, (U S. bonds, par value).
All other United States Government Securities.•.
Total..
Other bonds, securities, etc.
Banking house, furniture and fixtures...
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank......
Cash in vaults ana amounta due from National Banks
bank
Checks on other banka in the same city or town as reporting
Total of items.
uank
Checks on banka loealed ouuide of city or town of reporting
arid other c««h items....
Treasurer..
S
from
U
due
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer snd
Other assets, if any, coupon account.

April,

Attest:
E.

1

1

■

6R1**

UUj*J»*
i
—

49,Sj

Reserved for...
m
24,002
Less current expenses, interest and taxes paid.
notes ouutanding.
Amounta due to National Banka.
Amounts due to State banks, bankers and trust companies in the
United States and foreign countries.iff

jjjjl*
jgll

§(06

Certified checks outstanding..•.
Cashier’s checks on own bank outstanding.
Total of items.
Demand deposits, (other than bank deposits) subject to’reserve (deposits payable within 30 days):
Individual deposits subject to check.-.
Certificates of deposits due in less than 30 days (other than for

petitioner give notice
interested by causing a copy of
be .published three weeks sucsaid

7,969
17,4t>o 19

jdtJfll
794*

if'

borrowed).
Dividends unpaid....
Total demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to rsmoney

granted.

606,6®

serve.

ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge
copy, Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson. Register

Time deposits subject to Reserve (payable after 30 days or subject
to 30 daya or more notice and postal savings):
Certificates of deposit (other than money borrowed).
Other lime deposits.
no.
»
Total of time deposits subject to Reserve.$2,679,2
U. S. Government Securities borrowed.
Bills payable, (including all obligations representing jmoney borrowed other than, rediscounts.
Notes and bills rediscounted, including acceptance of other banka
and foreign bills of exchange or drafts sold with indorsement of
this bank.
Liabilities other than above stated—Banking House Dep. account..

WALDO SS. Id Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, in vacation, on the 15th day of March,
1922. Fred W. Ham, administrator of the estate of Wilmont*. Ham, late of Jackson, in
said County, deceased, having presented his
first account of administration of said estate
for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published at Belfast, in said county, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
11th day of April next, and show cause, if
any they have, wbj^ the said account should
not be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge
A i rue copy. Attest:
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

77,16?

ji.ffll.*1*
oa

37,06'
82,06'

Total._^==:=:^\
State or Maine, County or Waldo, as:
IRA. Bramhall. Cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly
statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
r

Subscribed and

sworn

to

before

Dishes«=Chpirs

Single Comb Reds, Tompkins Strain.
Fine winter layers of large brown eggs; and all furnishinga from the Carter Renta uralit offered for sale by the piece or in
81.00 for 15; 86.00 per hundred.
Day old chicks April, May and June a lump. An opportunity to get good houae
2wl2*
i or cottage aupplies aa deaired. Apply to
hatches, 822 per hundred.
ORRIN J. DICKEY, Belfaat, Me.
MRS. F. H. HUNT, Thorndike, Me.

S3

Circulating

Apjil, A. D. 1922, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, if any they have*
why the prayer of said petitioner should not
A true

3t5i
-o'lfij
4

LIABILITIES.

cessively in the Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the 11th day of

be

99&MI

72.227 Ut

Capital stock paid in.
Surplus tund..
Undivided profits ..$74,114 77

Probate.
to all persons
this ordei to

^
1

Total....

Fred W. Ham, administrator of the estate
of Wimont F. Ham, late of Jackson in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having prtsentrd
a petition praying that the actual market value
of the property of said deceased now in his
hands subject to the payment of the collateral
inheritance tax. the persons interested in the
succession thereto and the amount of the tax
thereon, may be determined by the Judge of

Ordered, That the

92

..

Johnson. Register.

At a Probata Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, in vacation, on the
15th day of March, A D. 1922.

|

a!?'???

-Jo.SSl

...

ELLERY BOW DEN. Judge.

A true copy.

on

Total loans.....
Overdrafts secured, none; unsecured, $103 41
U. S. Government securities Owned

to all persons
this order to be published three weekB succesa
sively. in The Republican Journal, newspaper
at a
published in Belfast, that they may appear
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within
11th
on
the
day of
and for said County,
A. D. 1922. at ten of the c lock before

granted.

s*

REPORT of the condition of

DOLLtfkO
RESOURCES
68
Loans and discounts, including rediscounts. .$1,786,289

children; good;care. Also board in the
of Probate.
country. Seven miles out. Inquire at the Judge
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice
JOURNAL OFFICE.
2wl2*
interested by causing a copy of

Two ladiea to care for an invalid lady
Refand her cottage in Sheffield, Mass.
State capaerences required and given.
Address
b111ties and terms.
MRS. B. F. O’CONNOR.
179 Broadway, Flushing, New York

purposes]

1922._

that the actual market
now in
value of the property of said deceased
of the col
her hands subject to the payment
interested
the
tax
persons
inheritance
lateral
in the succession thereto and the amount of
the tax thereon may be determined by the

WANTED

for radio

special battery

in the State of Maine, at the close of business
March 10,

a'petition praying

two

7.-,*,,

s

The City National Bank, at Belfast

Probate Court, held at Belfast, within
a
and for the County cf Waldo, in vacation or
theXlavday of March A. D. 1922. in
County
Alice Verne Sawyer of Fairfield
of Somerset the surviving executrix of the
will of Lucy P. Mitchell late of Unity in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented

At

Children Boarded
Would board and care for

foi Prest-O-Lite

Probate Notices.

men, women, over

MONROE

Total Liabilities and Surplus.3 7,786,193 19

J

price

family.
Mr. and Mrs Charles Trundy,
Miss Edna Trundy,
Ira Trundy,
Mr. and Mrs. Neil McCorison,
Mr. and Mrs. Haskins,
*
Mrs. Pearsons

Frank Riley on Tuesday evening, March
14
About thirty people were present.

1.000,000 00
1,479,479 58

k

Mrs. G. L. McCorison,
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Eisnor and

held at the home of

4.428,883 76
138,51904

up

4Trade in

grandmother.

Daisy and Edith White, who have been
visiting relatives in Freedom the past
week returned home Saturday.

was

$1922
and

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank ou. neighbors ami
friends for their kindness in our bereavement in the loss of our dear mother and

Mr.

3wl2

Belfast

to be registered as a dealer in securities
under the provisions of Chap. 40. Sec. 11-23 of
the Revised Statutes as amended, legal notice
is hereby given and any person may, within
two weeks from the date of this publication,
tile objection to the proposed registration with
the Banking Department.
Name.
Business Address.

1

A few

00
59
01
00
39

sons

Company

I wish te thank the members of Happy
Valley Chapter of the Eastern Star for
their kindness to aae the pest winter and
eapociaUy far the peat card showers.

the life of your battery. No one
here will tell you that you need a new
battery until you do. Come around today.

long

Applicat on having been triads to the Bank*
ing Department by the following named per

MONROE CENTRE

Unearned Premiums.
All other Liabilities.
Cash Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities.

They

Belfast, Maine.

Company

WANTED

models.

special

99

Rutland, Maine.

at the church last Sunday
charge of three young men from
! Colby and were enjoyed by all.
Mrs. Sarah Thompson of Belfast is
spending a few days with her daughter,
Mrs. Clement, who has been ill with the
prevailing epidemic.
Freedom village became terribly frightened last Tuesday when they discovered
But as
the girls’ dormitory was on fire.
it caught on the roof by a spark from the
chimney, it was soon extinguished without much damage.
Services

Mrs. Flora Littlefield of Belfast was th*
guest of Mrs. Ara Knowlton, last week.
Justin Pendleton returned home from
Miss Ella Snow of Lewiston and Madison
Rockland last Saturday, where he has
Snow of New Britian, Conn., visited her
week
left thi.
been employed on a Beam trawler.
cousin, N. J., Curtis last week.
Mr». Edward Leigher
in Boston and ProviMrs. Sarah L. Pendleton returned home
J. F. Cook was in Bangor March i7 to
fox a short visit
last week from New York, where abe has see Dr. Clough.
dence with her children.
Ameabury, held employment during the winter.
A birthday party was held at the home
Mr. William Hooper of
Thursday,
home
his
to
returned
Izora Duncan returned from Castine of Mr. and Mrs. Charlea Grant March
weeks with his Normal School to attend the funeral of 10th in honor of Mrs. James Enowlton’s
after spending a few
84th birthday
Mr. Kmowlton was 85 in
F.
Hooper.
Mr. Robert Trimm, her grandfather.
J.
January. A bountiful dinner was served
brother,
little
at noon to the fourteen guests present.
and
Mias Ivy Babbidge, Earl Babbidge and
Mr. and Mra. Don Fogg
a few days
Mrs. Justin Pendleton were passengers on
daughter have been spending
Mr.
Standard Fire Insurance
the St.amer Castine Friday night, when
vacation with hia father and mother,
OF HARTFORU, CONN.
Fogg.
she left for Camden.
and Mra. George
club
December 31, 1921
Assets
Girls
Agricultural
and
The Boys
A dance was held in the Town hall last
0 00
Real Estate.S
the home of
snet Wednesday evening at
Wednesday night under the auspices of Mortgage Loans.
000
nonthly
0
00
Loans.
4. F. Hooper for their regular
Collateral
of
Eben Randlett and Lloyd Pendleton
the
attendance
1,421 529 46
and Bonds..
meeting. There waa a good
Dark Harbor Amusement Company. Music Stocks
bank.
99
74.768
Cash in Office and
and much business waa transacted.
159.869 19
was furnished by Deans Orchestra.
A Agents' Balances.•.
0 00
conBills
Receivable.
the
in
large number of people attended.
Mich interest is manifested
17,559 23
Interest and Rents.
sisters of
and
brothers
00
the
10,000
between
Assets.
test
Robert Trimm died last Monday in the All other
began
South Montville grsnge, which
Sailois SungHarbcr, where he has been
Gross Assets.. .$ 1.683,726 87
furnish44,994 83
Tuesday evening with the sisters
living for several years. Mr. Trimm was Deduct items not admitted.
was a good
which
i ng the first program,
Hia son Robert Jr., was
78 years old.
Assets.S
1,688,732 04
Admitted
with him during hia illness in the hospital.
Liabilities December 31, 1921
80,727 57
Funeral services were held in town last Net Unpaid Losses.$
632,619 94
Unpaid Premiums.
BELMONT
Friday afternoon. The interment was All
18,574 75
other Liabilities.
made in the Trimm yard at bis old home. Cash Capital.
500,000.0u
ill
81
Liabilities.
been
406,809
has
very
Mr. George Knight
He leaves to mourn hia loss one daughter, Surplus overall
with the grip, bat is now slowly improv- Mrs. La Forest Duncan, and two sons, Total Liabilities and Surplus.$ 1,638,732 64
ing.
3wl2
Charlie Trimm and Robert Trimm Jr. All
Mrs. Sarah Nichols visited relatives who knew Mr. Trimm are very sorry to
Security Insurance
and friends in Rockland a few days last learn of hia death and will miss his cheerNEW BAVEN
ful visit this coming year.
Asset* December 31.1921.
Mr. George Morrill, little Grace WoosClaaa parts have been given to the
Eetate.S 362,926 81;
ter and Mrs. Heater Meae are on the members of the graduating class sa follows: Real
9*2,600 00
Lorsnus Hatch Valedictory; Marjorie Mortgage Loans.
sick list
Collateral Loans.
8,230 00
Hatch, Salutatory; Elizabeth Scoville, Stocks and Bonds. 5,333,874 46
The Workers Together flteiety met Prophecy; Roger Pendleton, Claaa His- Cash in Office and Bank.
424,232 29
with Mia. Fled Knewlton Wednesday, tory; Lorania YeatonClaaa Will; Winifred Agents’ Balances.
645,845 40
March Mod.
127,668 28
Seller a id Lloyd Pendleton, presentation Bill* Receivable.
and
Rents.
79.877 80
of tffts; Benjamin Smith, Class Ode.; Interest
The Farm Bureau held its meeting in
Assets.
other
73.236 18
All
The
members of the Claaa, who receive
Center
Belmont,
MRyntic Grange Hall,
essays, are Ruby Pendleton and Edith
Gross Assets.I 8,017.880 21
Stent Tuesday.
Board man. Carroll Pendleton, Courtney Deduct items not sdmitted.
232.687 02
Charles Siof Belfast waa again Babbidge and Robert Pendleton complete
weicaeMd in this vicinity recently with the claaa which is thirteen in all.
Admitted Assets.3 7,786,198 19
Liabilities December 31,1921
~
738,310 81
Net Unpaid Losses.3

CAM OF THANKS

not

Total Liabilities and Surplus.$ 0,202.021 97
Campbell, Payson & Noyes. State Agents,

Connecticut and New Jersey.

Mrs. Maude Getcbell of Bangor
one day last week.

0 00

Assets.$30,202,021

are

top-quality Prest-O-Lites, with the
famous Prest-O-Plates.
Prest-O-Plates are as different from
ordinary battery plates as gold is from
gilt. They combine unusual hardness with a peculiar porosity. None
of the old plate compromise between

288.322 05

Liabilities Dtcember 31. 1921
Net Unpaid L >sses.$13,554,264
Unearned Premiums. 8,076,167
All other Liabilities.
3,068,472
350,000
Statutory Deposit.
all
Liabilities.
ov.-r
5,153,118
Surplus

Marion Small is home from Farmington for her spring vacation

was

These

J
96

,464,600
4,408,007

Office and,Bank.

Admitted

^

It is our business, as part of PrestO-Lite Service, the oldest organized
service to motorists, to carry out this
spirit; and to see that you get every bit
of life out of a Prest-O-Lite Battery.
But, no matter what battery you
have, use our Service Station. You will
find our experte ready to help you pro-

are

Gross Aseets.$30,837,969 62
63E.947 63
Deduct items not admitted.

stopping with Mrs.

Penney is

Use Prest-O-Lite Service

A

6.60

balances
Bills Receivable.
Interest and Rents.
All other Assets.

Mrs. Small were

FRANKLIN

DODOE

Yes, With PREST-O-PLATES

23.417,6e8 25

Agents’

Cora Clement for

were

trustee.

CHANDLER
ESSEX

0 00

Loans.

Collateral Loans.
Stocks and Bonds, market value

And every part of a Prest-O-Lite
Battery is worthy, in material and
workmanship, of Prest-O-Plates.
That is why 87 leading manufacturers specify Prest-O-Lite as original
equipment, and “the list is growing.
Everv Prest-O-Lite is backed by
the regular Prest-O-Lite guaranty, a
definite obligation, plus a spirit that
says the car owner must be pleased.

$32.30 (trade-in price)

Limited.
Assets

Moore, Harry Cunning-

Dr. A. Nl. Small and

at

Doubly Guaranteed

There are similar reductions on
Prestevery Plnest-O-Lite Battery, and
O-Llte builds a correct type of battery for every make of motor car and
truck.

December 31. 1921
S 2.259.351 03
Real Estate.

for the ensuing

in Belfast last Tuesday.

MAXWELL
HUDSON

MAXWELL

WRIl'TEN by

FREEDOM.

Hazel

32 stores.

The United States Branch of the Employers' Liability Assurance Corporation.

Damm.

Saturday after spending the winter

was

E. H.

BUICK

OAKLAND

12-volt type
that serves

AUTOMOBILE LIAlilLITV INSURANCE

William Dickey; tax collector,
H. P. White; town clerk and treasurer,
W. E. Damm; road commissioner, A. W.

with her daughter.

One of the

selectmen

A church social

Clarence Pendleton is able to be out
again after being sick with the “flu.”
Mrs. Rosanna

year are
ham and

The

our

For the life of a battery is in the
You never need a new batold go
tery until the plates in your
bad. As long as you have live plates,
you have a battery.

plates.

Prest-O-Lite Batteries represent the
that
greatest value in years. Consider
a
Prest-O-Lite
can
regular
buy
you
Battery for popular makes of light cars
for $19.90 (trade-in price).
Here are other outstanding values:
$24.50 (trade-in price) for a 6-volt type
serving

Company

Power

Belfast High
Pupils attending
School are enjoying a week at home, except the Misses Glidys and Margaret
the

world's best battery.

Money-Saving Figure*

Central Maine

time.

lected.

in battery making.
Either one singles out Prest-O-Lite
Combined they
from oVer batteries
make it a battery value without a rival.

The cost for electricity
is almost nothing—l-3c
per hour.

her health is improvirg.

work, William Nickerson; Deacon PotMr. and Mrs.
nd Mrs. S. P. Stevens,
ter, “just a trifle deep,” Albert Bowen;
Mrs. W NWilliam Henry, Jerome Quimby; Tom
George Hopkins and Mr. and
Monroe.
York of
Sparrow, Charles Nealley; Mr. Filkins,
wno acan
officer, Millard Boulter; Helen BurMn. Guy Southard of Dexter,
mother, leigh from the city, Blanche Beckwith'
her
of
companied the remains
home here Jerusha Jane Judkins, the postmistress
Mrs. Ellen Stanley, to her
ill the Lela Gould; Roxy, “a fresh air kid,”
suddenly
March 13th, was taken
11th.

March

pleased to

Bernice

following is the cast of characters and
synopsis: Rev. Ralph Underwood, the
Trundy.
country minister, Osborne Payson; GregA goodly number of men and women
Litat
world
Ray
of
the
large,
ory Heath
Monday,
tlefield; Jud Pardoe. a wreck on the attended the town meeting
Timothy March 13th, and enjoyed the dinner givocean of life, Lewis Libby;
were colHodd, who would rather whittle than en by the Grange. About J25

Nealey entertainSaturday evening,
them

accounts.

The Senior class of Brooks High School
will present their annual school play, entitled, “A Country Minister,” in Union
The
Hall on the evening of March 27th.

fifty-fifth

were

are

Miss

friends of

Friends in town of Mrs. Fred Cunningham of Monroe are pleased to learn that

BROOKS

in
and Mrs. A. G. Larby were
Mr. and
of
as
17th
guests
March
Bangor
on

Damm

2 Per Cent Interest

checking

on

Mr.

whose

Gray.

many

after her recent illness.

C.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Clements, Mrs.
attended
B. Jewett and Mrs. G. H. York
Waldo Pomona in
a meeting of North
Swanville March 8th.

occurred

The

Manager

Christine A. Jones,

epidemic.

Sylvanua Ward
wedding anniversary
day.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
ed a party of friends

of W. W.

brooks branch

Mias Edna Conant, an assistant teacher
home
in the Bradford High school, came
March 18th for the Easter vacation.
writC. H. Libby is not aa well at this
was improved until
condition
His
ing.
be suffered an attack of the prevailing

Mrs.

Oscar Bridges has returned to Swan’s
Island after spending a ween at the home

hardness and porosity. Prcst-O Plates
have both.
This explains their ready dependable reserve power in biting zero
weather, and their non-buckling,
heat resisting strength in summer.
Experts say that they are the world's
best battery plate, and this is the same
as
saying that Prest-O-Lite is the

to
Here is a two-fisted battery offer
of
automobiles:
drivers
the owners and
Prest -O Lite’s 1922 prices. The Greatest Battery Values:
Prest-O Plates, the greatest advance

The aluminum comb,
which slips onto the
iron, makes a most convenient hair drier for
use after a shampoo or
following a swim.

who spends the winter
N. H., arrived home

%

s

the correct heat, in a few
seconds. It is clean and
safe and will last a lifetime.

Mr. and
were

prest-O-Lite’s
Double Message to Car Owners

Quickly connected to an
ordinary lamp socket it
is ready with just the

A. E. Cunningham is confined to the
house with a bad cold.
Mr. and Mrs Victor Neal have been

staying

with-

out the “Universal”
Electric Curling Iron and
Hair Drier.

the

home recently

na

WHITE’S CORNER.

spending

is

Damm

YOURincomplete

a

week at home.

health

up

M.

William

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
tired

dressing table

Richmond Mvrick ii at home with
bad cold

^

BRAMHALL,

»

I

CsaU*

this 17th day of March, 1*22.
Notary
RALPH I. MUtWJCa.
[SEAL.]
Correct—Attest:
/
C. W. WEsCOTT
D,recto*
CHAS. P. HAZELTINE.
_—,M
SELWYN IHOMPSUN,.

me

is
Mrs. Louise S. Shales
recently I
Hospital,
County
Waldo
at
the
and
upon
hoapital
Tapley
operated
with influenza.
is making a satisfactory recovery.

Mrs. Harold T. Coombs

that the

awo»-

was

!

»
w

j»l

The W. ;C. T. U. will hold its annual
meeting and election of officers tomorrow, Friday, afternoon at the home of

The North Church Guild will meet next
Monday evenining at 7.30 with Mrs. Ray-

Mrs. Annie M. Frost.

Something that wiil please the ladies,
be the wedding of Princess Mary

HAVE IT MADE TO MEASURE

will

which

will

be

shown

at

With wide

L

a-

a

sortment

in between,

A cordial

exclusively to his

down to that low

any

man

The Belfast Band will give their

point

of

superiority

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

DAVIS

Belfast relatives have received news o^

Co. adverThe Central Maine Power
also electric curler.
tises Preferred Stock,

the death of Mrs. H. Albert
She died March

F. H. Hunt, Thorndike, offers
chicks.
hatching egga and day old
and relatives
Mrs. G L. McCorrison
publish a card of thanks.
to board.
See adv of children w nted
Wells advertises special
F
Mrs. B.
showing of millinery.
offers BeneThe Direct Importing Co.
fit coffee and Table Margarine.
The Waldo Trust Co. advertises bank-

:

rogram.
Mrs. N. A. Cilley

Arthur L. Rondeau, the local manager
Saco Valley Canning Co., has re-

i of the
i turned

j
i

|

a

|

card

j

I

and quotes prices on same.
tailored
Bert L. Davis offers custom
clothes from $25 to$'0.
a
The Dreamland Theatre advertises
picture program.

day afternoon with Mrs. John R. and Miss
Margaret Dunton, when the following
program will be given; Philippines, Mrs.
C. M. Craig; Missions in the Philippines,
Mabel

R.

American

Mathews;
Rule, Mrs

Round

The

Table

Some

Results

of

James H. Howes.
will

meet

in

the

afternoon.

parlors this, Thursday,
Mrs. Essie P. Carle will give

paper

Echoes from the' School of

church

North

strong’s linoleum.
Poor’s Drug Store sells waterglass at
75 cents per gallon.
See advt of children’s and juniors’
dressmaking wanted.
Windsor Hotel wants kitchen girl.

a

on

Citizenship, held

at

Yale University the
Mrs. Carle has

of October 24th.

week

been serving

as

the chairman of the Wal-

do County Republican woman’s organization and has been giving much of liFr

Jellison’s Pants Factory wants stitchers.

time to study of local conditions.
She s
vice chairman of th
Republican city

City Vulcanizing & Battery Co. publishes a service adv.
Fred T. Chase offers cut glass at low
prices.
Mrs.

in Islesboro.

1 he Travelers Club will meet next Tues-

and other restaurant furnishings.
Home Furnishing Co. advertises Arm-

with

was

ment.

DuThe Shaw Auto Co. advertises the
rant car.
The Dinsmore Store advertises boys’
leather at
shoes of good old fashioned
$2.95.
Orrin J. Dickey offers dishes, chairs

Club will meet

The burial

tional Aid.

advertises shirts
Harry W. Clark & Co.

Lend-a-Hand

ors’ Snug Harbor, Stalen Island, N. Y
where he died at the age of 78 ye rs.

cently received her official badge as NaMrs. Georgia W. Juan and
Mrs. Eleanor H. Mossman have recently
been appointed Aids in the State Depart-

in-

surance.

Thursday, afternoon

The remains of Robert Trimm, a native
of Islesbo.o and well known in this city,

Mrs. Annie M. Frost, past president of
Emma White Barker Tent, D. of V., re-

card of

thanks.
Orrin J. Dickey offers automobile

from Auburn, and will soon begin
to solicit acreage in corn and beans,

arrived here last Thursday from the Sail-

ure

publishes

real estate and insurance

has rented to Edith B. Dickson and party
of Denver, Colorado, the Burrill cottage
at Northport, for the surttmer season.

pict-

a

Dickey,

Orrin

Mrs.

a

13th at the home of her

father in Gonic, N. H.

of oxen for sale.

ing service.
Miss Edith Lawrence publishes
of thanks.
The Colonial Theatre advertises

Perkins,

for-

merly Miss Villa Dockham of Prospect.

Bank publishes
The City National
statement of condition.
milk cheaper.
L. A. Whitcomb offers
has
s. Crockett, Saturday Cove,
A

and

committee

a

delegate

to

the State

Convention.
The Women’s Alliance of the Unitarian

this,

church held its annual musicale in the
North church parlors last Thursday afterThere was a large attendance of
noon.

Ervin

Wade.

Armand Spalding has opened a vulcanizing room in the Walker building on
High street.

members with the North Church
and Guild
W.

The Univesalist League will have a sale
and entertainment in the Armory Wednesafternoon and evening, March 29th.

as

Wescott,

Circle

special guests. Mrs. Clement
chairman of the Alliance

music committee arranged ths program,
one of the best given in recent years, and

| also

day
Dancing with music by McKeen’s orchestra will follow the entertainment.

made

officer.
ttiart it

most interesting presiding
In h-r opening remarks she said

was

a

to be regretted ttaM

we

did not

his right ! have more music of the higher class. It is
A I an unfortunate condition of affairs
wrist Saturday night on High street.
that
man in passing him stepped on a loose there is so much jazz and that its
rage
board which threw Mr. Decrow forward has caused what is called jazzitis. Jazz is
Decrow

sprained

j

the walk with the above mentioned

The sprain

was

very

not music and is not written by musicians.
She then spoke of several familiar operas

painful.
with Per-

Littlefield’s orchestra played
kins’ for the High school play and Saint
They will ( complimented the work of Mr. E. S. PitPatrick dance in Castiue.
play in Memorial Hall next Saturday ! cher who in former years staged and used
night, but have cancelled all other en- I music of the higher class. We owe much
gagements for this week on account of J to Mr. Pitcher for cultivating in many in
Mrs. Bertha Littlefield’s illness with the Belfast a taste lor good music. The first
of the higher class including those of Gilbert and Sullivan and in this connection

|

#rip.

of Islesboro,

sec-

the

is

called

to

article

an

on

week

ill the last

of the

ARMSTRONG’S
LINOLEUM

number

on the program
was the overture
from the Mikado beautifully rendered by

The spot-light stop waltz at the dance |
Mrs. AHau M. Howes and Mrs Thomas E.
in Odd Fellows Hall last Thursday even- I
The latter very kindly at short
Bowker.
I
last
The
20
couples.
ing was started by
notice substilued for Miss Marguerite H.
two couples to leave the door were Cecil i
Getchell and K. Alice Thornbs and Oscar ! Owen, who w s ill. After speaking informally of the opera of Robin Hood by
and

she

where

Dorn

was

Greenwich,

—

|

Mrs. Willis Bacheller, also

and Mrs. Roscoe L. Cross of Morrill, who
He has also
are to
it at once.

an,

occupy

as

a

Spring’s Awakening

W. R. Chapman
Down in Maine
Mrs. Katherine Bickford Self
This is Children’s week at theColonia1 Songs Mv Mother Taught Me
Dvorak
I
Del Riego
Theatre. Manager Clifford is offeiing some I Hay Fields and Butterflies
Gunz
special bills for the Tuesday,Thursday and j Memory
I Know Where a Garden Grows
Saturday matinees. The mothers cannot
Densmore
but help feeling grateful to the manageMrs. Phoebe Pendleton Crosby
ment in catering to the little folks with
evening, March
Tomorrow, Friday
pictures that are especially for them.
24th, the combined musical clubs of ColThe growth of the Shifters ranks here
by College will give a concert and dance
may be fairly estimated by the sale of
in the Armory under the auspices of the
the little brass clips used as a badge
This will be one of
American Legion.
sellWoodcock
The supply is exhausted,
the finest concerts heard in Belfast for a
The
ing Ins year's supply in a few days.
The Colby Clubs have given
long time.
stunts of initiation varied according to
many concerts in Maine this season and
individual ideas of real fun and forfeits.
the press gives them very high praise for
Every town in Waldo county, with one a well balanced program of vocal, instruexception, has contributed to the Health mental music, readings and specialties.
Seal sale.
Liberty has just sent a second The club consist of an orchestra, mandocontribution, $11.06, the proceeds of a lin club, glee club, reader and soloists.
box supper given by the grange. This After the concert the
college clubs will
increases the total net amount of the
The orchestra will
play for the dance.
When that ‘‘last town” consist of
sale to $j43 93.
players who play regularly
is heard from we shall doubtless have with the
orchestras of Water-

first

over

$430 to the

credit of our county.

Mrs. C. M. Craig is
committee

popular
They play under the

ville.

the chairman of the

Colby Jazz-o-las
bt

one

and

will

name

of the

undoubtedly

of the finest dance orchestras

ever

The school building committee is con" heard in Belfast. The admission for both
sidering the adoption of the Univent sys- the concert and dance will be fifty cents
in this big event.
tem of heating for the new High schorl only. Don’t fail to take
The agent for the
Moliue | The following program will be given here
building.
Heating Company of Iowa, A. P. Good- tomorrow, Friday, night at the Armory:
Orchestra
hue of this city, has installed a unit in Lustspiel Overture,
Glee Club
“Good Bye,*’
the Peirce school, that the building comMr. Davis
Violin Solo,
All in- Reading,
mittee may see it in operation.
Mr. Wallace
Mandolin Club
terested are invited to call and see what : “Step Lively,”
Mr.
'Tibbetts
The committee has received Baritone Solo,
the plan is.
Mr. Merrill
Trombone Solo,
from the architects a handsome colored
Male Quartet,
pencil drawing of the building.
Messrs. Shearman, Chapman, Tibbetts
and Mclntire
The Democratic Caucus met in the
Orchestta
Selection,
Court House Tuesday evening with a Cornet
Mr. Smith
Solo,
large attendance. Hdii. Robert F. Dun- Syncopated Seven
Mr. Baxter
Reading,
ton presided with Miss Grace A. Lord,
Mandolin Club
secretary. The following delegates were Medley,
Glee Club
Selection,
appointed to attend the State Convention Alma Mater
to be held in Augusta April 7th: Mra. LuThe concert begins at 8.15 and the dance
lie P. Nichols, Mrs. Rose F. Fahy, Mra.
American Legion is under

T. V.

Stuart,

Mbs Florence E.

at 10 15.

Dunton, heavy

THE BIG

W. A. Nichols, J. C. Durham, T. S.
Thompson and Ralph F. Darby; alternates, Mrs. David Johnson, Mrs. G. W.
Luce. Mrs. T. S. Thompson, Mrs. Fred A.
Holmes, Selwyn Ttiomp on, F. W. Pote,
SevH. P Farrow and Percy Bradford.
enty members were appointed on the
city committee with F. I. Wilson, chairman, Mrs. Geo. W. Luce, secretary and
Mrs. G. G. Abbott, treasurer.
We will
give the list of the committee in our next

is guaranteed to give entire satisfaction. Our stock
includes both printed patterns and inlaid designs that
run clear through to the burlap back and last till the
floor is completely worn out.

Your

Fox

taken free of

measures
our

Home

expert lay

Comedy

charge.

Let

carpets.

for Business

City Vulcanizing and
Battery Co.
Bridge Street,

I

your

Furnishing Conpany

Ready

City Garage.

over

The Finest

Electrically Equipped
Vulcanizing Shop East of

TOWN ROUNDUP

News

_Portland.

._

Official Willard Battery Service
Station.
Expert tire aiid battery men.

|

PRICES WITHIN REASON.
SERVICE THE BEST.

Congratulations!

S

If you have driven an automobile for even a month
or so and still have it, and
have met with no acci-

U

dents

I

N

R
A
N
C
E

You Have Been

If

we

Gasoline driven vehicles are
always in danger of fire.
Thieves find auto thefts exceedingly profitable. Thousands of accidents happen

“Just

Even the most careful driver
needs protection against these
dangers and the recklessness
of pedestrians and other drivYou need automobile insuragainst fire, theft, liability, property damage and
Just phone us or
collision.
drive your car here and in-

we

DURANT
a

Real Good Car”

$990 Delivered
This

is

being shown at our
Show Room, 35 Main Street,
car

now

Looks like a $2000 car.
a demonstration.

Come in and let

us

give

you

SHAW AUTO

it, today.

Orrin

don’t want your
Telephone connection.

THE

daily.

sure

don’t please,

Lucky.

ance

/

ERVIN (Reddy) WADE
JOHN W. BROCK.
money.

ers.

The

expenses to get these clubs to Belfast and it is hoped that everyone will
Remember the date,Friassist the Post.

prize

Play that won
thing for the

Linoleum

FOR EVERY FLOOR IN THE HOUSE.

--_

I’ict m* from the
for being the best
year.

tile.

Armstrong’s

SATURDAY—Tom Mix in

|

1

Splendkf

or

9

MISS LULU BETT
A

linoleum floors will

why

Linoleum never requires expensive refinishing.
Linoleum floors are remarkably easy to clean.
Ordinary care will keep them in perfect condition.
Linoleum floors will give good service for years.
Furthermore, you will have quiet floors, comfortable to walk on, non-slippery and attractive, if you
choose floors of

FRIDAY—Lola Wilson anil Milton Sills in

wom-

Rubens
Sanderson

I Love the Moon

rented to Mr. and Mrs. John Canning the
Lamson bungalow at the radio grounds.

Maine

reasons

The first cost of linoleum is lower than that of

Wally solves the Rent Question ami the H. C.L.
Gee Whizz.
Mack Sennett Comedy.

accompanist;

some

hardwood, marble

RENT FREE

Women’s Club under the direction of
The following numbers
Mrs. F. C. Gay.
were sung by well known vocalists with

k and see our large
patterns suitable for everybody
we,

save you money:

line M. Wood. The children gave a fine
program and about $17 was realized,
which will be used for necessary articles
in the schoolroom.
Warn, lunches have

and

are

HERE

Ohio.

been served at noons during the term.
who have not been absent for one
Pupils
soloists will
Mrs. Learned has two half day are Vertna Wood, Clayton Higvisitor there.
F. Hammons.
own
cousins in Belfast, Mrs. Harry A, gins, Stillman Wood. Eva Wood, Melvin
Belfast relatives received a telegram
of Dark Harbor, who is spend- Wood, Elroy Wood, Eldredge Merriam,
Babbidge
Monday announcing the death Sunday of
ing the winter here with iher family in George M;rri.im. Those to obtain high
William K.. Morrison in Santa Monica,
rank for personal neatness are Vertna
the Quimby house on Miller street; and
No particulars have been receivCalif.
Mrs. Clarence E. Paul of Congress street. Wood, Eldredge and George Merriam,
His friends here realized for some
ed.
Thelma Wentworth, Alice Roberts, MilDr. G. H. Hutchins of Waterville, Dis- dred Wentworth.
lime that he was in ill health.
from theState Health
t
The Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist trict Health officer
was in Belfast Satchurch will have a sale of aprons of all Department of Maine,
on business connected with the rekinds, food, candy and ice cream in their urday
COLONIAL THEATRE
of contagious diseases. He stated
vestry Friday afternoon, April 7th. The porting
that influenza had been prevalent since
W.
Mrs.
Charles
Martin,
Week
of March 27. 1922.
Diligent Club,
March 10th, but only one physician in j
teacher, will have a play in the evening.
MONDAY—William
Fox Sp^cUl
his
cases.
toe city had reported
PhysiMiss Julia Chalmers, the talented little
are required
cians
and
householders
FOOTFALLS
by
dancer, will be seen in a prolog to The
Rich in Human Interest, Pathos, Sentiment,
law to report to the local health officers
bonnie Brier Bush at the Colonial on
Mystery ami Drama.
all
cases of the following diseases, which
Ai St. John Comely.
Thursday ttoday). The Bonnie brier bush
!
he
designated:
especially
chickenpox,
is a wee bit of Scotch, and Manager ClifTUESDAY—Elaine Hammerstein in
German
measles, measles,
ford will have a few surprises for the pa- diphtheria,
HANDCUFFS OR KISSES
smallpneumonia,
fever,
mumps,
scarlet
trons.
An Appealing Slice that will meet with
your
Dr Orris S. Vickpox, typhoid fever.
approval.
The next regular meeting of Aurora
ery is the oRicer to notify.
held
be
will
Tuesday
Rebekah bodge
WEDNESDAY*-Bryant Washburn in
Mi 8 Louise H Ferguson, who arrived
evening, Marcn 28th. Supper will be
THE ROAD TO LONDON
The degree will be con- home recently from Orlando, Fla., where
served at b.30.
Winners of the West.
News
ferred on a large class of candidates and she had been since Christmas, was in New
VAUDEVILLE
--*■
there will be an entertainment at the York March 4th and attended the concert
THURSDAY—Wallace Reid in
close of the meeting.
given at Waldorf-Astoria by the Maine
Orrin J. Dickey, real estate and insurance, lias sold for Mrs. Nellie M. Sheldon
her residence on Condon street, to Mr

Come this

display

the House

Room in

For# Every

The Poor’s Mills school gave a box social and entertainment last Friday evening in charge of the teacher, Mrs. Caro-

spent the greater part of her girlhood.
She has frequently visited in Islesboro
and her husband has also been a summer

be Leroy Green and Charles

The Universalist League will meet this,
Thursday, afternoon with Mrs. George
Frisbee.

The News ot Belfast

result.

Attention

ond concert of the series at the Colonial
The
Theatre next Sunday at 4 o’clock.

are

where almost

enjoy the

may

Prices

The Store You Will Always Remember.

on

extended

military whist party, announced page 7 in tliia issue taken from a Boston
Wednesday to be directed by Mrs. paper and captioned “An Islesboro Girl’s
Allan M. Howes, has been postponed for Good Fortune.”
Mrs. Learned was fortwo weeks on account of the epidemic of merly Miss Lelia Helen, daughter of
co'ds, etc.
William P. and Manila Parker Sprague

meas-

own

individually tailored.

ana

now

Walter A.

is

for

need

man

BERT L.

The

invitation

was

Anyone having articles for the fancy
work table for the Easter sale held by the
Bap'ist Sewing Circle, March 31st, are
requested to send them in by March 29th.
to any member of the following commit-

in

of the week.

Custom Tailored Clothes.

yoke

term.

The

suit made

ure

school, who

Waldo Lodgr, I. O, O, F\, will confer
the fifth degree at the meeting Friday
evening. Refreshments will be served.

public to the union services of the city
Mrs. Lucy Peters, who has been living
churches to he held in the Univrrsalist
for ten years in the Glover house on
tee: Mrs. W. A. Nichols, Mrs. Geo. C.
church next Sunday evening with a serHigh street, haa moved to 'the bebee mon
Mrs C. E. Rhoades, Mrs A. E
Sauer,
W.
F. Skerrye.
by Rev.
house just opposite.
Dutch or Mrs. Henry Collins.
The Passagassawaukeag Camp Fire Girls
Lari Allenwood of Hall’s Corner, belAllan M. Howes has been giving the
were guests Friday evening of Miss Helen
the
was
to
Waldo
Countv
brought
moiit,
a real
pleasure the past few days
upper High street. The lucky public
Morris,
Hospital Tuesday with Ins right hand
by placing a pair of ferrets in one of the
number of 13 was present and a delight
badly cut with a circular saw.
windows of the Howes grocery store.
ful time was reported.
Dainty refreshThe illness of their They are bright little animals and he
William M. Randall left Tuesday on a ments were served.
feeds them like a cat. Their fur is’b
business trip to the boston and New York guardian, Mrs. Fred W. Bailey, was reHe will buy regular goods and ported and the girls voted to call and combination of brown and pale tan and
markets.
is said to be valuable
He bought them
He will return the last present her with flowers.
Raster novelties.

deny himself the benefits
and satisfaction that comes from wearing
No

mond Sherman.

The Colonial

Saturday.

Mrs. Ralph Wooster substituted for Mrs.
A Foster, a teacher of the Peirce

Harry

CO.,

C. W. SIMPSON, Mgr.
Some excellent values in used cars.

J. Dickey,

INSURANCE
MAINE

BE1 FAST,

day, March 24.

CUT GLASS

Talk about Shirt Prices!
You bet you haven’t seen shirts of quality priced like this for many seasons.

issue.

Gray

Dorothy Jackson. The prizes
The St. Patrick Da^ice.
The St.
Reginald UeKoven, Mrs. Wescott render
were tickets to the Colonial Theatre.
Patrick dance in the Armory last Friday
overture
from
it
on
Victrolaan
the
ed
Littlefield’s orchestra furnished music.
evening as a benefit for the Waldo CounMr. John Parker sang the Armorer’s Song
The Baptist Sewing Circle will hold
Hospital was a social and financial
ty
and Mrs. Melvin O. Dickey the contralto
success.
their Easter sale in Memorial Hall, March
The arrangements were in
^ solo, O Promise Me.
Both were heard
SI st. In the afternoon there will be sales
of Mrs. Cecil Clay, president of
charge
with pleasure and were accompanied by
of food, fancy articles, aprons, ice cream, i
the Hospital Aid.
The attendance was
Mrs. S. A. Parker read a
Mrs. Wescott.
Easter
and
tea
fancy crackers,
the large amount of illcandy,
large
considering
brief sketch of the beautiful Italiau opera.
A short entertainment
eggs and plants.
ness in town.
The decorations were arGioconda by Ponchielli, the scene
will be given free at 4 o’clock.
The en- La
tistic and well arranged, the Armory
of which is in Venice. The selection from
tertainment planned for the evening has
really presenting a palace for this old
the Blind Girl's Song Angelic
had to be postponed on account of sick- this was
Saint. Orrin J. Dickey had charge of
Mrs.
Wescott.
"The
ness.
Voce, rendered by
the decorations,
lour lines of pendants
of Hoffman” by Offenbach wis
Monday’s issue of the Bath Daily j Stories
were strung from the corners to the cenand
the
Parker
Dance
Mrs.
also
by
Times has a moat appreciative notice of j read
of the ceiling under which depended
Barcarolle were given ter
the ability and experience of Harry A. ; of the Hours and
a large whirl of the flags of the allied
with
Mrs.
Wescott
Victrola
singPeters, who is featured as an expert ; on the
nations. The balcony railing was draped
This was a very delightful feature
manager in charge of that city’s new ; ing.
with folds of white bunting and spaced
comment.
favorable
the
most
received
and
shoe factory. Mr. Peters was in the Bel- ;
with flags of Erin Go Bragh and golden j
fast factory for several years as foreman I The last selection and one of the best was harps. These also were spaced on the '
and went to Lewiston last spring# The the contralto solo, Sunny Boy, sung by
walla. Depending from the balcony were
Times says: ”The company feels very Mrs. Dickey with Mrs. Bowker as accom
small aingle leaves of the
fortunate in having for its manager of panist. Mrs. Wescott had been ill for some numerous
shamrock, which were also used on the
production Mr. Peters who comes to Bath
time with the prevailing epidemic ana
with 30 years of experience in shoe maklockers of Co. K. The drop curtain was
ln8 and factory management. He has the effort on her part was fully appreciacovered with white bearing strips of
been engaged not only because of the ted by all who knew the conditions. The
1
testimonials which he has from other entire program was far better than many of Kelley green, golden harps aDd a large
The refreshments, dance orconcerns for which he has worked, but concerts heard here in formal entertain- Irish flag.
because he is highly recommended by ment courses with professional artists. ders and even the tickets carried out the
the United Shoe Machinery Co. as the Mrs. H. E. McDonald will be hostess of color scheme.
The dancing was enjoyed
j with music by McKeen’s
“»»n for the place.”
orchestra.
the Alliance this afternoon.
1

Good shirts ? Well-don’t take our word
for it-see them in our window. You’ll
say they’re good-the best.
You need shirts—every
holler to be discarded.

man

has

one or

two that

lot of them to-make much of
a share of savings on every
profit—you’ll
It’s Shirt Week.
shirt you bpy this week.
We’ve got to sell
a

a

get

For instance, look at this
isn’t it, at

special.

Fair

enough,

Today (Thursday, March 23) I have put my entire
stock of CUT GLASS on sale at prices which will
insure CLOSING IT OUT at once. ALL CHOICE
PATTERN

i

FRED T. CHASE
25 Main

Street,

(Tel. 34-11)

Caution Notice

workmanship.

HARRY W. CLARK & CO.,
The Main Street Clothiers.

Caution Notioo

Whereas my wife, Alice Hall, haa left
I wish to forbid anyone from trusting me without just cause, $hia is to forbid all
persons trusting her on my account aa I
or harboring my wife, Annie M. Harford,
shall pay no billa of her contracting after
or other persons on my account on or after this
date.
this date.
Belfast. Me., March II. 1922.
Belfast, March 7, 1922.
Swll*
VERNARD HALL.
FRED W. HA'iFORD.
3wl0*

LOST

$1.95 and $2.95
Silk striped madras—the twinpurpose shirt. It serves equally
well for both business and dress.
Fast colors, long wearing, good

Belfast, Maine.

Commencing March 16
I

am

prepared fto do

custom

P, A.
Tel. 133-11.

hatching.
BRADFORD,

Northport Ave.

Deposit Book No. 8137, issued by tbe
Waldo Trust Company, Belfast. Finder,
will please return same to
RALPH H. DUNBAR, Treaanrer.
Belfast. March 9, 1923-Swll

WANTED
TO RENT A COTTAGE HOUSE of
five or six rooms with barn or garage and
chance for a garden. Apply to
HENRY C. BURGESS.
Tel. 253-3.
2wll
\

a

Interesting

An

Letter.

We take pleasure in presenting the fol
lowing correspondence which we believe
will be of great interest to the readers of
The Journal:
Searsport, Me., Feb. 21 1922
To tbe Editor of The Journal:The following letter, recentl> found
by my wife among-some of her lathers
old papers, would I believe be of great interest to your many seafaring readers
It recounts s person! experience in the
coast
great tidal wave of 1877 on the west
of South Amesica. The letter was from
Captain E. D. P. Nickels, commanding
tbe ship Resolute, to his brother in Searswas
port, Captain J. C. Nickels, who
aaaoagiug owner of the vessel Boih men
Nicare now deceased, but Mrs E. D P
kels, mentioned as “Emma** in the letter,
ie atill e resident of Searsport. The Mr.
Curtis mentioned in the letter, who was
note of the Resolute, is Mrs. Nickels*
brother, Captain Henry G. Curtis, a retired Searsport ship mister.
Yours truly,
Lincoln colcord

other one or two turns, and th^ ships
could not be swung aiound without getThe
ting them aftful of other vessels.
Resolute and William Leavitt were grinding heavily, and chew ng up fenders nearThe
ly as fast as we could put them in
Captain of the Leavitt went on shore to
w
hile
get a s earner, but remained a long
drinking. It was impossible for us to slip,
we
and
when
as we h d
no spare anchor;
had got his spare anchor ov$r, the Captain
no steamer
insight.
was still away and
The^consequence was that our ships hid
neen pounding
tog ther for 30 hours, before the Leavitt slipped and was tow-d
She went to sea to-day badly
outside
cutup, bound forCalieo
Alter all our hard knocks, only three
vessela lying in our part of the fleet have
escaped with as little damage as we. Ouc,
anchors are so entangled with those of
other ships that l doubt if we ever get
them. Damages receved, as far as can be
mizzen topgallant mast
seen at present:
carried away; 2 stem olanks and sheath
ing broken; main ail and bulwarks, 10
fee
in length,
crushed, aft on the port
side; bumkin and fashion piece, port side,
carried away; lower m zzen guard boirds
crushed; rail on after house broken, ten
feet; dead light in side broken; main sheet
bolt carried away; main lower guard
boards badly crushed, and chain plates
badly bent; several planks about the fore
rigging considerably bruised; forward side
port badly bruised; head rails, jibooom,
liddle head, etc carried away, esides jib
boom guys and jumpers; several lanyards
and ropes in fore, main and mizzen rigging
chafed; several treenails started in the
bends; three lodging and two hanging
knees in upper and lower between-decks
started. 1 have been sounding the ship on
the port side, which has been caulked
since our arrival here, with cauiking iron,
and have found the seams good thus far,
although she has been severely shaken.
Nearly all the ships which have received much damage have gone to Calleo,
1 know not
and 1 know not what to do.
how the ship is insured; but, if 1 hear
nothing, shall act for the good of all conOne of the most serious parts of
; cerned
i this dilemma is that no ship can get her
anchor; and as all of ours are on the bot! tom, God only .knows when we will be
1
About 12 of theorigiable to save them.
nal fleet will remain here to finish loading,
I and many more are bound here. The
! north shoots, with stages, etc., were
washed down by the terrible surf this
I morning. Here more than two-thirds of
the guano was shipped; it will take at
leaat six months to repair the damage to
loading facilities, as the whole structure
1 cannot predict when
is demolished.
they will begin to ship guano from the
I don’t think our lay-days
other shoots.
y the charter party are counting, f wish
I knew what to do with the ship; but 1
shall wait a while and learn more before I
act.
SiDCe sitting here writing, we have had
quite a shock of earthquake. You have
now the particulars as nearly as 1 can
write them. Trusting that however 1 act
| in this matter, you will be satisfied, I remain

Husnillos, Chili, May 13, 1877.
Capt J. C. Nickels,
Searsport, Me.
Dear Sir:Since I laat wrote you a most terrible |
calamity has visited the ahipi ing and
towns at these southern guano deposits.
On the 9th inst., at 8.30 p. m., occurred
one of the severest earthquakes ever experienced by anyone here, followe I by a
tidal wave. I will try to describe it, but
the terrors must be imagined.
On the morning of tbe 9th I found on
heaving in the starboard chain, (having
remoored the ship the day before), that it
had unshackled at 30 falhoma and that
*> e got tbe spare
the anchor was lost.
anchor over as soon as possible, and then
took in the guano lying alongside, which
W ben I came on
was finished at 7 p. m.
board at 6 p. m and found that the mate
had not time before supper to overhaul a
late he
range, I told him that it was so
might let the men get supper and overhaul the range afterwards. But be, thinking it better to finish at once, did ao before
their
supper. The men had just finished
supper and hoisted the boat when tbe ship
Yours truly,
began to tremble.
E. D P. Nickels.
At first we experienced a trembling
which increased for one-half minute or
a!
Huanillos, Chili, May 12, 1877
more; it kept growing stronger, lulling
times.
It shook the ship like a leaf, and
List of Ship* and Damage Received by
Tbe
you could hardly stand on deck.
Tidal Wave el Wednesday.
shock lasted in full strength perhaps two
or three minutes; t£.en it patsed away,
American ship Geneva; total wreck.
jpeti came a moat terrifying noise from
American ship Benjamin Sewall: fore
'’the shore; rocfcs rolled from the mountains
royalmast gone, starboard side badly
a
making
the
into
water,
deafening roar, bruited; slipped port
anchor, gone to Calinlens* *! F&fte§*
“ppkl-

*wTab£*“the

ico.
American ship Theobald: lore topgal-

.Ji

ten m .nuies
A. ier this subsided, (perhaps

lant mast gone,

windlass carried

away,

Adams ot
besides other slight damage
after the earthquake), Captain
to slip stem ;
American ship C. F. Sargent: rudder
abip Theobald shouted to me
was coming down on
his
ship
as
moorings,
head carried away.
Before we could slip, they parted,
us.
American ship Jeremiah Thompson:
immediand we swung half around. We
and head gear all gone, starboard
jibboom
and
paid
ately let go the starboard anchor
bulwarks all smashed in fore and aft,
was
out all the chain

on

deck.

All this

whole of

caused by the first receding wave.
Then the tidal wave came in like

mg fsuldion, Ships t[»hmg

starboard side

badlv cut and

bruised, after house smashed in, copper
a boil| badly cut and torn; slipped both anchors
anchors

_andj
find gone
were

7
HUMPHREYS’
OVERrlOR IfijjiiSES
“Every living thing”
PUBLICJr BUREAU I Humphreys’
Remedies;
I

llin ttW>tW#flt
with
In
English, French, Spanish, Por tmailed free,
uguese orGermnn

Doctor's Book
of

District Advisory Boards Are Being

PARTIA!. LI T
fc.
1. Fever*.
1 F>
2. Honns, \V«
3. Colic, C’r> iiuT. W.
4-. Diarrhea of
1
7. Coutfhs.
d.Toolhathr, 1 ,i
k II
9, Headache.

Organized All Over State
Maine Puhli. Ity Bureau
wide attention is manifact that already twentyare received every week
Requesting information relative to the
State.
The Bureau has only been in
That the
is attracting
fested by the
fixe inquiries

received relative to the Itecrea- J
Industrial and
tional/' Agricultural
Commercial opportunities in the State.
I'istrict Advisory Boards are rapid
ly being organized all over the state. |
ami as soon as every district is organized. the Bureau w ill commence I

functioning in

a large way
Each IHstrict Advisory Board will i
have equal representation on thp Executive Board and also the privilege
of desk room in the Main Office of
In that way
the Bureau at Portland
every inquiry received will he referred
to each district. So that all have tlie
opportunity to benefit from the pro

descriptive literature,
pertaining to every district

etc.,

ap-

Maine

citizens

well as those
of cur sister States will he benefited
by the <>< rk you have undertaken,''
(Signed) PERCIV A I. P. BAXTER,
Covern.ir of Maine.
r own

as

Lar>:<mti*

Internal

*1

Maud B Marden, Brooks, to The Waldo Trust. Co., Belfast; land and buildings
in Knox
James J. Sweeney, Frankfort, to Millard F. Rollins, Bangor; land in Frank-

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
in use for over thirty years, has borne the signature ef
and has been made ui.der his per-

sonal supervision sincj its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and
Just-as-go id ” are but
Experiments that trifle with and endanger tie health of
Infants and Children—Experience against Txperiment.

fort.

What issubstitute
CASTORIA
for Castor 01,

Troy.
Ornn n. Wing. Belfast, to Lillian M.
Gray, do ; land and buildings in Belfast,
C
W. Chandler,
uburn, et als to
Annie L Chandler, Burnham; land and
buildings 'n Burnham.
in

m,
York.

v

Strength!

prostrating illness,
I

The series of breaks in Auburn has the
at sea; apparently lost
a crime wave on a small
m the mist of
The epidemic of house breaking
scale.
commenced at Lake Auburn the latter
part of February and has continued up to
Houses have been enthe present time.
tered, ransacked and valuable jewelry
Robbers have nearly been caught
taken
in the act by occupants of the houses.
But one arrest, and that a secret one, has

Granules)

2Wsk

The Pennsylvania Fire Insurance to.

In Use For Over 30 Years
The Kind You Have
TMg crNTAuw

Collateral Loans.
Stocks and Bonds
( ash in Office and hank.
Agents' Balances.
Hills Receivable.
Interest and Rents.
All other Assets.
Dejuct items

not

admitted.

404,749

Fidelity and Casualty Company
Assets December

3l
2,809 98
43
9,258,854
540 759 70
827.862 42
0 00
116,864 46
8,287 88

$ 10.939 3( 4 18

Gross Assets.

lhe

81,

1921.

Real estate.. $ 1,296 835.5'.
60.000 00
Mortgage loans.
Stock* and bonds.. 2n,674.944 88
962.898
Cash in office and bank.

3,741

Agents'balances.

Gross
Deduct

$27.f 90.420 83

assets
items

not

admitted.

1 518 243 39

$26,072,177
Admitted assets
Liabilities December 31. 1921
Net unpaid losses.$ 8 696.454
8,892.237
Unearned premiums.
1,494.998
All other liabilities
000 000
2
C»sh Capital.
Surplus over all liabilities. 4,988,476
..

3«12

Massachusetts fire & Marine

Abbie E W’pbb Burriil, late of Unity, deceased, Will and petition for probate thereof
and that letters teatanientary issue to Angelin
M. Weed of Somerville, in the Com-monwealth

Ins. Co.

BOSTON, MASS.

Orient Insurance Company,
HARTFORD. CONNECTICUT.
December 31, 1921
249,751 16
Real estate. $
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loaa*.
^
Stocks and bonds. 4,908,625 80
388 445 69
Cash in office and bank.
631^363 60
Agents’ balances.
151 cl
Bills receivable....
Interest and rents. ..
90,331 28
15,8*8 47
All other aa**tB.
Asset*

I

December 31, 1921.
Stock« ail boi d3.$1,190,824
Cash in office and bank
{2,283
31,**0
Agents’ balances
8.617
t.nd
rents.
Interest
All other assets.
6,623
Assets

..

Gross assets

peauct items

not

23
92

$1,289,849

admitted

43

,.

Admitted assets.

•

26
(0
91
32

66881 ;

$1,246.180 51

Liabilities December 31, 1921.
Net

unpaid

losses.

Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.

5

162.038 73
117.222 89
45,973 32
500,« CO 14)
420 950 57

Company

_

3I13v_

Expert

Tuning
Repairing
McKEEN,

Kvateof Ralph H. Elwell of Brooks. First
and private claim presented for allowby Joseph 1- Elwell, guardian
Estate of Willi., m Dobson, la*e of l nity.
Second and final account present'd for a .lowmi ce by t»e« ige A
Doftaon, administrator.
Estate of W illiam Dobson, late of {- nity.
ance

Peliliua of ti«.>rge A Dobson that the Judtr
of Probate may determine who are entit.adti
their respective shares them
hmid estate an
f.nd oiuer the same tote distributed a-con

ingly.

of Massachusetts, she being the executrix
named therein and presents said petition. Ap
plication that no surety be required on her
b«>nd is Contained in the
petition for probate

(hereof.
Joseph E, Reynolds, late of Burnham, de

Will and petition for probate thereof
and that letters testamentary issue to Lucitn
H. Goodwin, he being the executor named

ceased.

and presents said petition,
Lizzie S. Karnham, late of Searsport, de-

(herein

Wil and petition for probate thereof
ceased
and that letters testamentary ieeue (o Alaun
M. Park, he being the executor named therein
and presents said petition
Application that
no bond be required from sai l executor is contained in the petition for probate thereof.
Curtis B, Mitchell, late of Unity, deceased.
Will and petition for probate thereof and that
letters
testamentary issue to Alice Verne
Sawyer, she heir g the surviving executor
named therein and presents said petition. Ap-

plication

that no bond be required from said
executrix iB contained in the pe
ion foi pro-

bate thereof,

C. WhitCt-mb, late of Belfast, deceivPetition that Ralph L. Rieharos or some
ed.
other, suitable person may be appointed a irninistrator of said estate.
Application that no
bond be required from said administrator is
contained in ihe petition for probate thereof.
Petition presented by said Ralph L.. Richards,
a creditor of said eBtate.

Ripley

Robert W. Perry, late of Lincolnville, deceased.
Will and petition for probate thereof
and that letters of administration with the
will annexed, issue Co T. J. t rench, the executor named in soid
will being unable to accept
said trust.
Presented by T J. French.

Eugene H. Mahoney, late of Boston, decerns
A cer ain instrument purporting to be sn
ed.
authenticated copy of the last will and tesla
merit and probate thereof of the said Eugene
H. Mahoney, with a petition that said wil. be
allowed, filed and recorded in the Probate
Court for WaYdo County and that letters testamentary issue to the Old Colony Trust t om
pany of Boston, Massachusetts, they being
the executors named therein and presents said
petition.

Arnold H. Davis, late of Freedsa*
Annie S
Davis, administratrix,

Estate of
Petition of

that she in ay be licensed to sell and convey g
public r private sale c naro real 'State situated in Freedom and belonging to ajiJ d- :*W
d and described m said peiitioa

see cause.

3* 12

..

-----

city

account

i>,

89
69
27
00
69

Total liabilities and surplus.$26,072,177 44

Total Liabilities and Surplus... $ 10 474 E55(5

Agent, Belfast, Maine

44

—

CASTORIA

v o w k

new

Es«a e "f Winslow- W. Seavey, late of Troy,
First and final account and private cam preMildred hi Piper,
sented for allowance by
♦ leCUtr IX

Nil I KIN

At a Probate ('curt held at Belfast, in ann
for the County of Waldo, on the stcond Tuee
day *f March, in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and twenty two.
The
following matter* having been j r»s» nted for
the action tl.ereu( on hereinafter it dicated, u
is hereby ordered, that notice thereot t>e given
to all persons interest*d by causing a copy of
thia order to be published once a week lor
three weeks successively before »h»- second
1922, in The KTuesday of April, A.
publican Journal, a newspaper itihiishtd and
at
printed
Belfast, in said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
tf,e Probate Cffice in said Belfast on the second
Tuesday of April. A L>. 1922. at ten o’clock
in the foienoon, and be heard thereon if
they

640 68

CASTOR IA

Children Cry

Always Bought

COMPANY,

To all persons interested in either nt the
estates hereinafter named:

246.343 32
607.757 61

I terest and rents
All other as»ets.

13

$ 10,474.555 05
Admitted
Liabilities December 31. 1921
583,841 00
Net Unpaid Loss s. $
6,001,90591
Unearned Premiums.
215.839 99
All other Liabilities.
750 000 00
Cash Capital.
09
2,92i,968
Surplus over all Liabilities.
Assets.

Wm. L. Luce,

PKOBAir

OF NEW YORK

PHILADELPHIA. PENNSYLVANIA.
Assets December 31, 1921
183,865
Resl testate .I

..

half1

ALWAYS

been made

•••

tone^atfofjtha

Paregoric,

CASTORIA

GENUINE

to Called;
Gross as*ets.$ 6.185,747 01
|
Chains with Uieffi is iliougli they
Amefffcan ship FtesolUte: jibboom and
506,999 34 Cash Capital.
Deduct items not admitted.
feathers; and, in the rush, vessels shot head gear all gone, billet and head boards
Surplus over all inabilities.
round and round and collided with each all smashed in, whole of port side badly
$ 5,678,747 67
assets
Admitted
Maine
of
State
of
lli6
’I"he
Program
ten
to
Total liabilities and surplus. $1,246,180 51
other, going at the rate ot eight
cut and bruised, channels gone, bulwarks
Liabilities December 31, 1921.
3 a 12
Pnllicity Bureau is for Maine, and
miles per hour. All we could do with the from mizzen rigging aft all gone, after
_j
40
losses..
Net
I
313,745
unpaid
who
believes
State
her.
in
the
Everywhere
every me
ship was to try to steer
house smashed in, copper on both sides
83
Unearned
2,662,625
premium.*.«•
vessels.
crashing
Co.
to
make
hear
his
could
Alliance Insurance
in Maine should do
part
around us we
196,942 70
badly cut and lorn, mizzen topgallant
All other liabtlltlets.
One vessel crossing our bow earned away mast carried away, besides other damage.
this movement a success, in order | Cash capital.
1,O0O,(Kj0 00
Philadelphia. Pa.
attached.
and
fittings
the jibhoom
1.505,433 74
thn- d may lie possible to advertise Surplus over all liabilities.
English ship King Cholric: j bboom
tssels December 31, 1921.
After a lull of perhaps fifteen or twenty- gone, besides other slight damage.
the recreational, commercial, indiis,
98
revolve |
lotal liabilities and surplus. $ 5,678 747 67 Stocks and bonds.. $4 763,009
minutes, again the ships began to
English bark Sir John Lawrence: fore,
trial and agricultural possibilities and
Cash in office and bank.287,348 60
3wil
v
and twist about, and again vessels crash- topgallant mast gone, topgallant torecas
306,912 55
Agents' balances..
opportunities of Maine to tne entire
ed and groaned in collision. Several were tie badly smashed.
Bills receivable.
2,940 00
Maine
a
Nation, and truly make
Howbeit, A
sunk at about this time.
rei
is.
60.091 77
and
Interest
English ship Governor Tilley: fore topUnited States fidelity Guaranty Co., All other ssoets.
Mecca for Mankind.
22.423 53
mighty God kept us clear of all vessels’ gallant mast carried away, jibboom aod
doing us serious damage, until 11.30 to 12 head gear all gone, both sides from water
OK BALTIMORE, MARYLAND.
Gross assets..$ 5 442,732 43
midnight, when the British bark Samuel to rail badly cut and bruised, channels all
Assets December 31, 1921.
this
174,276 87
of
Deduct items not admitted
stem
the
into
first
backed stem
and
scratched
torn.
badly
gone, copper
Real estate.$ 2,274,128 60
abip, striking us about the upper part of
Admitted assets.. $ f, 68,465 56
47,500 00
the stem moulding, and breaking two
Mortgage loans.
45,501 40
Liabilities December 31, 1921.
the
loans-.
ot
Resolutions
thia
time
Collateral
(at
Boon
after,
Respect.
planks only.
For Infants and Children
Stocks and bonds. 21.598,934 Og
651 500 CO
$
Net unpaid losses
rush of the tide was greatly diminished),
26
2,847.332
office
and
bank.
in
Cash
1,850,369 13
premiums.
tbe British ship William Leavitt struck
In Use For Over 30 Years ; Agents’ balances. 7,444.537 87 Unearned
the Angel of Death has again
Whereas,
liabilities.
125.933 47
All
other
this ship, carrying away the bumkin on entered our midst and removed our be000
Bills receivable.....
Cash capital.
1.000,000 00
Always bears
44
tbe port aide, crushing the main rail for a jj loved
279,655
rents.'..
and
Interest
the
sister, Martha E. Hartshorn,
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,640.652 96
All other assets. 1,045.897 62
length of ten feet, etc. Again we swept 1 Resolved, That by the death in Bangor Signature of
Total liabilities and aurplua.$ 5,268,455 56
clear; but soon after tbe ships circled Feb. 25th of Sister Hartshorn, an honorGross assets.$36,583,487 17
completely around each other, and being ed and respected member of Loyal ReJAMES PAlTbE & SON, HELP A ST
036 95
admitted.
not
2,011
items
Deduct
to
them
laabed
together
entangled, we
bekah Lodge, No. 92 of Mooroe, who
BION H. SANBORN, ttockton Npr ngs
remainthe
For
farther
damage.
prevent
3wl2
passed to the celestial Lodge above, St. Paul Fire & Marine insurance Co.
Admitted assets.$33,572,450 22
became
tide
tbe
greatly
tbe
of
der
night
where the Supreme Grand Master of the
Liabilities December 31, 1921.
with
at
last
SAINT
subsided,
MINNESOTA
and
PAUL,
diminished,
Universe presides, this lodge loses a wor
The Palatine Insurance Co.. ili.
Net unpaid losses.$ 9,958.926 02
Assets December 31,1921.
frequent shocks of earthquake.
thy member, the fraternity a true sister,
Unearned premiums. 11.114.93607
When daylight broke, all in sight wasa
LONDON. ENGLAND
Heal estate. $
434.762 87 All other liabilities..
and son a loving and devot
49
herdaughte.
3.764,446
wreck. Two ships were sunk, the Geneva ed mother
2.641 836 22 Cash
Aasets December 81, 1921.
She was ready to extend Mortgage loans
4,500.000
00
capital.
Collateral
0 00
and tbe Avonmore. The crew of the for- chaiity and
0 00
good counsel to all; was Stocks and loans.
Surplus over all liabilities. 5.234,141 64 Heal estate...$
But tbe fate of the
bonda. 13,621.337 48
mer were saved.
0 00
faithful to all trusts; and those who
Mortgage loans.
Cash
in
office
and
bank.
1.293
682
21
CorAvonmore was shocking. Captain
Total liabilities and surplus... $33,672 450 22 Collateral loans.
0 00
knew her beat loved her most and bad Agents’ balances.
36
fieid, her master, was an old acquaintance abundant evidence of her good qualities. Bills Receivable. 1,497,319
toe. Mocks and bonds.2,963,157 77
240,098 65 lames Pattee & Son, Agents, Belfast,
Cash in office and bank. 1,277 411 82
of ours, having been with us in Callao and
members
of
Interest
and
That
we
as
renta.
72
162.736
Loyal
Resolved,
3wll^
as
well
as
knowing
Agents’ ba.ances. 687.994 24
last
tbe
Lobos
time,
166 061 38
Rebekah Lodge extend to the bereaved All other Assets.
Bills receivable.
465 40 1
him when mate of tbe ship Live Oak, ones the hand of
Love aod
Friendship,
and rents.
37.831 00
The Aetna Casually and Surety Co. Interest
Gross assets...$ 20.067.723 88
Captain Coombs, at tbe Cbincba Islands. Truth in these sad bourB and commend
All
other
assets.
79,049 84
Deduct items not admitted.
He bad on board Mrs. Conield, a moat them to Him who alone can comfort.
447.342,27
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
amiable lady, and three of the lovliest
Gross assets.$5,045,910 07
Admitted assets.$ 19,611 381 61
Gone from our lodge and home.
Assets December 31, 1921
children 1 ever aaw; Harold, the eldest, 4
Deduct iteme not admitted.
48,272 49
Over the silvery strand
Liabilities December ai, 1921.
Loans.$ 2,935.225 00
Mortgage
years, Mabel, 2 years, and an infant five
Out
from
the
05
383.816
nurse.
shadowy
valley
the
Net unpaid losses.$
Admitted assets... $4 997,637 58
months old; together with
1,662,115(6 Collateral Loans.
Into the beautiful land.
Uoearned piemiums.
8,698.372 36 Stocks and bonds. 8,622,819 50
Liabilities December 31, 1921.
Captain 1 rick ot the British ship Arctic
57
in
and
Bank*.
Casb
Ottice
other
All
liabilities.
56
1,236,232
976,085
went
down
all
That
a
these
resoluwas visiting them.
They
Resolved,
copy of
86 Net unpaid losses .$ 466.183 00
1,719,824
Cash Capital.
00 Ageats'Balances.
2.000.000
with
tions
be
our
records
and
Corlield,
placed
upon
only Captain
lodge
Unearned premiums. 2,868.587 21
together;
Surplus over all liabilitiea.
6,883,807 64 Rills Receivable... 164.969 12 ; All other liabilities.
Harold, who died in bis father’s arms an and published in The Belfast Journal and
1(6.002 00
1M,5:3 46
Interest and Rent?.
Lash
0 00
hour after, were saved. On the next two Bangor Daily News; and that a copy be Total liabilities and surplua.$ 19,610,381 61 All other Assets.
capital.
486.234 23
over all.liabilities. 1,556,8(5 37
one
sent
to
the
found
and
son
of
our
deSurplus
were
by
one,
his
daughter
family
j
days
James Pattee&Son, Belfast, Maine
Cross Assets. $15,634.143 79
ana aervices and prayers were read over i ceased sister, and our charter draped in
Total liabilities and surplus.... $4,997,637 58
3wl2
Deduct items not admitted...
176,277 94
theao. The poor father, who was so proud i mourning for thirty days.
3wl2
auce M. Palmer,
of them all, is nearly heart-broken; he has
Admitted Assets.$15,458,865 85
Mary j. Curtis,
been our guest, aud we have done all in
London Ass urance Corporailon
BeFireman’s Fund Insurance
Nora b. Littlefield.
Liabilities December 31, 1921
our power to alleviate his sorrows.
Committee on Resolution a
Assets December 31,1821
sides these, eight seamen were drowned
Net Unpaid Losses. $ 3,226,941 68
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
ashore.
went
and
from tbe ships that sank
0 OO Unearned Premiums.
6,168,978 17
| Real Estate.$
Asset. December 31, 1921.
1
sent
All
other
88
1
aa
toon
as
Liabilities.
a.
4
1,090.437
0 OU
At
aired,
m.,
1 Mortgage Loans.
KNOX KIUOE.
010 Cash Capital
2,000,000 00 Rest estate.$ 726,490 99
Collateral Loane.
Emma in charge of Mr. Curtis on board
Stocks and Bonds. 6,268 966 34 Surplus over all Liabilities. 3,072,5c8 12 Mortgage loans.
the ship C. t\ bargent df Yarmouth,
1.966,962 19
Collateral loans.
R. S.,Thurston was in Albion March 11. Cask in Office and Bank.: 243.802 90
197,760 Ub
which vessel was lying clear and apparTotal Liabilities and Surplus....$15,458,865 85 Stocks and bonds.
33
Agents'
Balances.
699.071
13.616,681 8b
ently, uninjured. l.have just brought her
0 00
is visiting in W ater- Bibs Rec ivable.
in
Cash
office
and
bank.
Maggie
Ingraham
Wm. L. Luce, Pelfast
2,367*746 57
back on board to-night. She behaved
Interest and Rents.
60^347 86
Agents' balances. 3,435 565 88
splendidly, and I am proud of her bravery. ville.
All other.Assets.
Bills receivable.
261,083 84
470,468 63
1 had her lorward three limes while we
Interest ana rents.
Frank. Davis is at Fred Elkins for a
234,211 08
Gross Assets......*7.534,262 27
were in collision, to avoid falling spars.
Citizens insurance Company,
Deduct items not admitted.
Gross assets. *23,017,857 14
429,520 88
Since the earthquake we have had fre- while.
Deduct items not admitted.
OF MISSOURI
1,146 106 92
E. D. Vose was in Belfast recently on
quent moderate shocks, but of course naAdmitted Assets.(7.104,741 39
i
ture will not find its equilibrium at once business.
Auet, December 31, 1921.
Admitted assets.*21.871,750 22
Liabilities
December
1921
(1,
Governor’s
The
convulsions.
after such
0 00
Liabilities December 31. 1921.
Mrs. Nellie Bryant ia visiting in Port- Net Unpaid Losses..(1,147.534 71 Real Estate.$
houee and safe, the Consul’s building, the
0 00 Net
Unearned Premiums. 3.266,646 08 Mortgage Loans.
unpaid losses.* 2.790 819 02
h— sad office of the Captain of the Port land and Wilton.
Collateral
0
Loaoa.
00
other
All
Liabilities._
Unesroed premiums. 11.874,350 63
197.674 62
containing every ship's Register, have
Stoeka and Bonda.
629.349 Of All other
Howard Hard and family have all been Surplus over all Liabilitiea. 2,492,886 98 Caah in Office
lisbilities.
393 679 74
and Bank.
been swept away. Only a few hovels re227 569 60 Cash
Capifsl.
sick
with
the
flu.
280,425 40 Surplus over sli lisbilities. 3,000,000 00
main at the upper part of the town. very
Total Liabilities and Surplus.(7,104,741 89 Ageota’ Balaocea.
4,312,900
83
BilD Receivable.
0 0O
Stowage to say, we have saved the launThe crowa have come to remind us
James Pal tec & Son, Belfast, Marne
Intereat and Renta.
22
9,268
Total
liabilities
and
ches which hung on alongside through spring ia near at hand.
Sw 12
surplus.*21,871,750 22
All other Aaaeta.
32.016 18
the whole affair. Out of the fleet of 27
James pattee & son, Belfast
Mrs. Susie Mgraham visited her daughvessels at Pa belle de Pica, only two es
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE. The subGrosa
Aaaeta. 8 1. 78,608 40
3*12
scriber hereby gives notice that be has bean
coped without damage; ten ate sunk, and ter, Harriet Clark, in Belfast recently.
Liabilitee Dece mber 31, 1921
the rest are seriously injured. At the
E. N. Hall and wife and Frank Clem- duly appointed administrator of the estate of
Nat Unpaid Loaeea.|
38.346 77
• of Fabelio de Pica only one house ent and wife attended the Waldo PomoPHEBE B. HUNTER, late of Lineoloville.
Unearned Premiuma.
Piano
288,947 64
standing, and about 100 lives na at South Monfville. There was a large
and
the
of
in
given All other Liabilitiaa.
Waldo, dtceaaad.
County
266.266 29 1
on shore, but only one in the attendance.
All persons having Caah Capital.
bonds
as the law direcis.
and
200,600 00
ships stLo bos
demands agaiaet the eatate of said deceaacd Surplua over all Liabilitiee..
286,067 70
are desired to present the same for settlement,
LLOYD
D.
and all indebted thereto are requested to make Total Liabilitiaa and Surplua.$ 1,078.608 40 1
«b
payment immediately.
FOR FLETCHER'S
BELFAST, MAINE.
Onto J. Dickey, Real Estate and Insurance, I
JOSEPH S. MULUN
Phone 126-4.
41tf
Lincoln*ilia. Me., Feb. 14.1922.
Belfast, Maine.
3wl2 1
■

a harmless
and Soothing Syrups.

It is pleasant.
It contains
neither Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic s bstance. Its
For more than thirty years it has
age is its guarantee.
been in constant use for the relief of Constipatio i, Flatulency,
Wind Colic and Diarrhoea; allaying Feveris .ness arising
therefrom, and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids
the assimilation of Food; giving healthy and natural sletp.
The Children’s Comfort —The Mother’s Friend.

Drops

police department

RMIOIiS
_

Castoria is

Fred Derby and Albert Day carrying
R F D. mail, were d.iving quietly down
Park street, Rockland, a few days ago,
when suddenly their horse started on a
mad rape, t riable to hold her they could
only wait and w’onder what the end
would be.
Nothing stopped the m ire and
the grand climax came, when on the corner of Park and Mam streets, she drop
ped dead. The men escaped unharmed
and were none the worse for their wild
ride.

Where there is
need for a building-up tonic after

or

M

Belfast Realty Company, Belfast, to
Maurice A. Seavev, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
Henry R. Coolidge, Pittslield to Fern
B. York, Thorndike; land and buildings

*

E2? INDIGESTION

cultural. Industrial, commercial and
recreational resources,
"Maine owes !t to the rest of the
Country to let those beyond our bor-

o

.amcb

!

"The Program your Bureau has outlined for "State of Maine Week" "ill
give our citizens an intimate knowledge of the natural advantages of
i want our (.eopte to i eour staie.
come aove to the opportunities that
exist for the development of our agri-

that

c>

nr.

(Tablets

in

Belfast.
.\--rr
'',K'

Scott A Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.
-ALSO MAKERS OFi

Volney H. Coughlin, Anson, to Ralph
H. Mosher, Belfast; land in Belfast.
Melvin R Baker, Brewer, et als., to
Wass. Winterport; land and
Gerald I
Winterport.
Gray. Belfast, to Lizz e
Wentworth, do.; land and buildings in

I

SisncW3

Children Cry for Fletcher’s

1922:

Lillian

regularly, usually
spells renewed strength
and vigor.

Publicity

ders know about our boundless posThe campaign that is about
sibilities
Maine Publicto be launched by tlie
ity Bureau is destined to accomplish
believe
much for our State and I

IirMPTTHFY
1 orner
William

The following transfers of real estate
recorded In Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending March 16th,
were

budding*

taken

in the
SUite.
This movement has been endorsed
by the State Chamber of Commerce,
end Agricultural I eagiie, Maine Hotel
Association, Maine Automobile Association. W. J. Thompson. Master of
the State Grange, and other organizations.
of
March
the anniversary
15th.
Maine's admittance into the Union will
be observed as “State of Maine Pay”
it all of the Schools of the State.
March 20th to 25th. will lie "State of
Maine Week" and during that week
every effort will he made by the vato
Boards
district
rious
advisory
raise the necessary funds to finance
this movement.
P. Baxter has
Governor Percival
endorsed the Maine Program and written to the State of
Bureau as foliows:

:*

Cpoup,
14. Ectraa, Eruptions
1 5. Rbramnlism, l.i:•
16. Fever and Arfuo, >
ls‘»
17. Piles, Blin l, Bl«>
19. Catarrh. Infb: ■:
20. Whooplnil ( ou«’
1
21. Asthlna. Oppn'"
27, Disorders «»f the h: I !«•> •
30, I'rlonry locootine-aie
34. Sore Throat. Q
77. Grip, Grippe. La Grippe
For «al-'by dmjr
Hoar** Cou/

13.

be

reaus

1

IQ.ftyapap»lu.lihlir“

the process of formation for less than
a
month, nnd the interest already
shown would make certain that when
National Advertising is put into effect that thousands of Inquiries will

gram.
Each district vill raise its prop r
tionaie share of tlie Budget of .<75.000 a year for a period of three years
to carry on this work $55,000 will be
spent to nationally advertise every
interest in the State, and $20.00(1 for
the maintenance of information tm-

on

Transfers in Real Estate

Nettie M. Reynolds, late of Tray, dec-nsedai d petition for probate thereof end tfcst
iett*rs esiamentary issue to Lemuel it
Reynolds. he being tne executor named tPersia
and presents said petition.

Will

[

of Emt ry W

Estate

Swanville.
fur allow
tor.

at

Punningham. .*:« »(
hirst aid final account presented
ce by Albert E, Punning ham, execoEl LERY BOWDEN.

Judge of Maid Court.
liuecoiyof the original. Attest.
I liAhv L JOi NhON. Regia tar.

A

Not'-* is hereby given that the folh *it |
appointin'-u's Pave t»een made b the Probaft
Court, within end for the County of v\»!a »ot
State uf Maine.
Nicliol*. late of S-.»-«poit.
Estate of Daniel M
uttf
.lames P. Nichols I Searsport appointed
March 14, A. 1>. 1922.
Estate ot William H. Hall, late of Unir.
A.
M. ilall of Unity appointed executrix Mai-n
I>. 1922.
l"
of
late
'[**
Estate of Delmont G. Thompson,
«
Estelle Annie Smith of Bangor appointed
March 14. A. D. U«2.
>►
of
U
late
M.
Wentworth,
Estate of Bessie
ville. Alphotizo I*. W entworth of l.imoli
executor March 14. A. P. 1922.

jMiinted

Estate <>f Annie M Grout, late of Belfast. Komi
ik
) mi.all I B< .last ap|H»intetl executrix M
V. D. 1 *22.
»
.if
Ka»I
late
K»tafe „f Killtli S. Bryant,
Mira
K. Bryant of Knox appointed lidministra?
14, A. 1>. 1922.
h-il
■■!
SwanviBlate
S.
Ellis,
Estate -»f Euvitia
•im#
Elio f Swanville appointed adniiniwnt14, A. D. 1922.
#►
Estate of Clara IStev ens. late of Mont
ry H. Stev. us of Monroe appointed adunu**tn»
March 14. A. 1>. 1922.
Estate ofOxro Knight, late ot Unity.
Knight of Unity appointed administrate*
14. A. I». 1922.
Estate of George A. Bray, late Of Belfa-?. to*
Coomb* of Belfast appointed admitd-truw
R
March 14, A. D. 1022.
Estate «.f Leroy S. Nickerson late -■!
;
Mai garet E. Nicker*-n
n
Spring*.
\
Spring* appointed administratrix Man ’*4,

1922,

K.tate of K. l ua LittlrtleH lale <>f
Ash- ly S. Littlefield of Searsport appoint
istrator March 14. A. D. 1922.

Dated
and

Belfast,

at

State

in

Maine

of

11

*''}?£
J *

said County of
this Zlst day

*r

Estate of William H. Curtis, late of Monroe. A. D. 1922.
Petition of Frederick L. Palmer, administra
CHAS. E. JOHNSON.
tor, that he may be licensed to aell and convry
at public or private sale certain real estate
Fire Insurance
situated in Monroe belonging to said deceased
and described in said petition.
NEW YORK
Estate of George A. Bray, late of Belfast. 1
Aesets December 31, 1921
Petition of Charles R. Coombs, administrator,
j Real Estate.
that he may be licensed to sell and
convey at
public or private aale certain real estate situ- Mortgage Loans.
ated in said Belfast belonging to said deceased Collateral Loans.
Stocks and bonds.
and described in said petition.
Cash in Office and Hank.
Estate of Henrietta T. Nickels, late of SearsAgents* balances. **^aX
poit. Petition of Alexander H, Nichols,execu- \ Bills Receivable.
tor, that the Judge of Probate may determine
Inter-st and Rents.
who are entitled to said estate and their re15*1,3**'
All other Assets.
al ective shares therein ar.d order the same to 1
be distributed accordingly.
Gross Assets.
Estate of Dennis M Chandler, late of Burn- Deduct items not admitted.
ham.
Petition of.Annie L, ChandLr, adminisAdmitted Assets.
tratrix, that she may'be licensed to sell and
convey at public or private sale certain real
Liabilities L>ecemt<er 31, 192!

Keeiste*^
Company

Niagara

—

estate

situated

in

Burnham

belonging

to said

deceased and described in said petition.
Estate of Adelbert Millett, late of Belfast.
First and final account and private claim presented for allowance by EsUlie K. Millett, administratrix.
Estate of W'illiam Dobson, late of Unity,
First account and private claim presented for 1
allowance by George A. Dobson, administra- I
tor.

Net Unpaid Losses. 5
Unpaid Premiums.

1

...

All other
t «,l

Surplus

Liabilities.

over

all Liabilities.

*

‘1^91
'^148
^uiQil

S7li'!»0<
■*’7I*j*

.$15,22
•*'*•
James Pallet & Son, Agents, Belfast,

Total Liabilities and Surplus...

__aw 10__—

Estate of Sarah E t urner of Palermo. Firat
The Phoenix Insurance Co.
1]
and final account and private claim
presented
OK HARTKORU. CONN.
for allowance by Minnie E. Jones, guardian.
Estate of Ralph H. Elwell of Brooks. Pe
Asset* Oecember 31. 1921^
tition of Joseph L. Elwell, guardian, that he Re»!
Estate. *
may be authorised to borrow mjney to pay
Loans.
Mortgage
,n»WOO
bills against the estate of bis ward. Ralph H.
Collateral Loans.
Elwell, and pledge.as security certain policies Stocks and bonds. o ifiS 441-0®
-nf,\im9 25
of .life insurance issued to said
Ralph H. Cash in Office and Bank.
Elwell, also to change the beneficiary named in Agents’ Balances. o\v.^ 754.W
^'“61222
■aid life insurance policies as described in said Bills
Receivable.
iun274*t
petition.
Interest and-Rents.
/.ooOl
Estate of Harriet F, M. Phillips, late of Allother Assets.
Swanville. Firat and final account presented
for allowance by Lillian P, Bridge, administraGross Assets.
...-nT
trix.
Deduct items not admitted..
Estate of Hattie M. Corofortb. late of'
14.d28J$
Admitted Assets. .$34,o
l'borndise. Second account presented for allowance by John E. Corofortb, administrator.
0 Liabilities December 31, 1921

86^*

Estate af Angie N. Gilmore, late of Searsport. First and final account presented for
allowance by Nancy P.
(ferryman, executrix.
Estate of Edwin Corofortb, late of Thorndike. First account presented for allowance
by John E. Corofortb, surviving trustee.
Estate of Henrietta T. Nickels, late of Searsport. Fifth and final account presented for
allowance by Alexander H. Nichols,
executo.r
Estate of Thomas W. Pitcher, late of BelFlr,t •ec“unt presented for allowance
by Clement W. Waacott and Robert F Dunton
executors.

“"ry M. Prentiss, late of Be-Fj***{f
°/and
last,
nrst
final account presented for allowance by Sara W. Prentiss, executrix.

^»g
Net Unpaid Losses.2 *
Unearned Premiums.
400 249^
All other Liabilities.

cJJ'jo&il

..

Capital.
J
Surplus over all Lit bilities.J.L.—
Cash

Total Liabilitias and
A Inert M.

Surplus.234

SB*
Ames, Agent, Stockton *
Maine

FOR

—

SALE

8mall house with

Inquire

at 29

gar***.

Charles

A

RHEUMATIC ACHES
QUICKLY RELIEVED
quickly
THE
plication

relieved by an apof Sloan's Liniment.
all over the
For forty years, folks
s to he the
world have found Sloan
of puns and aches.
enemy
natural
// Arm-traits without rubbing.
its healthy,
You ran just tell by
that it is going to do
ft imulat ing odor
ache is

i°'k"p

Sloan's handy for neuralgia,
stitf joints, sore
rciatira, lame Kick,
muscles, strains and sprains.
At all druggists 35c, iOc, *1.40.

Liniment (St)
Makes Sick Skins
Well One of Dr.Hobson’a

Family Remedies. For a clear,

healthy complexion use freely

Dr.Hobson’s
Ointment
Eczema

An

ISLESBORO.
Selectmen, M. H. Trirnm,
Elmer L. Pendleton, Howard G. Pendlo*
ton; town clerk, George A. Warren; treas
urer. Marcellus Veazie; tax collector, .1
A. Pendleton; school committee, M. E.
Hoardman. Money appropriated: Schools,
$7200; highways, $2500; support of poor.
$2500; purchase of text books, $700; repair
of schoolhouses, $1000; monument, $5500.

JACKSON. Selectmen, J. H. McKinley,
E. A Arnsden, L. R. Stevens; town clerk
and treasurer, R E. Page; tax collector,
li. C. Hadley; school •ommiltee, hermce
^’ha.se.
Money appropriated: Schools,
$1500; highways, $1600; support of pour,
State
road, $;100; other purposes,
$100;
$1757.15

his work.
On his second

Selectmen. M. W. Smith, T.
C. WooJbury, J. E. Bryant; town cierk,
E. L Blanchard; treasurer, C. J. Rich;
tax collector, Annie Eos*; school comMoney appromittee, E. E. liuohard
priated, $7405. Schools, $2000; highways,
$1250; support of poor, $300.
KNOX

call, this information
was presented to him and he was asked
to make an explanation
His excuse was that the work was not
congenial, that he was not temperamen
tally lilted to the employment he had
But he was certain that this new
had.
MoKRILL.
Selectmen, A. W. Leonard,
job was just what he wanted and that he
W oodbury; town clerk
would make good. He asked for a chance, E C. Brown, R. L.
lax collector,
The boss turned him down, and this and treasurer, E. E. Bowen;
Leo Jackeon; school committee, Harold
was the way lie reasoned it out:
Money appropriated: Schools,
Any man who la on a pay roll owes it to Cross.
hisemployertogivehisfull interest to the $600; highways, $875; support of poor,
State
road, $350; road marhine, $50;
It is up the em- $50;
work he is paid to do.
repair
ployee to boost the house and do the best text books, $25; high school, $200;
I he can on the job—or get out. Anything ; schoolhouses, $50; tuition, $200; interest,
■

$150; debts, charges, $1000,
less it dishunC't and unfair.
Uncongenial surroundings are not an
Monroe
Selectmen, O. B. L>ow, E.
: excuse for indifference.
E Sargent, E T. Gilbert; town clerk, E.
A man who has a job is like a peddler E. Palmer; treasurer, A. P. Moore; lax
He
who has one foot inside the door.
collector. Ethel M. Twombly; school
lias at least a chance to be heard, a much committed, A
B. Cobb, Maude Webber
on
feet
both
better chaiice than if he had
Schools, $4200;
Money appropriated:
! the back door steps.
highways, $5083; support of poor, $400;
! incidental, $1000; Memorial Day, $20;
hARMERS’ WEEK AT ORONO.
j street lights, $100; shingling town house,
$250.
Copies of the program for Farmers’ j
1 he Ladies, God Bless’ Em
Week at the College of Agriculture,
March 28-31 are being sent to agricultur- ;
al organizations and individuals
The weaker sex
The free tractor school will begin MonIs that portion
Saturrace
day, the 27th, and continue until
j Of the human
Who goes down town
day afternoon, two sessions be ng held J
tractors
of
In zero weather
daily. A number of makes
will be exhibited, each in charge of an
In a half-masted lace waist
j
and
in
dismantling
will
assist
expert who
And pumps
will
conference
tractor
a muffler
reassembling. A
j To buy
And woolen socks
| be held Tuesday evening.
husband
her
A four day course of instruction anil
For
demonstrations in var ous phases of poulSo he can go to work.
try husbandry will be conducted, begin- j
—Telephone Topics
The subjects 1
ning Tuesday morning.
considered will include hatching and j
“I have taken eight bottles of Tanlac
1
rearing of chickens, housing, feeding, and have actully gained 40 pounds in
breeding, killing, dry- weight and feel better and stronger than
care, culling
picking, marketing, treatment of dis- j I have felt before in twenty-live years,”
eases and handling of poultry products.
M stuffy of Nashville, Tenn
says O. H.
Each day’s program has been arranged Head & Hills.
and
with a view to intererting .both men

the older newspaper writers and
illustrators of Boston gasped and exclaimed, “He’l worthy of it and good
luck to him,” when they read the disI pitch from New York yesterday telling
I
0f ttie bequeathing of $210 000 to Arthur
G. Learned, an artist, and his family, bv
the will of Robert B Hawley, president
of the Cuban American Sugar Comp ny.
“Art” Learned is essentially a Boston
boy, a product of the old Bay Stale, for
he was born in Chelsea about 46 years
schools
ago, was educated in ihe public
and, when he decided upon art as his
for the
Career, he did his first drawing
All

Bo-ton newspapers.
Back in I960 newspaper writers in Boston felt it a distinguished privilege to
have "Art” Learned assigned to cooperate with them to the extent of illustrating a special or Sunda, story, for
even in those days his work was excel
lent and he was a most companionable
fellow to work with.
Even in those struggling days of his
youth he was a patient, clean, kindly and
exceptionally lovable and charitable young
man with whom it was an extreme pleasure to be associated with.
The New York dispatch says:
Appreciation for their kindness in giving him a home led Robert B Hawley,
president of the Cuban American Sugar
Company, to bequeath Arthur G. Learned, artist, and his wife, $100,000, and to
leave to their son $10,000 and a trust
fund worth $120,000.
Mr. Hawley, who was 72 years old,
died of acute indigestion in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Learned, 36Gramarcy park,
His will was filed lor proon Nov. 28
bate yesterday.
In bequeathing $100,000 to the Learneds
Mr Hawley states it is “in token of ray
respect and allection and appreciation of
their kindness in giving me a home and
otherwise befriending me in my loneliHe refers to their
ness in a great c ty.”
son, Bruce, as “my godson.” 1 he $10,000
bequest to the latter is incorporated in
the body of the will, which was executed
on Dec. 6, 1919.
Marion Williams, a nephew, of Greenheld, Maas., gets $10,000

MARRIED MISS SPRAGUE
In the art world Mr. Learned’s career i
1
has been particularly rosy, for from the
the beginning he was patient, painstaking and thorough and his every step was
bright with promise of future greatness
Every thing he ever did was calculated
to be his best but he kept on doing better,
studying more diligently, and winning
higher commendation.
After he had got all the local tutors
could teach him and had practi ally outgrown his field he moved on to Munich
and Vienna and studied and worked diligently and then returned to Boston and
settled down to his work with determi-

women

birthplace

and the scenes of his earliest

successes.

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTORIA

—

—

open

air

minutes

Hi the cynic, the sad, the fallen,
Who had no strength for the strife,
The world’s highway is cumbered today;
They make op the item of life,
out the virtue that conquers passion,
Anil the sorrow that hides in a smile,-It is these that are worth the Knowledge
of earth,
For we find them but once in a while.
i
—Glia Wheeler Wilcox.

it

mu

not

Jbrthem?
-HOOD-

do rat
too
or get too little

heartily

.BOOTS,

daily,

wronfT food,
tn..y safely

of

Besides wear there is one other outstanding
HOOD feature, and that is comfort. HOOD
Boots have been made for twenty-five years,
and we have never in that time1 ceased to imwas possible.
prove them where improvement
One result is that all reinforcements are placed
with scientific accuracy—not slapped on in-

th.

use

your dealer's
“L.F.*
MEDICINE

this means extra wear
without clumsy weight—or comfort at the end
of a long day's work. Ask your dealer what he
thinks of HOOD Boots—and look them over
for yourself.

discriminately—and

CO.. Portland, Mr.

Fine for Lumbago
Musterole drives pain away and
brings in its place delicious, soothing
contfort. Just rub it in gently.
It is a clean, white ointment, made
with oil of mustard.
Get Musterole
today at your drug store. 35c and 65c
In jars and tubes; hospital size, $3.00.
BETTER THAN A MUSTARO PLASTER

married again!"

"Yasaurn, honey, ah has,” Aunt Dinah
smilingly replied. "Jes as oi’en as de
!
Lawd takes one, so will I.”
l

__

■unnn.
“UUl/

Guides
!

>

ROCK
RUBBERS

WHITE
i

which
resulted in the death of several

took place in Friendship

White Rocks

are made
member of the
whose
work
family. Men
keeps them out of doors
rely on White Rocks for
real service. The younger
members of the family

recent-

for

Constable Stevens was in his office
when several loungers placed red pepper
t hey jmmediatj.;y „t.
in the hot stove,
ly.

tempted

lliake

to

ah

ekit, but found that

the victims of another
as a small boy, seeing their actions,
had bolted the door from the outside.
The combined strength of the party could
not force the door and the fumes nearly
asphyxiated them before the door was
battered down with an axe, wielded by
Constable Stevens.

they
joke,

in

HOOD RUBBER PRODUCTS CO, lac,
Watartowa, Mass,

Buying

practical joking

An attempt at
persons

gives permanent satisfaction.

exercise, you
“L.F.*' Atwood s Midi
doses, when \our food dis
you or when you
t
hiliou* or
I sed for more than sixtv
constipated.
years hy thousands of people righ* here
in Maine
Keep a bottle handy for em
ergeneies —">0 cents.— 1 cent a dose, at

Mrs. Smith had just learned that her
colored cook, aged 74, had taken another
husband—her fourth. "Why, Aunt Dinah," she exclaimed, "you surely haven’t

nearly

It's a good memory that a pair of HOOD Red
Boots cannot outwear. And wear is in our
in select*
opinion about the first consideration
ing a boot. At least, other things being equal,
the boot that wears the longest is the one that

RED

(

and your digestion will
gi\e
you little
trouble.

you

!ve had them so longjvcforgotten

1,1
flne
tresses

The Vicious Circle

every

find the Wh»te Rock
soles of tough gray tirt
tread stock pretty difficult to wear out. Buy

turn were

Special Notice

White Rock Rubbers for
economy*

I wish to Infofm the public that I have
bought the harness branch of Patterson

The black bear long an outlaw with a
on his head, will become a respect*
able resident of the Maine woods if the
Maine Sportsmen’s Fish and Game Association succeeds in its movement to
extend to him the protection now accorded to other furbearing animals. Enabling
legislation is scheduled for the next session of the legislature, but strong opposition is reported from farmers whose
domains h e raids.

Sylvester

&

price

and will conduct it in

con

nection with my business in the Armory
building. 1 will also do harness repairing
and auto top work.

I would be pleased to

receive your patronage.
11*
A. K. Wood will be my assistant.

CHAS. E.

STEVENS, Belfast

Notice of foreclosure
HEREAS, Austin B. French of Stockton
**
Springs in the County of Waldo and State
of Maine, by his warranty (feed dated the sixteenth
(lay of September, a. D. 1!K)7, recorded in the
Waldo County Registry of Deeds, book 342, l’age
397, conveyed to me the undersigned, a certain
parcel ot land with the buildings thereon situated
at Sandy Point in said town of Stockton Springs
on the easterly side of the county road, described
and bound as follows: beginning at a cedar post
IV

j
1

Not merely baking
powder but increased leavening
power. The special
proce ssof manufacture is the reason.

__

HERE'S NEW INSOMNIA CURE
Though, We Doubt If
Would Work In the Case of the
Average Small Boy.

Somehow,

it

Ryzon
BAKING
^POWDER )

from

"My husband suffers dreadfully
Insomnia,” remarked the little blonde.
same diffi“My husband has Just the
bruculty In Sleeping,” responded the

remnette, “and he tried every known
a few
but 1
new ones, but without success;
had him
I
and
work
to
wits
my
put
cured In no time.”
“Do tell me how,” Inquired the
blonde.
"Well,” the other smiled, “I noticed
that though he was wide awake most
of the night It was almost Impossible
Edward up In time to eat his
to

edy for Insomnia and Invented

f>rder
can

RYZON is an improvement over
old
fashioned
powders. It has
more

raising pow-

er,is a slow, steady

raiser. It retains
its full strength to
the last spoonful.

a

today.

Have rich,
brown, fragrant
R YZONbiscuite
for every meal.

V\

*1•«. ^

It’s house
cleaning time--

a nice early start.'
“Oh!” exclaimed the little blonde,
with a light of understanding.
"Yes," nodded her friend. "In two
minutes Edward would be sleeping
like a baby, and six hours later I'd

of Dustless

Cleaning

by

mortgage.

Dated this

1922.
3wl0

G*u)

WANTED

thing, and much dreaded by planters.

morning

CPRING is
^

No housewife wants to

year.

penned up for a month’s
steady cleaning of mud-tracked
rugs when

There are also hurricanes, white ants,
rats and other [tests to be reckoned
The
with wherever cane is grown.
cane -talks are surprisingly heavy, and
contain eighteen per cent of sugar. The

your

a

the

•n

hours

few

with

Ah EX will keep

an

home dustless and healthy

The APEX with its wonderful
nozzle, wide and low down, will

••poke'

is obtained by crushing
-weet Juice
Them between rollers: It Is then boiled
down to a point where the sugar sepaThe resi
rates as brown crystals.
hie is a syrup that is known as mo
I'ure white sugar Is made by
•asses.
the crystals, filtering, de-

into

comei.

any

under

the radiator, stove, and along the
It is designed to be

base board.

greatest help in its every day
with its unexpected econo
mies in time, labor and cleaning

of

Rockville,

repented crystulllzu

house

STAY

easy

and

clean

let

your

with

an

APEX.

Arrange with

us

tor

a

Free

Bowels.
Relieve

WOOLENS

Trial in your

own

COFFEE
You

K. A. PACKARD,
Box B, Camden, Maine

The ten-room house with bath on Cedat
stieet, known as the Dorman residence.
Pleasantly located and in the best of repair. New hot water heater of the beat
make Double garage,hen house and about
three acres of land The lot extends from
Cedar to Court street and borders on Sal
mond stree', with a fine view of the Bay.
B. H.

Apply to
Sltf

home.

Centra! Maine Power Co.

OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN

FINE HOME FOR SALE
Two story, modern frame house. 8 rooms.
City water, 1 4 acre of land. Situated on
Northport avenue, 1 3-4 mile from post
office. Excellent summer or year round
MAURICE W I.ORD
welling.

Hayford Block, Belfast,

tf45

i Second-Hand

Me.

Sleigh

FOR SALE.

CATARRH
Catarrh Is
enced
by

lei. 320

30 High Street.

local disease greatly Influconstitutional
conditions.
HALL’S CATARRH
MEDICINE is a
Tonic, taken internally, and acts through
the blood upon
the
mu<ous
surfaces
of
the
HALL’S
CATARRH
system.
MEDICINE assists Nature in restoring
normal conditions.
All Druggists.
Circulars free
F. J. Cheney & Co.. Toledo, Ohio.
a

Special Notice
We wish to inform the public that we
doing business all the time and if you

are

E. A. STROUT Farm Agency,
ROY C. FISH, Local Manager,
Room 2, Odd Fellows’ Block,
tf47i

CHICHESTER S PILLS
_

TOE DIAMOND

■PI^HpRlL

Generations

in 3 Days
to

Standard
far Two

LaOrtppe

take elect—the safest and
for Head*

QUICKESTdependable remedy
aches. Colds and La Grippe.
most

H&rZcii?

Never be without Hill’s C. B. Q. Tablets.
Have them bandy—prevent illness by taking
them at the first sign of a Cold or Headache.

Hill’s Casuri Bromide Quinine Tablets are
No bad nito take and sure to act.
effects. No “bead noises.”
Safeguard every member of the family
against winter complaints. Demand red boa
bearing Mr. Hill’s portrait and signature.

pleasant

ter

At All Druggists—30 Cents
»

H HILL *'OMRAN>

DETROIT

MICH

Meat Market
Will you eat meat if you can afford to?
Well, we are going to Bell so you can eat
all you want.
We are going to sell three
to nine cents per pound cheaper than any
one and good atuff too.
Open every
G. A. GRAY & SON’S
evening.
Main
Street.
Market,

WANTED
A WOMAN FOR GENERAL HOUSEWORK.
Apply to
MRS. C. H. STEVENS,
35 Church Street, Belfast.
lOtf

Tour

BKAJSlk

A

,M.

ttESLXlSSsaEi3>
Red and iield ncttSleV

b pill*

9 il?*?8*

photograph.

Tmb friends will appreciate
and cherish just tbs seat af
pictnres we nake.

Belfast, Mr.

A. COOK'S S1UDI0
Main Street, Belfast.

In

sealed with Bind Ribbon.

ycirsknown is

^

AlwayslU^hg.'

SOLO BY DKUGGSKS $**^555

Undertaker

tt*OLD RELIABLE REM ETOMPU&

If 70a have friends,
the7 should have

wish to buy or sell real estate of any kind
we would be pleased to talk with you.

W L. COOK

_

Breaks Colds
in 24Hours

likely lo like il

a re

Dr. Hester Brown

MUDGETT,
Belfast, Maine.

Make your house cleaning this

doubly

18t><$

Maine.

J.Austin McKeen,Belfast

costs.

year

catalog,
Whitney, Portland, Maine. 6sl.

page

Kendall &

Etc.

for youi coot of our
40 pages about st***ds.

JOHN S. RANLETT,

use

Hon.

tive and Worm Expellee—purely vegetable
first prescribed by an old-fashioned
Dr.
Maine country doctor 71 years ago.
T iue’s Llixir, the Ttue Family Laxative and
it
as
Worm Expeller, purifies the bowels
A favorite of careful moth
clears them.
era for four generations. Corrects consti40c, 60c, $1.20.
pation in young and old.

I^Sleosv/

them.

For Sale

wonderful time of

a

Ask

Gas, Indigestion, Biliousness. Sick Headache.
Try them. 10c. 25c. At druggists. Duane
Pharmacal Cso’-* propricor, P. O. Box
1103, City Hall Station, New York.
See
signature on each box.

♦

be

Mothers, watch children for symptoms
Look at your child
of internal disorders.
offensive
and
Is his breath
NOW I
tongue coated? Does he grind his teeth
Is his appetite
or start in his sleep?
changeable? Has he occasional griping
pains? Is be constipated?
These are some symptoms of worms.
Great distress often results from these
Relieve him Quickly with
parasites.
Dr. True’s Elixir, the True Family Laxa-

OFFERS
*31 &LD J SPECIAL
Write today
about
1922-180
FREE

or

Highest prices

sex

I

60 odd years’ experience in their selection and marketing. Northern grown,
hardy seeds. Naturally “at home” in
New England soil. See Page 2 of our
>»
catalog for
S2.50 warth far S2.00

Long Haired Shaggy Cats

with

The stalks
neither tassels nor ears.
at that time have been growing about
twelve months, and have changed from
green to reddish; most of the lower
A fire In a
leaves have fallen away.
field of ripening sugar cane is a terrible

MOTHEK—HAS YOUR CHILD
THESE SYMPTOMS?

^3lovers\
Vegetablesi

twenty-fourth dav of February A. D.
ANNIE M. THOMPSON
D. & M,

3mo.

Story of Sugar Cane.
Sugar cane requires an abundance
of sunshine and water, and a deep,
In planting, tile stalk*
fertile soil.
and
are laid lengthwise in the furrows,
When
each joint sends up a shoot.
ready for harvesting a field of sugar
oane resembles a cornfield, hut the
plants'are somewhat larger and have

I

Material for ladies’* wear direct
from Factory. Write for samples
and state kind wanted.

—-

Seuator Hale telegraphed Governor
Baxter from Washington that nothing
can be done to change the War Department’s plan of moving the Coast Artillery from Portland and says the department is surprised at Portland’s dissatisfaction, as at least four times as many
infautrvmen will replace the C. A. C.
He adds that should the size of
men.
the army not be reduced, both artillery
and infantry will be stationed at Portland.

I

1

Regulate the Stomach, Liver and
Make Pure Blood.
J- >r Constipation.

Learn the joys

have to rub his face with a cold wet
towel in order to get him up in time
for breakfast.**

and

[
; in the northwest corner of Samuel French’s house
I lot; thence running northerly seven rods to a cedar
post and land of Joseph H. Whitmore, deceased;
thence by said Whitmore’s land eleven and one! third rods to a cedar post; thence southerly seven
I rods to land of Samuel French; thence westerly
| eleven and one-third rods to the point of begin
; ning; containing one half acre more or less; being
the same premises conveyed by me to said Austin
j H. French by deed dated September 12, 1907. and
whereas the condition of said mortgage lias been
broken, now, therefore,
reason of the breach of
! the condition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said

paid
lmg

get

.dnrizatloii.

I

i

State age, color amt

awake and get

washing

I

Kittens.

get

breakfast and get off In time to catch
So when he began to toss
his train.
about In tho middle of the night I’d
look at the clock
get up. pretend to
and tell him. 'You slept splendidly Iasi
tc
night dear, and you needn't bother
is so near tints
go to sleep again—It
to
up that you might as well stay

—

What Did I nav

Eat Right
Exer
cise -ami you will seldom need medicine. Fresh air day and night helps
to keep vour system in condition to
resist colds and sickness.
Eat plain.
wh>leaome.
w e1
rooked
f o o d, Vegeta
bles and fruit,
avoiding rich
desserts, pas
fry and sweets.
Exerr-ise in the

It is easy enough to be prudent
W’hen nothing tempts you to stray.
Vhen without or within no voice of sin
Is luring your soul away.
Hut it’s only a negative virtue
Until it is tried by lire.
And the life that is worth the honor of
of earth
Is the one that resists desire.

Tanlac will overcome that run down i
debilitated condition and make you feel
just like your old self again. Read &
Hills.

HIM AT HIS BEST

These flashes of inspiration he has collected from all sources and translated
from all languages. To col la tl and coin
Pare them is to be let into a fascinating
field of human conjecture and criticism.
Mr. Learned is a man of fine sensibilities, simple in his tastes, reserved in
manner and entirely free from vanity.
He has imagination and an artistic temperament of the most refined order, rebelling against coarseness, commonplace
things and studied conventionalities.
The ideals and standards which he has
always kept before him in bis work are
high. His work is original ahd his types
carried, but he is best kuown by htf conceptions of the wierd ami'Ins sketches in
black and white of the women beautiful:
He has done* illustrations in oil for
books published by Dana Estes & Co
also decorations for a 10 volume edition
<te lux of "Marcus Aurelius."
Mr. Learned has not been completely
alienated from Boston by his success in
the large city, for his intimate relatives
“till reside here and Mr. Learned and his
family make occasional visits to bis

j

Good Health
Breathe Right

women.

girl.

depicting

j

_

he married Miss Lelia Helen
Strague, sister of Ex-Senator Eugene
ot Quincy, who has ever
Hale Spragu
since in the capacity of model, secretary
and manager, furnished tnat business
acumen which forms the proper compliment to his artistic self.
They lived and
he had his studio at 30 Dana street, Cambridge.
From the first Mr. Leartud disliked
being compared to Mr. Gibson, for while
I he rapidiy became celebrated as the de1
picter of American girls he wanted to
feel he had a style distinctly his own.
Artists and novelists alike have always
admired his types.
One of his first notable works was called New England Girls, and his “feature
heads” made him quickly famous.
His early books were published by
Nathan Hatkell Dole, and were enthusiastically received and highly spoken of.
In 1908 Mr Learned studied and worked
during the summer in Europe, and he
finished by putting in some strenuous
weeks in Paris.
Upon his return he
established his home and studio at 3b
Gramercy park, New York, and he soon
took his place among the highest class
irtists and illustrators of the world, and
established an independent position of his
own as an interpreter of the American

A few years ago he and his works were
made the subject of a wonderfully illu
minating and interesting work called
“Learned Limns the Ladies,”
Arthur Garlield Learned’s books show
him at his best
Apart from their artistic merits they are excellent compilations of the wit and wisdom which men
in all ages have devoted to the study of

|

easy enough to be pleasant
When life (Iowa by like a song.
But the man worth while is one who will
smile
When everything goes wrong.
For the test of the heart is trouble.
And it always cornea with the years,
And the smile that is worth the praises
of earth
Is the one that shines through tears.

—

nation
In 1901

BOOKS SHOW

; If You Want

It is

j

I»le»boro Girl’s Good Fortune |

Several Boston exchanges have been
interest
featuring the following story of
as Mrs. Learned
this
in
vicinity
many
to
was a former Islesboro girl.

f

WORTH WHILE.

TOWN MEETINGS

AN OPPOR I UNITY

From Maine Farmer
Any man who has a job has an opportunity.
One half of all jobs are filled with men
and women who are indifferent to their
work,
they are not developing their
jobs or themselves; they are just trying
to get by.
for instance, a young min walked into
an office the other day, anJ told the manage he would like to go into the publishHe mace a good appearing business.
Ins ambi
ance, spoke convincingly of
lions, anJ altogether made an excelled
An investigation of his refimpre-sion.
erences
however, revealed that he had
been fired by each of his last three employers becaused of indifference toward

racking. agonizing rheumatic

Sloans

JOB IS

Licensed Embalmer
License 377.

Belfast,

Maine.

Tel. 61-3

Jiche?
When you’re suffering from

headache,
backacke,
toothache,

neuralgia,
or

pain from any other cause, try

Dr. Miles Anti-Pain Pills
One

two and the pain stope
no habit-forming drugs
Have you tried Or. Miles' Nervine?
Aak »mr PregeM
or

Contain

Reduce Your Weight

the rate of 10 to 35 pounds per
mouth. By simple guaranteed, safe
reliable treatment, taasco will reduce
your weight without unnecessary exercise and dieting, and will not injuro
W rite today
or weaken your system.
for FRKK 50c box enclosing 15c in
coin or stamps with this ad to
lasftto Co. .Malden 43, Boston, k-a

at

FOR SALE
Low Dries second hand
and kitchen

parlor

stoves^

J. AUSTIN McKEES.

W£

COAST TO COAST

FOR
••

WANT YOON

OOSINtSS

REAL'SATISFACTION

Btnelii”

IN

A1CLASS

BY ITSELF

Only

MUN

BELFAST.

STREET.

MAlNfc_

PATRIOTIC PARTY
‘

7:

:L,v.«rr:r;py^

coming

SclooU 1* W"
one week.
■print vacation of
Eugene Porter ia confined

! Violet

to her

Mra.
illness.
bone .n Main street by
Sweetaer who
R.
Professor Frederick
his nephey,
of
home
baa been ill at the
for the past
Searsport,
in
Lincoln Colcord
in

two

weeks,

has

returned

THE

_-

'h'

j

Meyers. A program of fifteen
numbers was danced, including quadrille
During intermission
aod contra dances.
Foster served ice cream and before dancing was resumed the holders of the lucky
ticket numbers were announced, Charles
Green awarding the prizes. The following held the lucky numbers: James Nick-

Mrs Maynard Robbins, Miss Miriam
Whittier, Miss Marietta Pendleton,
Miss Mina Davis, Howard Trundy, Miss
Greenlaw, Charles Bennett. During the
erson,

to his classes

Belfast

intermission confetti and
basketball team dance following
The Searsport A. A.
streamers in abundance were used and
camp
into
team
took the Stockton A. A.
Music was
scene was a gay one.
Stockton Monday the
with a score 59 to 38 at
furnished by Hank’s orchestra, and the
more games
many
if
night It ia doubted
d ecorating was in charge of Maurice S.
are played this aeaaon.
Dolliver. Charles E. Green called off for
who underwent
Mra. Lincoln Colcord,
he tquare dances, and assisted in variat the Tapley hosThe committee in charge of
o us ways.
a {surgical operation
home
to her
arrangements included Warren Jackson
pital in Belfast has returned
are glad to know
in Searsport and friends
tind Gordon Lloyd.
a good recovery.
making
ia
ahe
that

STOCKTON SPRINGS

sewell White and Mias

Mr. ano aura,
have been the
Marietta Pendleton who
returned
Arey,
Roscoe
guests of Mrs.
Stockton
Saturday to their borne ;in
by
Springs. They were accompanied for
Randall Arey who will be their guest
a

Mrs. Emery D. Bickmore left Monday
a visit in Boston.

for

M. J. Goodore passed the week-end in
Bangor at the home of his son Richard.
Mrs. Grace W. Britto returned Monday
from an extended visit in Bootbbay Har-

few days.
At a

regular meeting of Anchor Chap-

Monday evening, the
ter, O. E. S., on
three candegrees were conferred upon
Mra.
didates: M*s. Donald W. Vaughan,
Miriam WhitMiss
and
Henry^artridge
and coffee were
tier. Sandwiches, cake
refreshments
on
committee
served. The
assisted by Mrs.
were Mrs. Wo. Goodell,
Ford.
C. N- Meyers and Miss Georgia
minstrel
a
for
Rehearsal* have begun
Hall early in
■how to ^>e given in Union
local baseball
April, for the benefit of the
about 25 men,
team. In the circle will be
and chorus
all in blackface, and end men
the town afwill include the best talent
two parts,
fords. The program will be in
clever ssetch.
the second part including a
a minstrel
It is more than five years since
and it is
in
town,
been
given
■how has
will
expected that the affair

bor.

W. H. Morrison arrived home Saturday
afternoon from a business trip to New
York and Boston.
Frank L. Blanchard will leave Thursday
for a visit with his sister, Mrs. Mary
Crosby, in Boston.
Arnold Knox left recently in the S. S.

Jean, joining the engineer’s department
on a

trip to Tampa.

Miss Doris Bickmore arrived borne Saturday from Bowdoinham, where she has
been teaching school.
Mr. and Mrs. Page B. Spalding returned
home Saturday from a fortnight passed at
their old home town of Beverly, Mass
Mrs. Mary Murray Grant returned to
Dexter last Friday after a stay of several
weeks with her sister, Mrs. Freeman L.

confidently

draw a big house.
who died
The remains of Frank Moore,
Franklin Park, Mass.,

Harriamn.

at his home in

Mrs. Isaac Littlefield, who at

in SearsThursday, March Wth, arrived
were interred in the
and
Saturday,
port

Sunday morning,

[season

is of vital importance to this community
that so well an equipped plant should not
stand idle.
#

^.t^

SEAKSPOKT

early

would go into circulation from the pay
a
rolls, and always a chanco open for
substantial return to the stockholders It
at
is intimated that neither the cannery
Rockland nor the one here will be operIt
on sardines
ated the

8nd ,C*
article, cooked food. c«"d*
will be . .ale of .proas. fancy
at 8 33. an entertain
Evening
30
3
at
nment
Free enterta
cream
with music by McKeen s full orchestra,
ment followed by dancing
Mis.
Floor director. F G Spinney
Hammons.
by Charles
to the great del,ght of
dances
solo
in
Olive Morae will again appear
no one w,ll want to
Another evening of pleasure
her many f.iends.
tax.
war
No
cents.
miss. Admission 50
__

Park

The Lawrence cannery project has developed to a point where it may be stat
ed that the plant can be acquired from
the Deep Sea fisheries Co. at figures
which competent judges regarded as a
Men of undoubted ability are
bargain.
available to manage the plant and arIf the
range a portion of the financing.
farmers of the section could be induced
to take hold of the matter on something
of a cooperative basis, then the mirket
for their products would be sure, money

JLC

ROLLED OATS **lb.

DIRECT IMPORTING COMPANY,
10

in

one

Mrs Anna S. Gould, one of the oldest
and best known citizens of Jackson, died
at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Lyman
A Stevens of this town, where she has

after many month of hopeless invalidism.
Besides her husband she leaves a daughter, Mrs. Marne Peaslee a son, John
Blanchard, and a stepdaughter, Mrs
Elizabeth Staples, the daughter of her
sistef, who has never known another
mother and one sister, Mrs. Andrew PenThe sympathy of a large circle
dleton
of relatives and old friends is theira

lb.

This Week

The Table Margarine Ofic
■SWEET NUT*’fcV|b.

home

c

Standard

MRS. ANNA S. CiOULD

Mrs Hannah Carver Lancaster, wife
of Capt Sewell Lancaster amf a member
of one of the old line familiea prominent
in the history of this section, died at her

time

conducted a millinery shop in the Lafurley
building has again opened for business in

CHURCHES

At the U niversalist church next Svnday morning there will be preaching service by the pastor. Rev. W m. Vaughan.
v inSunday school at noon. All cordi
vited to these services.

the
been living for the past few years.
deceased had an attack of bronchitis last
Christmas and had steadily declined until
her death
was

March

born

“You wouldn’t want to
bother with my one share”

Mrs. Gould

1922.

14.

Winterport

in

in

the

1839,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Holmes
where she lived until 1860 when she mir*
ned Daniel Gould who was blacksmith
ing at Ellingwood*s Cornei in Winter-

They lived there some eight years
th.y moved to Jackson village
where she spent the rest of her days.
She was an active, industrious woman
port.

buying one share of Centra!
Maine Power Company 7% Preferred
Stock on dividend payments told us the other
day he didn’t suppose we wanted to bother

when

allthrough life,
j1

^

and

was

very

up to

few

the last

helpful

A

years

and efficient in
live interest in all

sickness
She took a
that pertained to the welfare of the home
She was a charter
or the community.

with his

the Star of Progress Grange
and was for many years an active, prominent patron.
She united with the free

Sunday
The Federated church.
morning service at 10.45; sermon topic.
"The Dawn of a New Order, and the
All are
Justification of an Old Faith
cordially invited.
Every living soul
needs a church; every living being needs
As water
the inspirations of religion.
its source,
will not rise higher than
neither will life rise higher than its essential beliefs.
The body must be used
and disciplined to be well and fit for its
tasks; the mind expands omy as it is
taught and exercised for ever larger and
Religious
So of the soul.
large, uses.
Belief behabits obey the common law.
gets belief, k ndness breeds kindness,
faith comes by being faithful, and love
by loving. All men are introduced to
the indwelling spirit, are given a ticket
of admission to its presence, in one form
or another.
How a man conducts himself when thus admitted determines the
manner of man he will ultimately become.
Religious habits make for inreased efficiency.
This is why wise
men hold by them in all times and places.
Sunday School immediately after the
Fathers and mothers
morning service.
are earnestly asked to consider if a grave
responsibility does not rest upon them,
for the formation of good habits of
thought and conduct in their children
during their tender years.

who is

one

share.

member of

He

the time of her
death. She was a true helpmeet, a loving mother, who gave freely of her life
and was

member at

a

and strength to her family, an accommodating neighbor, very hospitable and
pleasant to meet and had a large circle
of friends, many of whom have passed
to

One

the mansions of glory.

brother,

R. Holmes of Winterport, two sons,
William E. Gould of Jackson, George
Gould of N. H., two daughters, Mrs. Dr.
W'ood of Lowell, Mass., and Mrs. Lyman

Stevens

of

Jackson

church

ai

Corner

Jackson

But

on

Miss Susan Copp, who has been ill the

,

Mills

lose

interest in the

our

we

pany.

Mrs. Varney of Fairlield is passing a
few weeks in town at the home of J. 1'.

branch

we

have over 7,500 such partners
which means much to a public service com-

Already

past two weeks, is convalescing.

of

shall

Every profit-sharing partner we secure adds
just one more to the growing band of wellwishers, co-operators, friends.

LIBtRIY

Mr. Sparie

never

small investor.

P.

Sanford.

,

investment.

M., March 16, 1922, Rev. |
Frank S. LfcllifT of this town officiating
clergyman, Merlon Haley of Monroe, undertaker.

Thursday

mistaken.

several

besides

grandchildren survive her. Her fuueral,
which was well attended by her neighbors and friends, was from the Congregational

was

With a rising security market, with our preferred stock exempt from State taxation, with
our dividend record unbroken for 18 years,
with our price firm through war times and deflation, it is only natural that the larger investors are now buying Central Maine Power
Company Preferred in place of out-of-State

Baptist church of Jackson village in 1876

J
METHODIST CHURCH.
People's .Methodist Church, Rev. Charles W. Martin,
pastor; parsonage, No. 7 Court St.; telephone, 213.11. Sunday morning service
at 10.45.
Sunday school, 12 m. Evening
service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting this,
Thursday, evening at 7.30.

man

has pur-

one-share stock-

So now and always the
holder is welcome.

CENTRAL MAINE
POWER C<?

*

chased the old school house lot, where he
will build a garage.
Chester
Worthing of the lirra of
Worthing brothers is critically ill at his

Central Maine Power Company

home in branch Mills.

Simmons, who has been
visiting relatives in Union the past week,
Miss

Verna

Augusta,

returned home Saturday.

a

Yield 6 l-2^> net.

Price $107.50.

Mrs Andrew Grant has purchased the

Theodore Kowell house for

Maine.

home and

will take possession the lirst of April.

Rev.
The First baptist Church.
Mr. Edwin Ryan and family wish to
C. Sauer, pastor; residence, 13
express their appreciation for the kindCedar; telephone, 123-11. Sabbath services at 10:45 and 7:30; Bible school at ness and generous help the people gave
12; Christian Endeavor 6:30; mid-week him during the illness and at the death
devotional serv.ce Thursday, 7:30.
of Mrs. Ryan.
Sunday morning’s worship includes
The entertainment given in the Grange
numbers by the chorus choir, a brief address by Charles E. Rhoades, minuteman, Hall Tnursday evening
by Georges River
T he interest
and sermon by the pastor.
was a success socially and linauGrange
church
in
of this
practical community
evangelism soon to be undertaken, makes cially. A part of the proceeds will be
that effort the theme of sermon and pray- used for the prevention of tubercular and
er at the present time.
cancer troubles.
At the evening service, conducted by
the young people at 6.30, the subject is
KNUA
"Baptist Home Mission Work,” Luke 10:
1-7; music by the orchestra. At 3 30
groups of young people will meet their
Ernest and Ira Bailey are working for
leaders.
Bible school attendance last
Merton Bradford.
Sunday 122.
Th? appointments for the present week
Very many people in town have been
as
follows: Monday, at the vestry
are
sick with bad grip colds.
the older boys will do manual training
work, making birdhouses, under the diMrs. Irene Woods and Mrs. Pearl Richrection of the pastor.
Tuesday evening, ardson are on the sick list.
7 30, cottpge meeting at 13 Cedar street.
Several of the Farm Bureau ladies are
W’ednesday, meeting of sewing circle at
vestry for work. Wednesday evening, ** having “Bettie’s made and like them veryChristian Endeavor social in the vestry.
much.
Thursday evening, mid-week meeting,
led by Troop III Boy Scouts.
Everyone
Mr. Oakley Giles, who went to a hospishould be present.
Friday evening, 7.30, tal in Boston for
operation in r. ported as
Boys’ meeting in Boys’ room. Saturday
doing nicely.
morning, basket ball at Armory and sec
ond class Scout tests at camp for Troop
Willis Richardson went to Lowell last
IV.
week to see his sister,Mrs. Althea Warren,
March
Tuesday evening,
28th, cottage
meeting with Mr. and Mrs. Gerald How- | who was very sick.
ard.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Curtis,Miss Addie B.
Friday afternoon, March 31st, annual Cross and Joe
Lionnely, were Sunday
sale ana entertainment at the Armory.
Sunday, April 9th to Sunday evening, ] callers at B. L. Aborn’s.
oeorge

<

BELFAST

FR1CE

Cl RRENT

Corrected W eekly for Tlie Journal.
PRODUCE

PAID

MARKET

Apples, bush $1 00
8
Beans, pea,
10
Beans, y. e.,
35a40 ,
Butter,
24
Cheese,
35
Chicken,
35
Duck,
2b
tugs,

Fowl,
Geese,

35
32

PRODUCER

125(H)
20
Lamb,
20
Mutton,
Potatoes, 1 OOtol 00
Hound Hog,
12
Straw, 15 00a20 00

Hay,

Turkey,
Veal,

Wood, hard,
Wood, soft,

83

2 20
Lime,
< >ats,
64
5
Oat Meal,
12
Onions,
Oil, kerosene, 19a20

j

Water Glass
75c per

|

son:

Some folk* call this
whittlin’ tobacco
old-fashioned, but
they don't know
’*
where the honey is!

26a 32
16al8
11 00
8 00

83
Mr. Moore was 65
Corn meal,
village cemetery.
her own home.
8
35 Pollock,
Cheese,
was a native of Monyears of age, and
19
2 75
Cotton seed,
Pork,
of SearsMany friends will be glad to learn that
Field
Alice
married
He
6.5
roe.
30 Rye meal,
Cranberries,
ago, and Mrs. Irving R. Saw yer stood the journey
1 90
Clover seed,
Shorts,
port, who died several years
well
N.
7
to
Red
very
Rapids,
indeed,
B,,
10 00al3 50 Sugar,
Flour,
surviving are four children: Gladys,
T. I., bus. 1 25
H. G. seed,
The re- : although taken all the way on a couch.
Salt,
John.
and
Esther, Margaret
18 Sweet potatoes,
Lard,
to Searsport by
mains were accompanied
Mrs. Alice Killarney was called to town
of the deceased. |
John Moore, the only son
from Boston last week because of the illMARKlEU.
died at ness of her small daughter, Helen Joan,
Wentworth
Lyman Wellington
|
road
| who has been boarded with Mrs. Stanley
at his home on Mount Ephraim
ParkiNSON-ANNIS. In Belfast, March
of several
Ward well for several months.
March 17th, after an illness
18, by Kev. C. W. Martin, Thomas I.
Wentworth was 71 years of
Parkinson, Jr., and Eflie M. Annis, both
ye-ra. Mr.
The new Peace Dollars have made a
of Belfast
since the death of
alone
lived
and
age,
belated arrival in town, L. S. Grflin hav- April 16th (Saturday omitted) Easier serWentworth-Lake. In Morrill, March
At the democratic caucus Tuesday,Mrs.
illness
his
In
his wife several years ago.
ing received one last week from P. D. vices with addresses by Rev. Benjamin Georgie Harding was elected delegate to 16, bv Rev. Nathan Hunt, Lisle Earl
Carr.
Beatty, pastor at large and specialist in I
Wentworth of Searsmont and Miss Beulah
be was cared for by Mrs. Hervey
Lancaster, and Allard Blanchard showing community
attend State convention in Augusta.
evangelism.
a barber
Edith Lake of Knox.
•
(
For many years he conducted
one sent to Dim by Alfred G. Black.
The infant son of Mrs Pearl Bleny died
he retired
shop in Searsport, and since
The services at the Universalist church
A recent letter from James M. Parker
very suddenly one day last week. Much
had given a great
he
DIED.
business
that
from
church last Sunday evening were well ;
and tells of a most unusual winter in Cali- attended and of unusual interest. The sympathy in extended Mrs. Blenys also
deal of time to the culture of bees,
fornia. The freeze ruined thousands of decorations consisted of jardineres of red Mr. and Mrs. Fred Gilchrest, the grand
cemMORISON. In Santa Monica, Calif.,
had also had the care of the village
March 19, William K. Morison, formerly
lemon trees and greatly damaged the carnations and yellow daffodils combined parents.
Furelatives.
near
no
leaves
etery. He
music
ferns.
The
the
of
Belfast.
with
by
asparagus
late resi- oranges, the navels suffering especially.
neral services were held at his
regular choir was excellent Rev. Wm.
while
of
trees
were
killed
Acres
outright
SVVANVILLfc ttNItR
M. F.
Vaugham, pastor, conducted the exerdence Saturday at 1 p. m.. Rev.
others will have to be pulled out. He has cise* and Rev. Wm. F. Skcriye of the
Atwood of the Methodist church officiatThe » Alonzo Da mm was drawn to serve on
Dreamland Theatre
his second house ready for plastering, Federated church offered prayer.
ingwas called for the special purand mentions that a million dollars in meeting
the jury.
and five buildings went up last year and a better pose of giving Rev. William Vaughan |
Matinee Daily at 2.20.
Rev. and Mra. N. r. Atwood
Mrs. Wm. Small is quite ill with a bilithe right hand of fellowship into the Un- j
school, prospect for the coming season.
Sunday
Methodist
iversalist State convention and conse- ous attack.
girla from the
hvening 7 and 8 30
Red
quently in recognition and installation as
who assisted in the sale of Christmas
have Bone away
The firit anniversary of a lusty infant as
and
Mrs.
Mr.
English
church.
Belfast
Rev.
of
the
pastor
the KaneN o Higher
10c- and 17c.
Admission 5c
Cross Seal, were entertained by
was celebrated on Friday.
Ashley A. Smith of Bangor, for fourteen for several months.
afternoon in the organization
tota Girls on Wednesday
The Bethany Chapter Sewing Circle has years the pastor of the church, preached |
who
has
been
Mrs.
E.
A.
Robertson,
There were
THURSDAY—Jack Loudon's
the sermon and gave the cordial hand of
new Campfire Club-rooms.
accomplished much in the first year of
His text was having a grip cold, is better.
"I he Mutiny of the hlsinore,”
directed by Frances
fellowship at its close
games and contests
its existence, and following the regular taken from St. Paul: “We being many j
A Vivid, Exciting Tale of the Sea.
Mina Davis
Tyler Couant of Winterport spent last
Rogers and Minerva Gray,
*
meeting entertained the mere husbands are one body in Christ.” The sermon
contest
advertising
R.
G.
Mrs.
Robertthe
week
with
his
of
sister,
winner
was 0»e
FRIDAY—Constance Talmadge in
at a supper in the neatly decorated Ma- was full of the gospel of Jesus without
Frame flew
Mr. Smith son.
an ostentatious bias of creed.
and Mr. Atwood and Ellen
"The Girl of The Timber Claims.”
sonic dining room, incidentally touching
need
to
back
to
said that all churches
get
received suitMr. and Mrs. Charles Riley of Hampnearest the crow moon, and
them for the price, the major object of the Man of Galilee as the principles he
of punch and
SATURDAY-Earle Williams in
week of their
able rewards. Refreshments
not being lost sight of taught more than ever touch the chal- den were the guests last
Whitcomb the organization
"It Can Be Done.”
the
in
counhour
our
Frank.
of
issues
crackers were served by Orilla
son,
lenging
and ] and mere husbands always being subject try’s life. Men ditfer and always will
and Gladys Rose and Martha Duncan
sons
the
Mrs.
Ellis
and
two
spent
to penalties.
dilfer in their conceptions and have a
MONDAY—Will Rogers to
Katherine Curtis assisted in receiving.
for their particular weekend at ths home of Mrs. Willard
“A Poor Relation.”
the
died at his home in | right to stand up
mentioned,
Pomeroy
Eugene
already
those
Besides
but that should not blind them Ellis in Monroe.
Marion the t»ck part of the town on Friday fore- churches,
All
to the larger issues of saving souls.
guests included Elizabeth Sawyer,
TUESDAY—Dorothy Dalton In
The church sociable was at the home of
and Katherine Cunningham, Adelaide noon. He was a native of Hampden and are fighting one common enemy and to
“Back of the Man.”
do this must keep the unity ol the spirit Mr. and Mrs. Frank Riley, March 14th.
31st
He
Fletcher.
his
was
Jane
and
was
birthday.
nearing
Havener
Curtis, Alice
in the bond of peace.
There are three There was a good attendance and the
and
heart
of
a
dilated
hopelessWEDNESDAY—Herbert Rawllnaon in
of the St, a victim
things essential to speak the message of proceeds of the evening were very satisThe committee in charge
*'
"
ill before any knew that be was not in Christ, to perform the mission of the factory.
I he Millionaire.
ball have every ly
confetti
eve
Patrick's
He leaves a widow, Master and to express the spirit of Jeof health.
, the best
the
women in
success'
a
lot
of
j
the
at
Quite
goodly
great
^_to be gratified
Myrtle, oldest danghter of Frank Harri- sus. The character of men and women town attended the town meet ng and enwas enjoyed by a
is wbat counts regsrdless of their belief.
•f the affair, which
joyed the voting greatly. Dinner was
two children, besides a sister.
In life it is the deed and not the creed;
and dancers. A man, and
and the prolarge crowd of spectators
was
held
on
Rev. the ch'aracter and not the ceremony. furnished by the grange,
The funeral
Sunday,
of
out
town,
ceeds were
live dollars and nine|1_■_were preaent from
The supreme test of a man’s religion is teen centa. twenty
Andrews officiating, and the buri
Perley
Probhis love and kindneaa to his fellowmen in
including a delegation from Park.
al was in Mt. Prospect cemetery.
looked prettier
need of encouragement, etc. Mr. Smith
ably Union lull never
when it was elabThe Real Man. A thin little volume is a fine example of what he preaches
OAK HILL, Swanville.
than on this occasion,
the from the pen of Ruaaell J. Staples of Mal- and during his pastorate in Belfast made
^ilaiy decorated in Erin’s colors,
of
a
frienda
great many regard
lifelong
Mr. F. O. Seekina has been sawing
Forming the effect of a den, Meat., has been received by the leas of church connections.
___■ aMi gold.
wood with his engine and saw for
al
of
Mr.
was
born
in
writer.
this
town
fringes
Staples
were
deep
-r- overhead
George Robie and James Webster the
radi- and paaaed bis boyhood here. The Real
green and gold streamers,
past week.
|
Man ia a metaphysical study which maniwere interating from the center. These
Mr. and Mrs. James Webster were
from which festly ia the fruit of wide reading and j
Sufficient for 75
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Thompapenad with huge lanterns
colin
gay
much thought It ia admirably written j A KITCHEN GIRL
balloons
son in Poor’s Mills, March 19th.
dozen eggs.
all sawn hong, and
At 9 o’clock the and will be read with deep interest by i
Mrs. F. O. Seekina and daughter Viola
«a floated in the air.
Poor’s
Drug f'8tore j
A
OE.
march those whose minds are in tune with this
left March 18th for Augusta, for a week’s
Mrru atarted and the serpentine
and
Wallace
Warren
visit
with
her
sons,
Dolliver and Mias form of thinking and will well repay any
ana y by Maurice
D80R HOTEL. Seekina.
and Mias time given by the most casual reader.
Plannee Coleord, Myron Parker

WANTED

“Listen,

RETAIL' MARKET

RETAIL PRICE

Beef, corned, 30a32
18a32
Butter salt,
83
Corn,
Cracked corn.

!

gallon

i

It J(eet>s TresK /
Each cutis double-wrapped;
first in heavy tin foil, then
in air-tight,
ine paper.

dust-proof glass-

3-ounce
pint
Liggjtt fc Mm* Tobacco Co.

The Liverpool & London 4 ClolK
Insurance Co.. Ltd.

Children’s
and Juniors’

U.S. Branch Executive Office, Washington.
Placed Newark, N. JMetropolitan Office, 80 William Street.
New York City.

DRESSMAKING
Inquire

at

the Journal office.

Lumberman’s Mutual

Assets December 31, 1921Beal estate.*
Mortgage loana.
Collateral loana. ...i-reiiS
stocks and bonda.
Cash in office and bank. o
711 017 24
Agents’ balances.*. 2,7Vo 74347
Bills receivable..'.
;656J««
Interest end rents.
028 1$
All other assets.

2wf2*

,1^2

1,i47'9l750

Casualty Co.

CHICAGO, ILL,
Assets

December 31, 1921.

Real Estate.$
0 00
Mortgage Loans.
50,100 00
Collateral Loans...
0 00
Stocks and Bonds. 1,105,270 00
Cash io Office and Bank.
91.581 38
Agent's Balances.
322,519 40
Bills Receivable...
0 00
Interest and Rents.
15,486 48
All other Assets.
l,o85 00

»

Grose assets...
Deduct items not admitted.

Net Unpaid Losses..$
Unearned Premiums.
AI1 other Liabilities.
Cash Capital.
Surplus over all Liabilities.

*»

Admitted assets.
Li abilities December 31. 1921
Net

Gross Assets.$ 1,586.042 21
Deduct items not admitted..
19,147 18
Admitted Assets.$ 1,566,896 03
Liabilities December 31, 1921

—

I

606,206 74 I
626,279 14 1
71,446 52
00
363,963 63
0

unpaid

losses.*\\

—

13931

079^
Unearned premiums. 1 463 0181®
All other liabilities.
^’7209®
Surplus overall

liabilities.•.^
surplus.$19,35*1.*

Total liabilities and

Belfast.
lames Pattee & Son. Agents,
^

CARD OF

THANKS

I wiah to think the friends
®e
^ bors who have «o kindly rera®“L ,uott*
Total Liabilities and Surplus.$ l 666 896 03 with a poatcard ahower
3wl2
| *
MISS EDITH LAWK*'"'*

“j

dVrin1£pFnCE-

i

